
III. 
PROBLEMS OF THE DISALLOWANCE SURMISE 

A. Introduction 

In the cases above, the issue was whether, by disallowing a defensive 
plea, the ecclesiastical court committed an error controllable by Prohibi- 
tion. In those cases, improper disallowance had to be surmised in order to 
argue plausibly for a Prohibition. If plaintiff-in-Prohibition had not made 
his plea in the ecclesiastical court, and if the plea had not been disal- 
lowed, there would have been no basis for a Prohibition. The plea having 
been made and disallowed, the question arose whether ecclesiastical con- 
duct needed to be, or appropriately could be, controlled by the common 
law courts. Since our present concern is primarily with the conditions un- 
der which common law control of conduct was held appropriate, it is the 
cases above that are important for our purpose. There are, however, some 
further problems connected with the surmise of improper disallowance. It 
will be convenient to treat them here, before resuming the main thread 
with cases on common law control of evidentiary and procedural prac- 
tices of ecclesiastical courts. 

Sometimes disallowance of a plea was surmised when it perhaps did 
not need to be. Whether it needed to be was occasionally an express issue. 
In other instances, the case could be disposed of without discussing 
whether the allegation of disallowance was really necessary. That is to 
say, we have some direct authority on when it is necessary to make a plea 
in the ecclesiastical court and wait for it to be disallowed before seeking a 
Prohibition, and when, per contra, a Prohibition is obtainable on another 
theory, without plea-and-disallowance. In addition, we have some am- 
biguous cases. The latter constitute factual or "practice" precedents -- i-e., 
instances in which a Prohibition was granted or considered upon surmise 
of disallowance, and in which nothing was said to rule out the possibility 
that the surmise was essential. It may, however, be extremely doubtful 
that surmising disallowance was in fact necessary. 

Unnecessary surmises of disallowance are not hard to account for. Let 
us take the most indisputable case to start with: One could prohibit a tithe 
suit by surmising that a modus existed. One did not need to surmise that 
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the ecclesiastical court had refused to let one plead the modus. We shall 
see below how and in what sense this was firmly held. What then does it 
mean if we find a plaintiff-in-Prohibition alleging that his plea of a modus 
was disallowed? Several possibilities may be distinguished: (a) At one 
time (before the point was settled), there may have been genuine doubt as 
to whether one needed to show that one had attempted to assert one’s mo- 
dus in the ecclesiastical court before one could be entitled to a Prohibi- 
tion. In case of doubt, a parishioner wanting to claim a modus would have 
good reason to make his plea and surmise disallowance. For if the com- 
mon law courts would not intervene unless an attempt were first made in 
the ecclesiastical court, it in all probability would intervene if an ecclesiastical 
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court failed to respect a modus. Now, in no other case was it ever so firmly 
settled that a Prohibition could be had without an allegation of an improper rul- 
ing on the part of the ecclesiastical judge. That is to say, no other response to an 
ecclesiastical suit was so clearly an ipso facto basis for Prohibition. (Of 
course no showing of disallowance was ever expected when plaintiff-in-
Prohibition was asserting the ecclesiastical court’s total and original lack of 
jurisdiction. For an extreme example: If a man was sued for breach of promise in 
an ecclesiastical court, he could have a Prohibition simply by pointing to 
the utterly improper suit against him. It was never suggested that one 
needed to except to the jurisdiction on legal grounds in the ecclesiastical 
court and wait to pursue a Prohibition until one could claim that the eccle- 
siastical judge had mistakenly upheld his own jurisdiction.) In conse- 
quence, especially in non- modus cases, it was often the part of prudence 
to surmise disallowance. If the common law court would not prohibit 
without a showing that the ecclesiastical court had done something 
wrong, perhaps it would prohibit with such a showing. One could rarely 
be sure; the chance for a Prohibition would usually be improved by 
claiming disallowance. But it does not follow that claiming it was necessary. 
Only in the case of the modus could it be confidently said it was not necessary,
but in fact several other responses to ecclesiastical claims were probably ipso
facto grounds for Prohibition too. The reason for saying that is that there are 
cases in which Prohibitions were granted or considered upon surmises 
which apparently merely asserted such responses, without reference to the 
ecclesiastical court’s conduct. There are two reasons for adding the 



"probably": (i) The case-lines supporting ipso facto grounds for Prohibi- 
tion other than modi are rarely unambiguous. To take a realistic example: 
May a parishioner prohibit a tithe suit by surmising that the parson made 
an agreement to accept money instead of tithes, without showing an un- 
successful effort to assert the agreement in the ecclesiastical court? It 
would have been hard for a lawyer to predict the answer to that at several 
times in our period. On the other hand, my guess would be that the 
chance of getting a Prohibition in that case would be about as good with- 
out a surmise of disallowance as with one, neither way being sure-fire. 
(ii) Reports do not always make it clear (as full records would) whether or 
not disallowance was surmised. If we find a court discussing whether to 
prohibit a tithe suit because the parson allegedly commuted the tithes by 
agreement, there is no guarantee that an unsuccessful attempt to plead the 
agreement had not been surmised. A judge who in a few brief words op- 
posed the Prohibition, say, might be holding that ecclesiastical courts do 
not have to respect commutations-by-agreement unless they choose to 
(disallowance having been alleged.) On the other hand, he might be hold- 
ing that a commutation-by-agreement is not an ipso facto basis for Prohi- 
bition, without prejudice to whether ecclesiastical courts are free to 
disallow such agreements as defenses. Both are probably plausible posi- 
tions. In the absence of positive indications in the report, all one can say 
is that where there is no apparent sign of alleged disallowance it was 
probably not alleged. 

(b) A party might plead in the ecclesiastical court with the genuine in- 
tention of accepting its jurisdiction. E.g.: I plead my modus (or whatever) 
in the hope that it will be allowed and that the contention can be settled 
without a Prohibition. I am driven to a Prohibition when my plea is disal- 
lowed (and perhaps when my prospects for defending the suit on some 
other ground have dimmed.) Since I actually have a complaint against the 
ecclesiastical court's conduct, I might as well reinforce my claim to a 
Prohibition by alleging it, even when I am confident that I could have had 
a Prohibition without reference to the ecclesiastical court's behavior. 
This situation contrasts with that in which a man makes a plea in the ec- 
clesiastical court, hoping or expecting it to be disallowed, because he 
fears that Prohibition will not lie except on a showing of disallowance. 
The latter runs the risk that the plea will not be disallowed, in which event 
he will have to give up his hope of prohibiting, or seek a Prohibition with- 
out surmising disallowance, or claim disallowance untruly. 
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(c) The last of those three choices leads to our final possibility: the fic- 
titious surmise of disallowance. Suppose one calculates that a surmise of 
disallowance would improve one's chance for a Prohibition. But suppose 
either that one's plea has in fact been allowed, or else that one is reluctant 
to make a plea for fear it might be accepted. So one alleges disallowance 
fictitiously. The stratagem may work in either of two ways: (i) The ad- 
versary may not dispute the disallowance. I say, for example, my modus 
(lease, agreement, or whatever) was disallowed. The other party knows 
that surmise is feigned and that he could in principle block the Prohibition 
by contradicting it. But if he does so he runs the risk that a jury will find 
against him. Even if the evidence is all on his side, suppose the jurors turn 
out to be biased against ecclesiastical courts. And might they not suspect 
that taking issue on the disallowance betrayed a weak case on the merits? 
Might they not he inclined to give a dishonest verdict for their tithe-pay- 
ing neighbor, say, perhaps assuming that rough justice was on his side 
whatever the technicalities? Then perhaps the evidence on the fact of dis- 
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allowance would not be entirely clear. Cases suggest that it was not always
clear whether an ecclesiastical court had actually disallowed a plea. Parties
and their lawyers seem sometimes, for example, to have been confused as to
whether pleas were disallowed for substantive or evidentiary reasons. Con-
fusion seems to have been possible as to whether an ecclesiastical court had 
said, "As a matter of our law, this is no defense even if it is true," or, "The  
evidence you offer will not support this defense by our standards, so you
must either waive the defense or offer further evidence." Imagine a jury trying 
to decide whether a plea had been disallowed in the face of conflicting 
expert testimony as to whether the plea was ruled out definitively or only 
provisionally, pending an offer of sufficient evidence. Even if the jury 
got the bare facts straight and returned a special verdict, it might create a 
risk-laden legal question as to whether the acts of the ecclesiastical court 
constituted disallowance in the proper sense, a question requiring dilatory 
argument and high-priced lawyers. More generally, it is risky to try to es- 
tablish in-court events before a jury which, however fair, will hardly un- 
derstand what it is expected to decide. 

If, therefore, defendant-in-Prohibition has reasonable hope of winning 
on the merits, he will be well-advised to take issue thereon. Instead of 
contradicting the claim that a modus, say, was disallowed, he had better 



dispute the modus itself. (There was never, I think, any doubt about de- 
fendant-in-Prohibition's power to take issue on the merits. A theoretical 
argument can be made against it: If the basis for claiming a Prohibition is 
improper disallowance, defendant-in-Prohibition ought logically either to 
deny the fact of disallowance, or else object to the Prohibition on the legal 
ground that the disallowance did not constitute controllable error. In prac- 
tice, however, I see no sign that such logic was ever insisted on. Defen- 
dant-in-Prohibition could admit the fact of disallowance, waive legal 
objection to the Prohibition, and contest the truth of the claim admitted to 
have been improperly disallowed. That, after all, was what plaintiff-in- 
Prohibition wanted him to do. If defendant was willing, it would be hard 
on the parties -- though tender toward ecclesiastical jurisdiction -- to pre- 
vent it.) If desperate, defendant-in-Prohibition might have to take issue 
on the disallowance; if at all hopeful, he should take issue on the merits 
(or, in quite a few cases, on the legal objectionability of the disallow- 
ance.) Even if he was not too hopeful, it might hardly be worth the time, 
risk, and trouble to avoid "getting down to it," letting the real quarrel be- 
tween the parties be settled at common law. If one's case was bad 
enough, one might lose in the ecclesiastical court even if one succeeded 
in keeping it there. The recurrent nature of tithes, the subject of the ma- 
jority of disputes, argues the same way. Only a determined litigative war- 
rior would as a rule have sufficient motive to go "all out" to win this tithe 
suit by any possible means. For if one succeeded in collecting tithes in 
kind in the face of a modus or agreement this year, the identical quarrel 
might have to be fought out next year -- perhaps to different results with 
different judges, lay or ecclesiastical, a different jury, and lawyers, civil 
or common, of greater or less skill. In the end, the only way for a seri- 
ously challenged parson to collect his tithes in kind was to break the mo- 
dus or other obstacle by verdict or judgment at common law. Better to 
try, even at some risk, than fool around with such maneuvers as travers- 
ing an alleged disallowance. 

(ii) One might get away with a feigned surmise of disallowance be- 
cause the other party would not dispute it. In addition, one might hope to 
persuade the judges to hold it indisputable. That is to say, one might sur- 
mise disallowance untruly on the theory that even if the defendant should 
try to take issue thereon, the Court might be convinced that he ought not 
to be permitted to. One might, in other words, talk the judges into creat- 
ing a legal fiction. As we shall see, a fiction was in effect created in the 
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case of the modus. That is, it was held in a leading case that defendant-in- 
Prohibition may not take factual issue on an allegation that a modus was 
pleaded and disallowed. It is not determinable whether plaintiff-in-Prohi- 
bition in that case or any other deliberately feigned the disallowance. Af- 
ter the decision, however, anyone who saw advantage in a fictitious 
allegation could make one (in modus cases -- not altogether confidently in 
any other kind.) Once the fiction was available, it must have been used. I 
do not think it became de rigueur form. The typical fate of a fiction is to 
be embalmed as a form: For a time, parties must allege and prove Fact X., 
inter alia, to have relief. One day, the judges decide that they should have 
relief whether or not Fact X. is true. The allegation of X. is accordingly 
held untraversable. But because X. has always been alleged in the past, it 
goes on being alleged despite its irrelevance, It is expected, the "done 
thing." If some bold Benthamite should come along and leave out the 
meaningless allegation, he might lose on a point of form, though fully en- 
titled to relief in substance. In the case of the disallowed modus, the story 
would seem to be different. I think it is apparent that Prohibitions were 
commonly granted on surmises of modi without pretense of disallowance 
before it was held that disallowance, if surmised, may not be traversed. 
Later on, I see no evidence that a fictitious claim of disallowance was in- 
sisted on as a matter of form. But once in a while reports show that disal- 
lowance of modi was alleged. When it was, I suspect, it was usually 
alleged fictitiously -- because a lawyer thought it safer, or merely better 
form, to lay disallowance. It may not have been appreciably safer, but one 
never knows -- an ecclesiastical court that disallowed a modus should 
clearly be prohibited, and the allegation of disallowance could clearly not 
be traversed; a common law court might take it into its head to doubt 
whether the mere alleged existence of a modus was sufficient grounds for 
prohibiting; it might be under ecclesiastical and political pressure to en- 
tertain such doubts, 

If we go back and imagine the traversability of a disallowed modus to 
be an unsettled question, it is possible to see why fictionalization would 
look like a good bet: I am not sure my client can win by surmising his 
modus without claiming disallowance. (I am not sure the other way either. 
There are precedents of Prohibitions granted on bare surmise of a modus. 
But I am nervous. The courts do not seem to have firmly decided -- on 
demurrer, say -- that Prohibition will lie on the bare surmise. My oppo- 
nent looks determined and has a good lawyer.) I figure that the chance of 
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a feigned surmise of disallowance being controverted is pretty slight (for 
the reasons above.) But, if an attempt is made to traverse, in the first 
place, the judges are not going to like making a jury issue out of the acts 
of an ecclesiastical court (for the same reasons that a sensible and non- 
desperate defendant will not welcome that prospect.) They are going to 
be impatient with a defendant who wants to maneuver by taking issue on 
the disallowance instead of disputing the modus and helping the conten- 
tion get resolved for good. If traversing a claim of disallowance (in a mo- 
dus case or any other) is next to unheard-of (as it seems to be), perhaps 
the judges will be disposed to look for reasons why it cannot be done. 

With judges so disposed, might I not argue, for example, that ecclesias- 
tical law does not "really" or reliably recognize the modus? That is, even 
if it is not true that the ecclesiastical court in our case has disallowed the 
plea, it is at least not clear that ecclesiastical law in general or across the 
board respects prescriptive exemptions from tithes in kind, at least not all 
exemptions which the common law would insist on. (By "Tanfield's prin- 
ciple," one should look to the "real" ecclesiastical law, not to the mere act 
of a particular ecclesiastical court. One should not prohibit a suit just be- 
cause one ecclesiastical court has made a seemingly unreasonable or un- 
intelligible decision. One should consider whether there are any genuine 
conflicts of law such as to render it unlikely that the error of a particular 
court can be remedied by appeal. Might not "Tanfield's principle" operate 
conversely as well? Is it not a matter of indifference whether a particular 
ecclesiastical court has allowed, or might allow, a plea, if one is con- 
vinced that ecclesiastical law does not "really" understand or respect a 
claim which by the common law is indisputably valid -- e.g., a modus? If 
the conduct of the particular ecclesiastical court is not the essential point, 
surely parties should not be allowed to dispute about it factually.) 

Failing that rather high-level argument, perhaps I could persuade the 
Court that the practical advantages of having modi tried by jury are over- 
whelming. I.e.: Granted that as a rule -- "Tanfield's principle" or no "Tan- 
field's principle" -- ecclesiastical courts should not be prohibited 
speculatively, without reference to whether they have actually done any- 
thing wrong, an exception should be made for the peculiar case of the mo- 
dus. For however willing ecclesiastical courts are to respect modi, to 
understand them just as the common law does, and to try them with scru- 
pulous fairness, they are still condemned to try them by testimony. But the 
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custom of a community can never be exhaustively tried by testimony.
A bargain, a lease, or any number of other defenses to tithe suits perhaps
can be, but not the custom of a community, which by its very nature
can be considered truly known only when the representatives of the 
community have given their verdict, drawing ultimately on their own 
knowledge. (The argument for the special virtue of jury trial in modus 
cases of course also goes to support Prohibitions on bare surmise of a mo- 
dus. For present purposes, one can go either way: If there is some formal 
merit in insisting on a surmise of disallowance, the advantage of jury trial 
is so great that it should be insured when possible. Here it is possible, 
just by refusing to permit a traverse which, as argued above, is practically 
awkward and probably frivolous in motive. We have a bird in the hand -- 
a way to insure jury trial by a small act of fictionalizing prestidigitation -- 
whether or not it could be insured with certainty in the unlikely event that 
someone were to demur to a Prohibition because it was founded on bare 
surmise of a modus. If, on the other hand, it is virtually certain that Prohi- 
bition lies on such a bare surmise, it would surely be wrong and unfair to 
let a modus escape trial by jury just because one parishioner has seen fit 
to surmise disallowance. If a man for reasons of his own tries to plead in 
the ecclesiastical court and, having done so, thinks it proper to allege dis- 
allowance, the modus should not be sent back for trial without a jury be- 
cause this possibly misguided man has exposed himself to a traverse of 
the disallowance and might not be able to prove that his plea was in fact 
disallowed. Among other things, strangers’ interests are usually involved 
with modi. Admittedly, validation or invalidation of a modus by ecclesias- 
tical trial would have no direct effect on future common law litigation in- 
volving the same modus and different people -- subsequent parsons and 
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other parishioners. Indirectly, however, a decision on a modus in a single 
case is likely to have an unsettling, litigation-promoting effect. If the parson 
wins, he will be emboldened to go after tithes in kind from other parishioners, 
who will be sure to resist and to try for a common law determination by any
means their lawyers can contrive. If this parishioner wins, others will be
emboldened to refuse tithes in kind, forcing this parson or his successor to 
make another attempt at litigation. Determination on the merits now by 
the only means that is ultimately going to be accepted throughout the 
community (i.e., by verdict) will save trouble and uncertainty for other 
people than the immediate parties.) 
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The reasons for considering fictionalization a good bet reflect back, in 
turn, on the probable calculations of defendants. Traversing the disallow- 
ance is not a very wise stratagem in itself; it is rendered a little worse by 
the serious prospect that it will not be permitted. Even if I am otherwise 
inclined to traverse, I must consider that my attempt to may be opposed 
by strong arguments, whose rebuttal I must be prepared to undertake, and 
if I am unlucky I may lose my chance to contest the merits. (Bad luck 
would be to traverse without having been able to get any preliminary ad- 
vice from the Court on the acceptability of doing so, then to lose on a de- 
murrer to the traverse and be denied the opportunity to plead to the 
merits. How much procedural stringency to expect in a Prohibition case 
could be hard to judge.) The upshot of this analysis is as follows: While 
in the case of modi a fiction was created, in other cases the possibility of 
traversing the disallowance may have remained open. It surely must have 
(in theory, though factual issues on the disallowance are as rare as one 
would expect in any case) in cases of the sort discussed in the preceding 
section -- where there was no basis for Prohibition except the disallow- 
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ance. In other sorts of cases to be inspected in this section, surmises of disal- 
lowance may be largely feigned, though there is no way to be sure. It may 
be extremely likely that if the surmises had been contested as to fact their 
right to be feigned could have been successfully defended. The fictitious 
surmise of disallowance in non- modus cases of certain specific sorts may 
have had a de facto existence, by virtue of the excessive risk of contra- 
dicting the surmise, even though its untraversability was never upheld ju- 
dicially. 

The cases in this section are all interrelated, in that they all bear on 
whether disallowance need be alleged -- or need be alleged non-ficti- 
tiously -- to justify Prohibition. That is equivalent to saying that they all 
concern the status of the “common law issue” as a distinct ground for Pro- 
hibition, apart from any alleged mistake on the ecclesiastical court’s part. 
According to the different angles from which the cases bear on the com- 
mon questions, I shall treat them in three groups: (a) Cases on the trav- 
ersability of disallowance surmises; (b) Cases in which it was expressly 
held that disallowance must be surmised before a Prohibition could be 
considered; (c) Cases in which the disallowance surmise occurs, but in 
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which it is at least problematic whether it was necessary (or necessary ex- 
cept perhaps as a fictitious form.) 

B. The Traversability of Disallowance Surmises 

Summary: There are few cases directly on the traversability (factual 
disputability) of disallowance surmises. We have a firm holding that al- 
leged disallowance of a modus may not be traversed, and an authoritative 
opinion that disallowance of a plea going to the bounds of parishes is not 
traversable. The other cases discussed here touch on traversability but are 
too special to yield rules applicable to common situations. 
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*  *  *

A plaintiff-in-Prohibition who wanted to complain of an ecclesiastical 
court’s conduct ordinarily made a disallowance surmise. (The only alter- 
native way, aside from the Habeas Corpus proceedings sometimes em- 
ployed against the High Commission -- the one ecclesiastical court with 
color of power to imprison -- was to seek a Prohibition without disallow- 
ance surmise after the ecclesiastical court had given judgment. Occasion- 
ally the thrust of seeking a Prohibition after sentence was to ask for relief 
on the theory that the ecclesiastical court had committed a visible error.) 
As practice stood, when a man complained of ecclesiastical conduct via 
disallowance surmise, the proceedings of the ecclesiastical court were not 
certified before the common law court, enabling the latter to see for itself 
whether the complained-of act really took place. Plaintiff-in-Prohibition 
stated that his plea or evidence had been disallowed as he might state any 
other fact. There was no guarantee that he was telling the truth and no 
routine legal way (as opposed to informal investigation) for the common 
law court to check for itself. In this situation, three choices were open: (a) 
Always to regard the disallowance surmise as a controvertible statement 
of fact -- i.e., to let defendant-in-Prohibition traverse the disallowance if, 
subject to the risks and inconveniences of doing so, he chose that course. 
(b) Never to permit disallowance surmises to be traversed -- i.e., to re- 
move every suit complained of to the common law if, taking the disallow- 
ance surmise as true, there was any basis for Prohibition. (c) Sometimes 
not to permit such disallowance to be traversed -- i.e., to single out some 
issues as triable at common law regardless of whether the ecclesiastical 
court was willing to handle them by standards acceptable to the common 
law courts. 
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The third of those possibilities is probably the "right answer." In a very 
few cases, it was expressly held that a disallowance surmise was not trav- 
ersable. The most important such case, Wright v. Wright, so holds with 
respect to the modus and equivalent prescriptions in discharge of tithes. 
Aside from those few cases, every award of a Prohibition because a 
"common law issue" had arisen in an ecclesiastical suit is suggestive on 
the question of traversability. For example, if a tithe suit is prohibited be- 
cause a lease had come in question incidentally -- prohibited on bare sur- 
mise of the lease, without disallowance surmise -- it is inferable that no 
disallowance surmise was necessary. If no disallowance surmise was nec- 
essary, then if such a surmise were to be made it should not be trav- 
ersable. If plaintiff-in-Prohibition said that he had a lease and had been 
disallowed from pleading it, defendant-in-Prohibition should not be al- 
lowed to take factual issue on the disallowance, but only on the reality of 
the lease. 

However, only an express holding that disallowance is not traversable 
in given circumstances would "sew up" its untraversability. A hundred 
precedents of Prohibitions granted on bare surmise that a lease was in 
question would be mighty persuasive, should A. come along and say that 
his lease was disallowed, and should B. traverse the disallowance. But 
one could argue that the precedents do not establish its untraversability. If 
in all hundred cases defendant-in-Prohibition had acquiesced in the legal 
sufficiency of the Prohibition (i.e., had not demurred so as to raise the 
question whether Prohibition lay in principle, but disputed the factual re- 
ality or legal validity of the lease itself), one could argue that such Prohi- 
bitions had never been tested in law; that by the law Prohibition ought not 
to lie unless the lease was disallowed; and that such disallowance must be 
"real" i.e., traversable. Similarly, and more obviously, a series of Prohibi- 
tions granted on disallowance surmise in a given type of case would say 
nothing conclusive about the disallowance's traversability if a traverse 
had never been attempted. In short, there is no substitute for express hold- 
ings on traversability, and of those we have very few. Disallowance of a 
modus, indeed, is the only allegation we can label untraversable with 
complete confidence. The firm and relatively early establishment of un- 
traversability in that most important of cases must, however, have made 
the risk of traversing seem all the greater in other standard cases. That is 
to say, the courts showed themselves ready to hold disallowance surmises 
incontrovertible in one case; a lawyer would be foolish to assume that 
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they would never do no in other cases, especially cases where there were 
precedents of Prohibitions on bare surmise that a given issue had come in 
question. 

On the other side, I have no express holdings that disallowance sur- 
mises may be traversed. That means there is no basis for drawing the 
boundary between traversable and untraversable surmises. The possibility 
cannot be excluded that no such thing as a traversable disallowance sur- 
mise would have been recognized if more traverses had been tried. That 
would of course not mean that any ecclesiastical suit would be prohibited 
if a party came and said that a plea had been disallowed. Some suits were 
in every sense the ecclesiastical courts' exclusive business; the common 
law court would have to perceive some justifying "interest" or reason be- 
fore it lifted an intervening hand. 

It is arguable, however, that the common law courts ought only to con- 
sider whether such a basis for intervention existed -- if so, prohibit with- 
out regard to what the ecclesiastical court had actually done; if not, 
"hands off." This position might be modified by judicial discretion with 
an eye to probability: issue cannot be taken on a disallowance, but even 
where there is a basis for intervention it should be withheld if the judges 
know, or have strong reason on grounds of probability to suspect, that the 
alleged disallowance never occurred. The desire to preserve such room 
for discretion would be a reason for insisting that disallowance be alleged 
in at least some cases. One might also so insist in order to keep a little 
pressure on parties to stick with the ecclesiastical courts. That is to say, 
one might see some purpose in demanding a disallowance surmise even 
though one were almost 100 per cent ready to believe any party who 
made one, and one's purpose might go a step beyond the desire to "make 
things look better" by way of a purely fictitious form. For if parties were 
told they must surmise disallowance in order to get Prohibitions, they 
might figure that to be on the safe side they ought actually to make a plea 
or offer evidence in the ecclesiastical court; having done so, they might 
decide to stick it out and win, or, losing, conclude that the evidence was 
so much against them that their chances at common law would be negli- 
gible; the incidence of Prohibitions and the political friction that accom- 
panied them would be cut down. One might consider that a bona fide 
attempt in the ecclesiastical court was "on the safe side" even if there had 
been strong reason to believe that disallowance surmises, though some- 
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times required, were never traversable (i.e., if there had been general 
statements to that effect, or many cases of great variety overruling at- 
tempts to traverse, for one can rarely be absolutely certain in the law, and 
insistence on the disallowance surmise would have figured as a reminder 
that judges at least pretended to take the conduct of the ecclesiastical 
courts seriously and might someday be persuaded actually to do so -- in- 
formally if not by permitting traverses. 

In short, a lawyer who predicted that any disallowance surmise he 
chose to make would be traverse-proof as a matter of law would not be 
out of his mind. There is not much practical difference between predict- 
ing that and guessing that the chance of the other party's trying a traverse 
was very slight. In strictness, however, I think the better prediction, and 
certainly the safer, would have been that there was a line between trav- 
ersable and untraversable disallowance surmises. It is not a line plainly 
visible in directly relevant cases; intelligent guesses can be made as to its 
location; conservative guessing would take note of the paucity of cases 
and steer clear of feigning disallowance surmises too freely. In other 
words, I think the courts would have permitted disallowance surmises to 
be traversed in many cases if their traversability had been firmly put in 
question. In the next section, we shall look at some cases in which the dis- 
allowance surmise was insisted on. In those cases and in general, the best 
assumption, surely, is that the judges "really meant it" -- i.e., that on the 
whole, subject to exceptions, they were concerned with what the ecclesi- 
astical courts had actually done and with whether they had really commit- 
ted the misdeeds ascribed to them. Both legal propriety and political 
convenience surely suggested that as a rule ecclesiastical courts deserved 
a crack at the issues arising in their cases. In general terms -- when not 
faced with a hard question of traversability -- the judges frequently said 
as much. They sometimes showed signs of concern lest the disallowance 
surmise be effectively fictionalized, probably realizing that de facto it 
could easily be. I think they would have resisted fictionalizing it de jure 
except in a narrow range of cases. 

Here we are concerned with that narrow range insofar as it was firmly 
defined. I shall first discuss Wright v. Wright, the leading case on modi, 
then two other cases directly on traversability. Finally, I shall discuss two 
cases which, although they do not involve attempts to traverse, are related 
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to Wright v. Wright in that they involve both modi and the disallowance 
surmise. 

In Wright v. Wright, 1 the parishioner relied on a prescriptive discharge 
-- not a modus properly so-called, but a total exemption based on usage. 
For present purposes there is no difference. Such total prescriptive dis- 
charge was not lawful for laymen, but was for spiritual persons. The pa- 
rishioner here claimed through the Bishop of Winchester -- i.e., set up the ' 
title of discharge for the Bishop and his tenants and claimed to be a ten- 
ant. (Whether a tenant of a spiritual person might take advantage of such 
an exemption was debated in the case and resolved in the affirmative.) 
To obtain his Prohibition, the parishioner surmised that he had pleaded 
the above matter in the ecclesiastical court and been disallowed. The par- 
son formally denied that the plea had been disallowed. The parishioner 
demurred on the traverse, squarely raising the question whether the disal- 
lowance needed to be proved as a fact. Walter, of counsel for the parson, 
argued in general terms that once the ecclesiastical court has jurisdiction - 
- as it in a sense does in every tithe case -- it may not be prohibited until it 
does something wrong. In support of this proposition, however, he could 
do little more than cite cases in which Prohibitions had been granted on 
surmise of disallowance. It was easy enough for Coke, on the other side, 
to point to the non sequitur: Sometimes erroneous disallowance is the ba- 
sis for taking jurisdiction away from the court to which it belongs in the 
first instance, but it does not follow that that is the only basis. 

None of Walter's cases were modus cases, ergo they said nothing to 
this case. On his side, Coke cited no positive authority, at least so far as 
the report shows. He confined himself to asserting that modi are different 
-- that it should simply be presumed that a modus is not a good defense to 
a tithe claim in ecclesiastical courts, whether to not a particular ecclesias- 
tical court was willing to accept the plea. In the process of so arguing, 
Coke narrowed the application of his distinction by suggesting that all 
other defenses to ecclesiastical claims must actually be disallowed for 
Prohibitions to be justified. In the interest of persuading the court to make 
an exception for modi, he seemingly conceded that every other surmise of 
disallowance is traversable. Whether or not that is questionable, it may 

1 M .  38 /39  Eliz. Q.B. Croke Eliz., 511: Moore,  4 2 5  (dated H.  38.)  
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have been good strategy. In any event, Coke won. The Court held unani- 
mously that the allegation of disallowance was not material in this case 
and upheld the Prohibition. (Going by the formulation of the Court’s 
opinion in Croke’s report, the judges may have been a little more careful 
than Coke about narrowing the range of traversability. They said that the 
allegation of disallowance was not material here, especially since a modus 
was in question -- as if to say it might be immaterial in other circum- 
stances as well.) 

I know of no future challenges to the immediate rule of Wright v. 
Wright: If disallowance of a modus or equivalent prescription is alleged, 
it may not be traversed. That holding is a good basis for saying that disal- 
lowance need not be alleged if one wants to rely on a modus. It would be 
possible to insist on a fictitious allegation of disallowance purely as a 
matter of form, but there would be little point in so insisting, and I see no 
signs that the courts were inclined to. Walter’s losing argument in Wright 
v. Wright was broader than his purpose absolutely required. He could 
have said that disallowance of a modus must be proved as a fact if it is al- 
leged as a fact, irrespective of whether a modus must be pleaded in the ec- 
clesiastical court and disallowed before a Prohibition based thereon may 
be obtained. But that would have been a pretty pointless distinction, un- 
likely to persuade the Court. 

In advancing a general theory, Walter did the intelligent thing. His the- 
ory said that there are two and only two foundations for prohibiting: (a) 
The ecclesiastical court’s lack of jurisdiction ab initio; (b) Actual -- hence 
traversable -- disallowance of a defense which the common law courts are 
entitled to insist on the validity of. From that dichotomy, Walter wanted it 
to follow that merely alleging that a modus exists does not state a cause of 
Prohibition. But does it follow? On the answer to that depends the strict 
interpretation of the Court’s decision in Wright v. Wright. There are two 
possible readings: (a) Walter’s general theory is inadequate. In addition to 
the two foundations for prohibiting which it recognizes, there is (at least) 
a third. For sometimes ecclesiastical courts may be prohibited simply be- 
cause they ought not to determine certain sorts of issues arising in con- 
nection with litigation properly commenced in ecclesiastical courts, 
irrespective of their willingness. Whether modi constitute the only issue 
of that sort may be regarded as an open question; they certainly constitute 
one such issue. There may be various reasons why an ecclesiastical court 
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should not determine a modus -- or various alternative or overlapping cri- 
teria for identifying issues which ecclesiastical courts should not deter- 
mine. (E.g.: Because some issues can only be properly tried by jury as to 
fact; because some issues of law require common law technical expertise; 
because ecclesiastical courts across the board cannot be relied on to re- 
spect certain types of valid claim, even though particular courts show ap- 
parent willingness to respect them; because conflicting rules on a subject 
are so tangled that with the best will in the world an ecclesiastical court is 
likely to go astray and require correction at a later stage.) Be all that as it 
may, Walter's dichotomy is too exclusive. 

(b) Walter's theory is valid, but the consequence drawn from it -- that a 
modus by itself, without disallowance, is no cause of Prohibition -- is a 
false inference. To argue in this way requires showing that to assert a mo- 
dus is not to defend a properly launched ecclesiastical suit, but to dispute 
the ecclesiastical court's jurisdiction ab initio. A defense may be con- 
ceived logically as saying, "Your claim against me is perfectly valid as 
you state it, but further facts which you do not state change the picture." 
("Your claim against me is perfectly valid" includes "You have made 
your claim in the correct court.") Pleading a modus may be conceived as 
saying, "Tithes in kind are not due in this parish by the law (i.e., by cus- 
tom entitled to the force of law), therefore your claim is without color in 
the first instance and does not demand a defense." (Which may be said to 
include, "There is no court in which such a totally uncolorable claim can 
be advanced, for courts have authority only to entertain such claims as are 
capable in principle of being either falsified as to fact or explained away. 
But to claim tithes in kind in a place where there is no legal duty to pay 
such tithes is to advance a claim which can be neither falsified nor ex- 
plained away. It is equivalent to suing on a contract in a country that rec- 
ognizes no power in promissory language to generate enforceable 
obligations, not to suing on a pretended -- or inconsiderate, or improperly 
exacted -- promise in a country which does, in general, recognize such 
power in promissory language.") 

Whatever the difficulties in such an analysis, it has some plausibility, 
especially in view of the legal force given to custom in common law ju- 
risprudence. It might, for example, be said that a contract to take money 
instead of tithes is a mere defense to a perfectly good tithe claim, whereas 
a modus is not, because the former is a countervailing fact while the latter 
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goes to the very law of the relevant local unit. It would follow that the 
contract must be pleaded and disallowed before Prohibition lies, unlike a 
modus. In other words, our second theory tends to make modi almost the 
only response to a tithe suit that would not have to be pleaded and disal- 
lowed before Prohibition (as Coke in Wright v. Wright seemed to suggest 
it might be, whether or not he had our theory in mind.) I say "almost" be- 
cause the same analysis might be applied in a few other circumstances. 
For example, a claim that a parson is seeking tithes from an intrinsically 
non-tithable product need not be advanced in the ecclesiastical court be- 
fore seeking a Prohibition because that claim, like a modus, goes to the 
suit's total lack of color. A composition-real (unlike a mere temporary 
bargain or lease) might be conceived as so solemn and final a waiver of 
all right to tithes in kind from the parish that to assert such a composition 
is not merely to "defend" a tithe suit. On the other hand, our first theory -- 
that there are simply issues beyond ecclesiastical competence, however 
unexceptionably particular ecclesiastical courts are ready to handle them- 
-is more expandable. The list of such issues would in principle be open, to 
be added to for sufficient practical reason. 

The Court in Wright v. Wright did not choose between these abstract 
theories. At least the reports give no sign that they were discussed as 
such. I suspect that the case was decided as it was basically because mo- 
dus -based Prohibitions, without allegation of disallowance, were familiar 
in practice. That would have been excellent practical reason for the deci- 
sion, for to hold disallowance of a modus traversable would have been to 
open questions about the familiar practice. I have elaborated the theories 
because having them in mind may give us a useful perspective on other 
cases. 

The second case producing a direct opinion on traversability is Pyper 
v. Barnably. 2 We have considered this case in Vol. I as it bears on self- 
prohibition. The facts were as follows: A. sued B. for tithes; B. pleaded 
that the land was not in A's parish; neither party sought a Prohibition; B. 
won; A. appealed; the appellate court affirmed the sentence below; A. 
then sought to prohibit his own suit on the ground that the bounds of par- 
ishes, constituting an intrinsic "common law issue," were in question. 

2 H. 41 Eliz. Q.B. Add. 25,203, f.47b. 
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Serjeant Heale, of counsel for B., first tried unsuccessfully to object to 
A's self-prohibition. Having failed on that front, he turned to the general 
proposition that ecclesiastical courts may determine any issue that arises 
in a suit over which they have jurisdiction in the first instance. Chief Jus- 
tice Popham replied, "... That is true if they will allow the same proofs as 
are allowable by temporal law, but sometimes they will not admit any 
proofs except by two witnesses at least, and then prohibition lies." Foster, 
A.'s counsel, then offered to prove that evidence tending to show that 
B.'s land was in A.'s parish had been improperly disallowed. (i.e., Foster 
made an oral offer, in effect saying, "Although our surmise is not founded 
on improper evidentiary rulings, but on the theory that parish bounds con- 
stitute a common law issue, we shall be glad to change the surmise, if, as 
the Chief Justice suggests, the ecclesiastical court must be shown to have 
made an erroneous holding before it can be prohibited.") Heale replied by 
offering to take issue on whether A's proofs were refused. To that, Po- 
pham said, "You may not traverse that, but you must take issue on 
whether the house is within the plaintiff's parish or not." 

No other judge speaks in the report. Popham's unmistakable statement 
to all intents wipes out his concession to Heale. His two remarks taken to- 
gether come out as follows: "It is true in general that ecclesiastical courts 
having jurisdiction of the 'principal' may deal with the 'incidents.' But 
that general truth must be qualified, for at least some 'incidents' may be 
tried in ecclesiastical courts only if those courts waive their evidentiary 
requirements. Then the qualified statement must be qualified some more, 
for in some cases -- at least the case of bounds of parishes -- whether the 
ecclesiastical court did waive its evidentiary requirements may not be dis- 
puted about. If plaintiff-in-Prohibition says it made improper evidentiary 
rulings, in contemplation of law it did make them." In application to 
bounds of parishes, the tendency of Popham's position accords with most 
opinion. 

By the way his position unfolds in the dialogue with counsel, he might 
be taken as demanding a pro forma disallowance surmise, but I doubt that 
he really was. We shall see in Section D below that the disallowance sur- 
mise sometimes occurs in bounds-of-parishes cases, and that its superflu- 
ity is not totally clear. On the whole, however, to surmise that the bounds 
of parishes were in question tout court was probably almost as reliable a 
way to get a Prohibition as surmising a modus in a tithe suit. Popham's 
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opinion on traversability in Pyper v. Barnably makes for that result. If 
there is any comfort in such metaphysics, one may argue that a bounds is- 
sue goes to the "original color" of the ecclesiastical suit in the same way a 
modus does: A tithe suit by the Rector of Cornvale for crops produced in 
Barleyville has no more original "right to be" than a suit for tithes in kind 
where none are due; in either case, whether the suit has original colorabil- 
ity ought to be settled at common law. 

Our third straightforward case on the traversability of disallowance- 
surmises, Kelly v. Walker, 3 was as follows: Walker, a clergyman, sued 
Kelly before the Delegates for assault and battery. Although that offense 
was temporal as a general rule, the ancient statute of Articuli cleri (9 
Edw.2, sect. 3, confirming a similar clause in Circumspecte Agatis, 13 
Edw.1) gave ecclesiastical courts power to proceed against those who laid 
violent hands on a clergyman. Kelly pleaded in justification that Walker 
assaulted his servant: to help the servant and keep the peace, Kelly laid 
hands on Walker in a peaceful manner; thereupon Walker assaulted 
Kelly, whose further acts of pugnacity were in self-defense. A Prohibi- 
tion was granted on surmise that the Delegates disallowed the justification 
and proceeded to fine Kelly £10 and award damages to Walker. Walker 
traversed the disallowance in absque hoc form: The plea was not rejected; 
rather, it was committed to a Dr. Cotton for examination (in the nature of 
reference to a Master in Chancery proceedings); Cotton attempted to hold 
a hearing, at which Walker appeared, but Kelly refused to attend; because 
of his default, the court proceeded to sentence against him. Kelly de- 
murred to this traverse. 

The demurrer was entirely in point of substance. The reported argu- 
ment of Kelly's counsel is solely that the matter traversed was untrav- 
ersable. Godfrey, of counsel with Walker, warded off another possible 
argument -- that the award of a fine and damages was beyond the Dele- 
gates' power -- by contending that the Supremacy Act warranted it. For 
the rest, Godfrey tried to show that the disallowance was perfectly trav- 

3 H. 41 Eliz. Q.B. Croke Eliz., 655; Moore, 915 (misdated M. 31); Add. 25,203, f.48. (Moore is 
slight; Croke and the MS. are both good reports. The only difference in the slightly fuller MS. 
report is that what Croke represents simply as a unanimous decision following Gawdy's opinion 
comes out as Popham substantially agreeing with Gawdy and the rest of the Court going along 
silently.) 
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ersable. (a) He argued that the only reason for taking jurisdiction away 
from the ecclesiastical court, seeing that it indisputably had jurisdiction 
by the statute, was its mishandling of the case, so that whether it had actu- 
ally been mishandled was of the essence. (b) He put forward the general 
rule that ecclesiastical courts may determine questions arising in suits 
properly commenced there, then expressly conceded Wright v. Wright as 
an exception (i.e., took the position that a modus was the only plea whose 
disallowance could not be traversed.) (c) Descending from general princi- 
ples, Godfrey cited the analogy of proceedings to remove pleas from ma- 
norial courts in ancient demesne; there the alleged reason for removal is 
traversable as matter of fact; the lord of the manor should not lose juris- 
diction unless he has actually done something to justify taking it away 
from him. 

Two judges, Gawdy and Chief Justice Popham, flatly rejected God- 
frey's argument. No one else on the Court contradicting them, the demur- 
rer was upheld and the Prohibition sustained. Both Gawdy and Popham 
said that the suit was outside the statute, whence they went on to hold that 
the disallowance was untraversable. In other words, they held that plain- 
tiff-in-Prohibition's surmise and declaration went to show that the eccle- 
siastical court should not be entertaining the case; ergo, what it did with 
the case was immaterial. (Cf. the theory that surmising a modus is claim- 
ing that the suit for tithes in kind was void ab initio.) The logic of this 
opinion is unexceptionable, but the premise is troubling. The statute un- 
doubtedly did give ecclesiastical courts jurisdiction "pro violenta injec- 
tione manun super clericum." What distinguishes this case from the 
general class of such offenses? What makes Kelly's plea anything but a 
commonplace defense to a prima facie valid ecclesiastical suit? Justice 
Gawdy's answer is singular: "For he had good cause to beat him." That 
can only be taken as an act of rather unusual statutory interpretation: viz., 
the statute gives ecclesiastical courts jurisdiction over assault and battery 
of clergymen, but does not give them authority to determine when such 
assault and battery is justifiable or to try the factual truth of justifications; 
ecclesiastical courts may determine the bare fact whether an assault took 
place, but any plea in justification, by the statute's intent, is a "common 
law issue," or ipso facto cause of Prohibition, regardless of the ecclesiasti- 
cal court's handling of it. That is perhaps an odd way to take a jurisdic- 
tion-conferring statute (and specifically one covering assault and battery, 
where justifications of self-defense and the like must be expected in many 
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cases. If the legislature gave A. pleas of assault and battery in Dale and 
said nothing to suggest that A. should not have power to try common de- 
fenses, it would be jealous construction to say that general language did 
not give him such power.) 

In the circumstances, however, it is not surprising that the judges took 
the narrowest possible view of the statute. As Chief Justice Popham said, 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction over assaults on clergymen was purely statu- 
tory. In his view (ahistorical perhaps) there was no inherent ecclesiastical 
power to entertain such cases; the statute was not entitled to permissive 
interpretation on the ground that it declared the ancient law; it was priva- 
tory of a fraction of common law jurisdiction and "penal" in the sense of 
adding liability to ecclesiastical prosecution to the secular liability already 
on the subject's back. It was good doctrine to hold that such a statute 
should be construed as narrowly as possible. It is plain enough that the 
judges had no great use for an old piece of legislation creating a superflu- 
ous category of ecclesiastical jurisdiction -- superfluous in the sense that 
any assault remediable in ecclesiastical courts could also be remedied at 
common law, and must in any event be dealt with by common law stand- 
ards. The alternative to giving a narrow interpretation to a statute that de- 
served no great indulgence would have been to let the controversial 
disallowance go to trial (for clearly the judges would not embrace the 
most extreme position that can be advanced in Walker's favor -- the the- 
ory that, having been given jurisdiction over assaults on clergymen, ec- 
clesiastical courts were given full license to deal with them as they 
pleased, e.g., to hold that Kelly's justification was insufficient even if 
true.) Another cost of not restricting the statute would have been that the 
propriety of the fine and damages would have had to be debated. The 
judges are unlikely to have been happy about the use of those sanctions 
by a spiritual court; by simply deciding that the suit was outside the Dele- 
gates' jurisdiction, the problem of whether they had statutory authority to 
use them could be avoided. 

In sum, the Court's way of treating Kelly v. Walker is understandable, 
probably defensible. The case is too exceptional for the essential holding 
to imply very much as to the traversability of disallowance surmises in 
general, though it could be taken as authority for the abstract proposition 
that untraversable disallowance surmises are those -- perhaps only those - 
- which call attention to the ecclesiastical court's "original" want of juris- 
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diction (i.e., its lack of authority to deal at all with a contention superfi- 
cially appropriate to it, once the real nature of the contention is known). 
A further argument by Justice Gawdy is perhaps more significant, and 
more disturbing. After saying that the suit was outside the statute, Gawdy 
went on to speak more particularly to the traversability question. In other 
works, he did not quite confine himself to the argument that the disallow- 
ance was immaterial because it occurred in what the record showed to be 
an ultra vires suit. Rather, he proceeded to admit Godfrey's point about 
ancient demesne cases, but to resist generalizing it. True, he said, alleged 
mishandling of suits in ancient demesne may be traversed, "Otherwise the 
lord will lose his court. But in other cases it is not so, for if a plea is re- 
moved by Recordare out of the County, the cause is not traversable ...." If 
this remark is taken as a pure negation, there is nothing to be said against 
it. As such, it may be translated as follows: "It is true that complaints 
about ancient demesne courts may be disputed about factually. The law 
respects the lord's private interest in his jurisdiction and will not take it 
away unless it has actually been abused. But the rule about ancient de- 
mesne is only a rule about ancient demesne. Other situations we shall take 
as they come. That we do not have any general rule appears from the fact 
that the complaint about a county court that lies behind a Recordari facias 
cannot be traversed. Since there is no comprehensive rule, we may treat 
complaints about ecclesiastical courts as sui generis if we see fit, consid- 
ering whether in these circumstances or those they should be held trav- 
ersable. Therefore, in this case, we are free to take the position that the 
disallowance is untraversable for immateriality, the suit appearing to be 
ultra vires." 

I am inclined to give such a meaning to Gawdy's remark. There is a 
more radical possibility, however. He might be saying that the case of an- 
cient demesne is an exception, made out of respect for the lord's private 
interest, to the general rule that complaints about "inferior courts" includ- 
ing ecclesiastical courts may not be controverted factually. In other 
works, he may have been taking the Recordari facias as the typical case 
and embracing the rule, as to ecclesiastical courts, that the disallowance 
surmise is never traversable. Such a rule would mean that common law 
courts ought always to assume that a claim allegedly disallowed was actu- 
ally disallowed, considering only whether the alleged act of disallowance 
was an error of such sort as to justify Prohibition. That is an extreme posi- 
tion, both materially and symbolically. It opens the door to fictitious sur- 
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mises, hence to the party's automatic power to remove some suits (how 
many depending, in effect, on the principles by which a list of "common 
law issues" is compiled) to the common law, notwithstanding the ecclesi- 
astical court's original "rightful possession" and total willingness to pro- 
ceed by common law standards, substantive and evidentiary. 
Symbolically, it implies that "foreign" courts are "inferior" courts -- that 
the ecclesiastical courts are not so much an independent sub-system liable 
to control if they err in certain ways as lower members of a homogeneous 
system (as in relation to Westminster Hall county courts undoubtedly 
were), subject to having their cases removed to higher courts under cer- 
tain set conditions. By this theory, the mere owner of an ancient demesne 
manor is entitled to tenderness because jurisdiction is part of what he 
owns; no public court, whether the petty county courts or the judicial or- 
gans of the Church, has anything to complain about if the supervising 
common law courts see fit to designate certain suits as removable, regard- 
less of whether any error has been committed. 

Though this is an extreme theory, it is not fantastic to suppose that Jus- 
tice Gawdy held it. He was not generally friendly to ecclesiastical inter- 
ests. (Popham, who was less a "prohibiting judge" than Gawdy, is 
reported in general terms as agreeing, but the only remark of his own 
goes to the ecclesiastical court's want of jurisdiction over a justifiable as- 
sault. It is possible that Gawdy meant to say that disallowance surmises 
are never traversable, and that Popham meant to agree with him about the 
instant case but not to agree to that proposition. But the reports are too 
slight to show any such thing positively. Whatever Gawdy's intent, Kelly 
v. Walker itself was resolvable by construction of the statute.) 

Having looked at the cases directly on traversability, let us turn to two 
cases related to Wright v. Wright, in the sense that they involve both the 
modus and the disallowance surmise. In the early Sir Gilbert Gerard's 
case, 4 a modus was surmised without any allegation of disallowance. It is 
probably safe to assume that the Court would have prohibited the tithe 

4 Q.B. Harg. 11, f.28. The case presumably occurred between 1581, when Gerard became Master 
of the Rolls (he is designated as such in the report) and 1592, when Chief Justice Wray died. 
There is what appears to be a date on the report, but I find it illegible -- it may be 22/23 Eliz. 
(1580), which would put it slightly before Gerard's assumption of the Mastership. Of course the 
reporter or a transcriber might have added the plaintiff's title later. 
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suit if special circumstances had not made the case debatable. The eccle- 
siastical plaintiff (Gerard, the Master of the Rolls) was the farmer of an 
impropriate rectory belonging to the Queen. His counsel, Egerton, main- 
tained, in effect, that the Queen (hence her farmer derivatively) was Pro- 
hibition-proof -- privileged by prerogative to sue for tithes in the court of 
her election, ecclesiastical court, Chancery, or Exchequer. 

It would presumably follow from that position, not that the ecclesiasti- 
cal court could ignore the modus and get away with it, but that it ought to 
have its chance to determine the suit, including the truth of the modus -- 
i.e., that Prohibition would lie only on traversable surmise that the modus 
was disallowed. Counsel contra, Sherrington, denied that the Queen's 
farmer should enjoy the Queen's prerogative, without disputing Egerton's 
picture of the royal privilege in principle. He did, however, as his second 
argument, deny that the prerogative was applicable in this case. Here, the 
Queen stood in the position of the abbot from whom the rectory came to 
her, for the Statute of Monasteries provided that the monarch could hold 
as the abbot of the dissolved house held. The case should therefore be ap- 
proached as if the ecclesiastical plaintiff were the abbot. On that assump- 
tion, Sherrington maintained, Prohibition would undoubtedly lie, for it 
was notorious that ecclesiastical law would not recognize prescriptive dis- 
charges from tithes. (The prerogative, that is to say, would take effect 
when the right to tithes came to the monarch by other means than the dis- 
solution of the monasteries. The monarch was "capable of tithes" -- i.e., 
could be entitled to them by various means in addition to the ones avail- 
able to lay subjects: leases of rectories or vicarages or of the tithes at- 
tached to them.) 

Chief Justice Wray replied to Sherrington as follows: "... notwithstand- 
ing that at common law they, scil. the civilians, will not take notice of our 
law, yet he knew no reason why not, it being enacted by act of Parlia- 
ment, but that they should take notice of it and allow this prescription." 
The Court as a whole then adjourned the case until the next tern for fur- 
ther advisement, but at the same time said that if the modus was pleaded 
in the ecclesiastical court and disallowed it would grant a Prohibition. 
Nominally, the judges did nothing for the moment; actually, they gave 
plaintiff-in-Prohibition a broad hint -- that in this case his chance for a 
Prohibition on bare surmise of a modus was not good; that the ecclesiasti- 
cal court must probably be given an opportunity to entertain the modus; 
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that it would certainly be prohibited if it should refuse to do so. This reso- 
lution implements Wray’s opinion, which I construe as follows: Gener- 
ally speaking, it is notorious that ecclesiastical courts will not respect modi. 
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Therefore, as a rule, tithe suits will be prohibited on bare surmise of a 
modus (and, should disallowance of a modus be alleged, it would not be 
traversable.) But tithe suits brought by impropriators are a special case. 
For it is not notorious, expectable, or presumable that ecclesiastical courts 
will disallow modi alleged against impropriators. The Statute of Monas- 
teries in effect directs that the legal situation in existence at the time of 
the dissolution be perpetuated, thus that the successors of abbots have just 
such rights as the abbot had and no more, thus that where the abbot was 
entitled to 10/ in lieu of tithes in kind, so is his successor (as Sherrington 
said.) Statutes are addressed to all courts, whence it is presumable that 
ecclesiastical courts will consider themselves bound by the Statute of 
Monasteries to take note of the abbot’s legal (i.e., common law) situation, 
even though their ordinary habit is to ignore prescriptive tithe commuta- 
tions. Therefore there is no ground for prohibiting until it appears that the 
ecclesiastical court has actually failed to follow the statute. If it fails to, it 
will certainly be prohibited (and, since the conduct of the ecclesiastical 
court is of the essence, a surmise of disallowance will be traversable.) 

This opinion and the resolution based on it turn Sherrington on his 
head. Without granting Egerton’s argument from the prerogative -- in- 
deed, rejecting it, quoad ex-monastic tithes, in the process of accepting 
Sherrington’s premise -- but without “disputing” about the always-jealous 
prerogative, the Court gave Egerton and his high-placed client all they 
could reasonably ask for -- the privilege of proceeding in the court of their 
choice until it appeared that the court had violated the law. Wray’s opin- 
ion respects the principle that ecclesiastical courts should be presumed 
willing to obey statutes and capable of understanding them until the con- 
trary was manifest. The opinion also takes note of a practical reality: Is it 
not to be expected that ecclesiastical courts would be more receptive to 
modi when their effect was to reduce a lay impropriator’s haul than when 
it was to erode the value of an active clergyman’s living? Under the sur- 
face, Gerard’s Case supports Wright v. Wright, for no one in the earlier 
case was disposed to doubt that Prohibition will normally lie on bare sur- 
mise of a modus. Wray’s opinion does, on the other hand, except one type 
of case out of the rule of Wright v. Wright -- viz. by upholding the eccle- 
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siastical court's title to "first crack" at a modus plea when it is opposed to 
an impropriator's suit. However, Wray's opinion was not embodied in a 
proper decision, and it may have been contrived to meet the special deli- 
cacies of an important official's case touching on the prerogative. There 
is no sign of its doctrine later on. 

In the later case of Goslin v. Harden, 5 a parson sued on a modus, rather 
than for tithes in kind, and the parishioner alleged an alternative modus. 
(Specifically, the parson relied on a Yarmouth custom whereby he was 
entitled to five per cent of the total catch of deep-sea fish taken by his pa- 
rishioners. The parishioner maintained that the custom entitled the parson 
to five per cent of what was left over to the fisherman after he had paid 
the boat-owner's agreed share, that share going tithe free.) The parish- 
ioner sought a Prohibition on the ground that he had pleaded the alterna- 
tive modus and offered to prove it, but had been disallowed. There was no 
direct issue about the traversability of the surmise, but in discussing 
whether to grant the Prohibition the judges found themselves in some dis- 
agreement over the materiality of the disallowance. 

The Court agreed that a suit originally founded on a customary right to 
tithes, rather than the de jure right, is not prohibitable ipso facto -- i.e., 
merely because a custom is put before an ecclesiastical court by starting 
such a suit. Justice Houghton, however, thought that custom-based tithe 
suits should be prohibited at the request of an ecclesiastical defendant 
who claims that the custom is different, as in this case. If Parson sues for 
10d in lieu of tithes, Parishioner may have a Prohibition by surmising that 
6d is the customary sum; Parishioner need not say the ecclesiastical court 
prevented him from establishing his 6d custom; a contest between rival 
customs is a "common law issue." In support of this rule, Houghton gave 
the obvious practical reason: If ecclesiastical courts could try contests of 
customs, parsons would have a motive to sue for large sums as modi in- 
stead of suing for tithes in kind; parishioners would lose their chance to 

5 M. 14 Jac. K.B. 1 Rolle, 419; Harl. 4561, f.259b; 3 Bulstrode, 241 (sub. nom. Harding et al. v. 
Goseling); Lansd. 1080 (sub. nom. Yarmouth's Case, misdated T. 16.) Rolle and Harl. 4561 are 
virtually identical. Lansd. 1080 is a brief, but correct, report of the result, noting that the case 
was only decided after long debate, as the major reports confirm. It is sufficiently clear from the 
text how I havc synthesized the major reports. They complement each other without conflicting 
significantly. 
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have their claims to modi worth less than the tithes in kind tried at com- 
mon law. (To this argument, it may be replied that there is a difference 
between allowing ecclesiastical courts to try contests between modi and 
allowing them "first crack." So long as the ecclesiastical court is not free 
to rule out the parishioner's modus -- or to make him prove it by stand- 
ards stricter than the common law would require -- it cannot by waving a 
wand award parsons, say, the full monetary value of tithes in kind plus 
ten per cent. The answer to that, surely, is that a corrupt ecclesiastical 
judge in his right mind would not disallow the parishioner's plea or insist 
on the two-witness rule; he would do everything "by the book" and use 
his almost uncontrollable fact-finding discretion to uphold the parson's 
modus.) 

Justice Dodderidge disagreed with Houghton. His doubts seem some- 
what tentative, but he was inclined to think that contests between modi 
belong as such to the ecclesiastical court -- subject to Prohibition only if 
the two-witness rule is insisted on. Quod nota -- only if the two-witness 
rule is insisted on. It was surmised in this case that the parishioner's mo- 
dus was disallowed. Houghton would have prohibited even without the 
disallowance surmise; Dodderidge hesitated to prohibit even with it. He 
expressly said that he wanted to know whether the two-witness rule was 
the reason for the disallowance (as to which the surmise was vague, stat- 
ing only that the parishioner had offered to prove his modus.) What was 
Dodderidge thinking about? Why was he not content to say, "I would not 
prohibit without a disallowance surmise, but here we have one. For some 
reason, substantive or evidentiary, the alternative modus was ruled out. 
Therefore let Prohibition be granted; if the disallowance surmise is 
feigned, let the parson traverse it?" Did Dodderidge really mean that the 
only basis for prohibiting in such a case would be the two-witness rule, 
that an ecclesiastical court which ruled out an alternative modus for no 
apparent reason, or some unacceptable legal reason of its own, was un- 
touchable? 

I find it hard to answer those questions satisfactorily in legal terms. I 
suspect Dodderidge was thinking practically and smelt a rat. That is, he 
could not think of any reason why the ecclesiastical court would be likely 
to disallow an alternative modus, unless because the evidence offered in 
its support did not meet ecclesiastical standards. But the surmise was 
vague enough to evoke suspicion that an evidentiary ruling was not the 
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cause. So perhaps the surmise was dishonest. Had a parishioner without a 
substantive leg to stand on perhaps feigned a disallowance surmise in the 
hope that a jury of Yarmouth men would serve him well? In such circum- 
stances, telling the prohibitee he could traverse the disallowance surmise 
would be cold comfort. The possibilities of abuse are imaginable enough 
in the instant case. Fish taken at sea were in all probability not tithable in 
kind. The parsons of parishes heavily dependent on the fishing trade ordi- 
narily had customary rights to a share of the catch, without which their in- 
comes would be negligible. In our case, the rival customs were not 
trivially different. Five per cent of the gross catch would come to appre- 
ciably more than five per cent of the net catch after deduction of the boat 
owners’ share. Under a “share-cropping’’ system, the owners of the major 
piece of capital equipment must have contracted for a healthy portion. 
Either the parson or the parishioner, therefore, was seriously mistaken 
about the custom, if not lying shamelessly in the hope of prevailing with a 
friendly trier, ecclesiastical judge or common law jury as it might turn 
out. For as between two customs sharply different in principle and eco- 
nomic value, one would expect inhabitants of the parish to know the usual 
practice, however ready either side might be to gamble on overturning it 
by a lawsuit. In these circumstances, one might well think the public in- 
terest better served by leaning in the parson’s direction. If he won, even 
by the favor of an ecclesiastical court, the church would at least be sup- 
ported to the tune of five per cent of what was probably the larger part of 
the gross local product (compared to ten per cent of the gross local prod- 
uct in a parish wholly devoted to arable agriculture.) If the parishioner 
won by a jury’s favor, the church would suffer (For another angle, both 
versions of the Yarmouth custom assigned an additional 5% -- computed 
on whichever tax-base -- to the town. A verdict for the parishioner would 
put the municipality, as well as the church, out of a considerable amount 
of income.) As a practical matter, leaning in the parson’s direction 
meant, not holding the disallowance surmise technically traversable, but 
making sure informally that it was an honest surmise. If it was, then there 
was no avoiding a Prohibition and entrusting the parson’s fortunes to a 
jury. Justice Dodderidge wanted to know. 

The Court deferred to his wishes. On the first hearing of the case, only 
Justice Croke was present, in addition to Houghton and Dodderidge, and 
he had nothing to say at this time. The three judges adjourned the case, 
but referred it to clerk of the Court to investigate what really happened in 
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the ecclesiastical proceedings. Whether anything came of the clerk’s in- 
quiry, and indeed exactly how the Court at last lined up, is not clear from 
the reports. It is plain enough that a Prohibition was finally granted. Rolle 
and both MSS. say so. Rolle and Harl. 4561 represent the decision as u- 
nanimous in the end. Bulstrode gives a second, but not final, hearing, 
eventuating in a temporary stay to the ecclesiastical court. On that occa- 
sion, Croke put himself in Houghton’s camp clearly enough, but Dod- 
deridge seems still to be in a posture of dissent, perhaps a wavering one. 
He reiterated his dissenting opinion that the mere allegation of an alterna- 
tive modus is not grounds for Prohibition. He went on, however, to note 
that ecclesiastical rules on prescription were different from common law 
rules, and to conclude therefrom that Prohibition will lie if a parson sues 
on a purported modus where there is "really" none, but only a recent prac- 
tice or agreement. 

Putting this remark together with his others, a coherent position can be 
attributed to Dodderidge as follows: He was, it seems to me, working 
with “Tanfield’s principle.” He did not favor prohibiting unless a practi- 
cally meaningful rule-conflict between common and ecclesiastical law 
could be made out. Such a conflict would not appear from a bare surmise 
of an alternative modus, or from an unexplained surmise that an alterna- 
tive modus had been disallowed. If the disallowance was evidentiary (and 
it could be reliably assumed that such a disallowance had actually oc- 
curred), Dodderidge had already granted that he would prohibit -- for 
there was notorious conflict of evidentiary rules, and it was beyond dis- 
pute that the two-witness rule must not be applied to contests between 
customs. 

A second notorious conflict was in rules of prescription: continuous 
usage over relatively short periods begot rights by ecclesiastical law, 
whereas only immemorial usage had that effect at common law. Again, 
there was no disputing that a customary duty to pay tithes -- or something 
other than 1/10th of the product as a payment in the nature of tithes (five 
per cent, 6d per acre) -- must be a customary duty by common law stand- 
ards. If the common law court can see that the contest in the ecclesiastical 
court is between one party’s claim that a customary tithe or tithe-like pay- 
ment is due and the other party’s mere negation of that claim, the com- 
mon law court should take over. (Perhaps -- though this is to project -- 
“mere negation” should be construed to mean “denial that anything at all 
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is due," as when Parson makes a custom-based claim to a tithe, or quasi- 
tithe, of an intrinsically non-tithable product, such as coal or the sea-fish 
in our principal case, and Parishioner says there is no such custom, hence 
that he owes no share of his product, or monetary equivalent of a share. 
The contrasting situation is where Parson claims payment according to a 
modus instead of demanding tithes in kind of a tithable product -- as 
where he claims 6d per acre of hay-land instead of hay in kind. If Parish- 
ioner merely denies the modus -- i.e., does not advance an alternative mo- 
dus -- he inevitable admits that tithes in kind are due. Perhaps a contest 
between one party's claim to money and the other party's claim of the 
right to pay in kind -- like a contest between alternative modi in Dod- 
deridge's opinion -- belongs to the ecclesiastical court.) 6 

C. Fatal Failure to Surmise Disallowance 

Summary: No very firm rules emerge from cases in which it was held 
that Prohibition could not be granted without a disallowance surmise. It 
can be confidently said that defensive responses to ecclesiastical suits 
based on statutes must be pleaded in the ecclesiastical court and disal- 
lowed before Prohibition would lie. Holdings and dicta on the need to al- 
lege common law transactions -- leases, releases, contracts and the like -- 
in the ecclesiastical court and claim disallowance present a confused pic- 
ture. The best advice to a party, on the whole, would be to take the eccle- 
siastical suit seriously -- i.e., to put in a plea; not to be too sanguine about 
getting a Prohibition without disallowance surmise. 
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*  *  *

The cases above say that alleged disallowance of Plea X may not be 
controverted. That is not equivalent to saying that X need not be pleaded 
in the ecclesiastical court (that the disallowance surmise may be dis- 
pensed with, that Prohibition lies on a bare surmise of X.) Holding X. 
untraversable is compatible with requiring a pro forma disallowance sur- 
mise; indeed, requiring it could be more than a bare form, were the judges 
to keeps a residue of discretion to look into the reality of alleged disal- 
lowances on their own motion. However, these qualifying points are more 
logical than practical. The only certain value of X. is the modus, though 
there are other strong candidates; Prohibitions could clearly enough be 

6 See "Endnote" at the end of this section. 
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had by surmising modi without alleging disallowance; in the case of other 
pleas, there is unlikely to be any greater discrepancy between their un- 
traversabiIity and their sufficiency as a basis for Prohibition without dis- 
allowance surmise. 

Now let us look at cases in which the absence of a disallowance sur- 
mise was held an obstacle to Prohibition -- i.e., in which the judges admit- 
ted they would prohibit if Plea X had been pleaded in the ecclesiastical 
court and disallowed, but in which the omission of a claim of disallow- 
ance was considered a compelling objection to prohibiting as the record 
stood. Insisting on a disallowance surmise is not equivalent to saying that 
the disallowance would be traversable. Whether to allow a traverse was a 
tough question in the rare instances when it occurred. Judges might well 
hold a disallowance surmise necessary in the case of Plea X. without 
committing themselves in advance to hold the surmise traversable, should 
someone attempt a feigned surmise and someone else bother to challenge 
it. However, the best assumption, in the absence of a positive holding to 
the contrary, is that when the judges insisted on a disallowance surmise 
they "meant it" -- i.e., intended that the party should make a serious at- 
tempt to obtain justice by appropriate standards in the ecclesiastical court. 

Before looking at cases in which Prohibitions were actually turned 
down for want of a disallowance surmise, let us note a few dicta and gen- 
eralizations in the reports. We have not yet seen, and will not encounter, 
any holdings which absolutely preclude the proposition that disallowance 
must always be surmised to prohibit a suit properly commenced in an ec- 
clesiastical court. Save for Wright v. Wright and the lesser holdings on 
traversability above, there is nothing that utterly stands in the way of say- 
ing that disallowance must always be truthfully surmised. A few dicta, 
concentrated in the late-Elizabethan Common Pleas, positively say that 
the disallowance surmise is an all-but universal necessity. In a case of 
1596 (noted in Section II above), 7 the Common Pleas held that Prohibi- 
tion would lie on the plea of "no assets" if and only if the executor had 
unsuccessfully tried to make the plea in the ecclesiastical court. From that 
position Chief Justice Anderson proceeded to generalize: "the same law, 
per Anderson, in every case [my italics]: one must first plead there, and 

7 39 Eliz. C.P. (no term) Add. 25,199, f.3. 
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on disallowance he will have Prohibition, and not contra." The nearly 
contemporary Somerset v. Marham 8 concerned the Admiralty and the 
right to seek a Prohibition after sentence. Somehow in the course of dis- 
cussing that case, the Court laid down the following rule: "It was agreed 
per Curiam that if one sued in the Spiritual Court for matter whereof they 
have jurisdiction, and therein a plea is pleaded which is triable at the com- 
mon law; yet if they will allow the plea, they shall have jurisdiction 
thereof, and try it: otherwise a prohibition lieth." 

In Blackwell's Case, 9 the question was whether the ecclesiastical court 
had jurisdiction over a claim to tithes based on the complaint that the pa- 
rishioner had nominally "paid" his tithes by severing them, but then de- 
nied the parson access to them by locking the gate. The Common Pleas 
held, 3 - 1, that the ecclesiastical court had jurisdiction, and incidentally 
that it had a right to insist on the two-witness rule in this case. The reason 
for the decision was that, in the majority's opinion, jurisdiction in such 
cases was conferred on the Church courts by statute. In the course of the 
discussion, Chief Justice Anderson said: "If a man begins a spiritual mat- 
ter in the spiritual court, as for a horse devised to him by the testator, if 
the defendant pleads a gift of the horse to him in the testator's life, they 
may determine the gift although it is a temporal thing, but if they will not 
allow his gift, Prohibition lies." The relation of this statement to the prin- 
cipal case is loose, but relevant. The disturbing thing about allowing the 
ecclesiastical court jurisdiction was that the tithes were severed, hence 
converted into the parson's chattels and protectable by action of Trespass. 
I take Anderson's dictum as a way of saying that sometimes, even with- 
out the help of a statute, spiritual courts may determine temporal matters. 
If the gift of a horse, why not what amounts to interference with the par- 
son's enjoyment of hay in which he has temporal property? Anderson 
may also have meant to raise the question whether ecclesiastical handling 
of the principal case would be subject to common law scrutiny -- as its 
handling of the inter vivos gift in a legacy suit would be -- owing to the 
temporal nature of the severed tithes (though later in the discussion he 

8 M. 39/40 Eliz. C.P. Croke Eliz., 595. 
9 T. 43 Eliz. C.P. Lansd. 1058, f.22b; Add. 25,202; Lansd. 1058, f.4b (dated H. 43, a brief report 

probably relating to an earlier hearing of the same case.) Lansd. 1058, f.22b., is the best report, 
from which the quotation is the text is taken; the plaintiff's name appears from Add. 25.292 only. 
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held that common law evidentiary standards did not need to be applied in 
the principal case -- probably unlike the gift case -- because of the stat- 
ute.) For our present purposes, it is the example in Anderson's dictum 
that is important: An ecclesiastical suit may not be prohibited merely be- 
cause an inter vivos gift comes in question, though making such a gift is 
plainly a temporal transaction, its efficacy resting on the common law and 
its construction within common law competence; but the ecclesiastical 
suit may be prohibited if it is shown by way of disallowance surmise that 
the gift was mishandled. 

Finally, in Robinson's Case, 10 the Common Pleas refused to prohibit a 
legacy suit on surmise that the legatee had accepted a lease in satisfaction 
of the legacy. The Prohibition was sought on the theory that the ecclesi- 
astical court simply ought not to handle the lease; there was no disallow- 
ance surmise. The Court refused the Prohibition without saying that it 
would prohibit if the lease were disallowed. For that reason, the case does 
not belong strictly in our present category, though there is probably no 
reason to doubt that a disallowance surmise would have fetched a Prohi- 
bition. (The lease case seems indistinguishable from Anderson's inter vi- 
vos gift above.) The principal interest of the report lies in the way in 
which the Court contrasted the case at hand to tithe cases: "[In the instant 
case Prohibition does not lie because] those of the Court Christian have 
power to determine the plea of a legacy, but in case of tithes it is true that 
we are accustomed to allowing Prohibitions on such suggestion, because 
we well know that they will not allow any plea in discharge of tithes, be- 
cause they hold that they are due iure divino, against which no plea is to 
be allowed there." 

Whereas the two general statements above suggest that the disallow- 
ance surmise is almost always necessary (with perhaps a tacit exception 
for the modus), and whereas Anderson's dictum in Blackwell's Case and, 
in all probability, the decision in Robinson's Case say that it is necessary 
when common law property transactions come in question in legacy suits, 
the Court's further language in Robinson's Case may swing the other way 
with respect to tithes. That language contains a possible ambiguity. It 
could be taken to apply to modus cases only, the example the Court must 

10 M. 44/45 Eliz. C.P. Lansd. 1058, f.55. 
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have had primarily in mind. In that event, it would come to saying, "True, 
we sometimes prohibit suits properly commenced in ecclesiastical court 
on the bare surmise of a plea, without demanding that improper disallow- 
ance be shown. To wit, we do so when we have reason to believe that the 
plea would be disallowed if it were advanced. For all practical purposes, 
that means we do so when the plea is a modus, for we do not believe that 
ecclesiastical courts will consistently give effect to prescriptive tithe-com- 
mutations in the face of their-doctrine that tithes in kind are due by the 
law of God." As it stands, however, that is not what the Court's statement 
says. It is cast more generally, and indeed gives the impression that the 
Court was thinking of the tithe case most analogous to the present legacy 
case ("on such suggestion," as if to say "on an analogous suggestion in a 
tithe suit".) 

The alternative translation would be: "From the ecclesiastical doctrine 
that the origin of tithes is jure divino, we infer that no plea claiming that a 
man sued for tithes has no duty to pay them will be properly handled in 
an ecclesiastical court. The claim that most obviously cannot be trusted to 
ecclesiastical courts is the modus, but it is not the only one. Take the case 
analogous to our legacy case, where one being sued for tithes claims that 
the tithes were leased to himself or to someone other than his opponent. 
Admittedly, the man so claiming is not disputing that tithes in kind are 
due jure divino, as a man claiming a modus is (in the sense that he is as- 
serting the power of custom to take away a duty decreed in terms by God; 
or, if even a divinely ordained duty need not be literally executed so long 
as an equivalent service is rendered, in the sense that he is asserting cus- 
tom's right to put any good 'consideration,' as secular law chooses to de- 
fine it, in place of his duty to God, whether or not it is a true equivalent 
under present conditions.) As a practical matter, the Church has no clear 
interest in awarding tithes to A. when they are leased to B., whereas it ob- 
viously does have an interest in preventing the erosion of ecclesiastical 
incomes by uneconomic modi. Nevertheless, ecclesiastical courts take so 
high and mighty a view of the duty to pay tithes that even such pleas as 
leases cannot be entrusted to them if the party objects. There is simply 
too much doubt as to what ecclesiastical judges will do with any attempt 
to escape liability for tithes, so wrongheaded and at odds with the com- 
mon law is their whole orientation toward the subject of tithes. 
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Will they, for example, hold that a man being sued by A. may not 
plead that the tithes were leased to B.? (A plausible theory, abetted by the 
jure divine doctrine, argues for that result: I am sued by A. for failure to 
perform my duty -- my divinely ordained duty -- A. claiming to be the 
lawful beneficiary of my performance: if I cannot say that I have done my 
duty -- set out the tithes, so that A. or anyone with better title than his 
could take them -- have I standing to excuse myself by the plea that B. is 
entitled?) Even if I claim that the tithes A is suing for were leased to me, 
can ecclesiastical courts be trusted? Will they perhaps adopt the theory 
that the duty to pay is so divine that as far as the Church is concerned one 
must pay one’s own lessor on demand, going to the secular law for any 
redress -- as for breach of contract or dispossession -- which the justice of 
this world thinks appropriate? Short of that will they perhaps take to look- 
ing over leases by standards of their own, upholding them only if the rent 
represents the fair value of the tithes? No doubt the answer to these ques- 
tions is uncertain. The point is only that the risk is sufficient, in view of 
the general ecclesiastical attitude toward tithes, to justify the short-cut of 
dispensing with disallowance surmises and simply taking over issues 
amenable to common law determination when they arise as claims to es- 
cape answering for tithes. As for Robinson’s Case itself, there is not the 
least reason to suspect the general ecclesiastical attitude toward legacies. 
Those are private interests. No one would pretend that the duty to pay 
them arises from any higher source than a branch of human law which the 
ecclesiastical courts are permitted to administer in England. Partly be- 
cause rights of legatees and the like are only a chapter of the ordinary law 
of the realm, the courts preeminently responsible for the law of the land 
have a duty to make sure that ecclesiastical courts do not mishandle the 
testamentary jurisdiction entrusted to them. But until it appears that they 
have mishandled it, there is no basis for suspecting that they will.” 

The second reading of the Court’s statement in Robinson’s Case prob- 
ably goes too far in one direction -- towards wiping out the disallowance 
surmise in most tithe cases. It is, however, a plausible position; one can- 
not easily assume that the Court did not mean to adopt it. The first read- 
ing, like the slightly earlier generalized dicta, probably goes too far in the 
other direction -- towards demanding disallowance surmises in all cases 
except those involving modi. That inter vivos gifts and leases taken in sat- 
isfaction of legacies should be pleaded in the ecclesiastical court, and 
Prohibition granted only on disallowance surmise, is a pretty safe propo- 
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sition. Let us now turn to the cases directly holding that the disallowance 
surmise is required for Plea X. 

My first specific holding that disallowance must be surmised comes 
from 1588. 11 A parishioner being sued for tithes alleged simply that his 
opponent was not incumbent, because he was automatically deprived for 
failure to read the articles as required by 13 Eliz., c. 12 . The whole ques- 
tion was whether the surmise was good without a claim of disallowance. 
Coke, representing the parishioner, conceded that the surmise was not 
good in the sense of "ideal" or "artistic." It would have been better, he ad- 
mitted, to allege the failure to read the articles in the ecclesiastical court. 
But Coke tried to use the "public" theory of Prohibitions and the proce- 
dural liberalism implied by that theory to save his client. His words are: 
"Though it be not a good suggestion, yet inasmuch as it appears to the 
court a good cause of Prohibition here they ought not to grant Consult- 
ation." The first point to note is that it would appear from this remark that 
the issue was whether to grant a Consultation on motion. (From the rest 
of the report, one would not know that a Prohibition had been granted.) 
That being the precise issue, Coke could have been asking for either of 
two things: (a) Quash the Prohibition if you must, but do not remand by 
Consultation: (b) Uphold the Prohibition. I think the discussion makes it 
clear that Coke was shooting for (b). 

The other possibility might have been a useful second-best, because 
the parson would perhaps be discouraged from proceeding further in the 
ecclesiastical court without a Consultation. He would know that his suit 
would be prohibited if the ecclesiastical court did actually disallow the 
parishioner's pleas, for without a Consultation there would certainly be 
no 50 Edw. 3 problem -- see Vol. I. (A Consultation would probably bar a 
second Prohibition, though there are no cases on this rather interesting 
point -- Prohibition undone by Consultation because the plaintiff ought to 
have pleaded his matter in the ecclesiastical court; matter pleaded there 
and improperly disallowed; second Prohibition on the same libel sought. 
The respectable theory that Consultations on motion go only to give no- 
tice of the Prohibition's nullity ab initio and are therefore not within the 
intent of 50 Edw. 3 could be used to argue against a barring effect. Quaere 

11 T. 30 Eliz. Q.B. Harl. 1633, f.8b. 
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de hoc. If the ecclesiastical court dared proceed without a Consultation, it 
would be disinclined to reject the plea, even on evidentiary grounds, 
when it was sure to be prohibited as soon as it did. In short, quashing 
without Consultation might put the parishioner in an excellent position to 
bring a new Prohibition at once with a feigned surmise of disallowance. 
Any other course than taking issue on the fact -- reading the articles -- 
might seem futile or risky to the parson. 

Taking Coke’s argument as a straightforward one for granting or up- 
holding Prohibition: the Court had no trouble seeing through it. The 
judges simply said that the plea was in itself perfectly determinable in the 
ecclesiastical court and therefore must be pleaded there first. They distin- 
guished the present case from modus cases, using the theory that ecclesi- 
astical courts may be prohibited without the disallowance surmise in the 
latter because they notoriously refuse to recognize modi. Coke’s argu- 
ment amounted to reducing the absence of a disallowance surmise to a 
matter of form, or to saying that a claim of disallowance should be read in 
for the sake of getting the real question -- did the ecclesiastical plaintiff 
read the articles and therefore have standing to maintain a suit for tithes? - 
- to a jury as quickly as possible. For all the practical virtue in that, the 
judges were surely right in holding that legitimate interests of the ecclesi- 
astical courts were at stake -- the right to try issues which they were per- 
fectly willing and competent to try, and which concerned the 
qualifications of benefice-holders and Church discipline. 

With characteristic resourcefulness, however, Coke spotted the flaw in 
the Court’s language and counterattacked. The judges said that the plea 
was determinable in the ecclesiastical court -- unlike a modus -- and 
therefore that it must be pleaded there. Very well, said Coke, what about 
a plea going to the bounds of parishes? That is, a parishioner is sued by 
the Parson of A. and claims that the land which produced the tithes sued 
for is in the Parish of B. No one would maintain that this is not a perfectly 
good ecclesiastical plea; ecclesiastical courts might not recognize modi, 
but they obviously acknowledged that the Parson of A. is as a rule only 
entitled to tithes produced in A. Yet, according to Coke (and the great 
preponderance of authority), Prohibition will lie on the bare surmise that 
the bounds of parishes are in question, without showing disallowance. 
Ergo, the “determinability” of a plea in the ecclesiastical court -- meaning 
that the ecclesiastical court is willing to try it and has no legal rules on the 
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subject (as distinct from different trial methods) at odds with the common 
law--is no test for the necessity of the disallowance surmise. 

With this argument, Coke won a moral victory. The judges were 
forced to narrow their reason for opposing a Prohibition in this case: The 
fact that the parishioner's plea was statute-based was sufficient reason for 
insisting that it be pleaded in the ecclesiastical court. ("This is a good plea 
in Court Christian in respect of an Act of Parliament which makes him 
deprived ipso facto, which Act [is] general, as well in Court Christian as 
in any other Court.") The point was well-taken. It was awkward to say 
that "foreign" courts were incompetent to interpret and apply statutes, for 
by statutes Parliament gave instructions to them, as well as to the com- 
mon law courts. Therefore Prohibitions to enforce statutes should be de- 
layed until is appeared that a "foreign" court had actually disregarded or 
misunderstood a statute. The Court's riposte disposed of Coke's last hope 
for his client. (The report gives no result, but presumably a Consultation 
was granted if there was a definitive Prohibition in existence.) The case 
is authority for the general proposition that statute-based pleas must be 
pleaded in the ecclesiastical court, above and beyond the particular plea in 
question (not incumbent for failure to read the articles.) It would be dan- 
gerous to use it for any other general proposition. If anything, I would 
suspect that the judges were a little reluctant to be forced onto the high 
ground of statute-based claims. They acknowledged that disallowance 
did not need to be surmised in modus and parish-bounds cases, and that 
the principle involved in those two cases was not the same. They did not 
generalize about other non-statutory pleas. 

In Berry v. Whetstone, 12 a parishioner sought to challenge his oppo- 
nent's title to sue for tithes on different grounds. The ecclesiastical plain- 
tiff was purportedly lessee for years of the rectory. The parishioner 
claimed that his lease was invalid because the patron had not confirmed it 
in terms. (The situation would appear to have been tangled, for it was not 
alleged that the patron had not been consulted at all, as he needed to be if 
a lease of the living was to be valid beyond the life of the lessor-incum- 
bent. Rather, the patron had allegedly confirmed a lease pur auter vie, 
cestui que vie now being dead. Presumably the original, duly confirmed, 

12 M. 2 Jac. C.P. Add. 25,205, f.5b. 
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lease was for the life of A. -- someone other than the lessor -- upon 
whose death it was renegotiated as a straight term of years, but not recon- 
firmed. Conceivably, though I doubt it, there could be a legal issue as to 
whether confirmation was required the second time, since the patron had 
already consented to a lease that could run beyond the lessor's life, and 
what he had consented to -- an estate pur auter vie -- was "greater" in the 
hierarchy of estates than the term of years. I mention these details be- 
cause if there was a legal issue it was plainly one for the common law.) 
A Prohibition was sought by a surmise stating the parishioner's claim, 
without pretense that the defect in the lease had been unsuccessfully 
urged in the ecclesiastical court. Tanfield, representing the parishioner, 
claimed to have a Queen's Bench case from 29 Eliz. on his side, but it is 
not recited so as to show whether or not it was exactly in point. It prob- 
ably was, for Justice Walmesley conceded in general terms that the matter 
had been resolved in the Queen's Bench in favor of prohibiting. Never- 
theless, Walmesley refused to go along. Whatever the Queen's Bench po- 
sition, he said, he opposed Prohibition "because the principal is for tithes." 
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The other puisne Justices, Warburton and Daniel, agreed with Wal- 
mesley. As stated, their position was the broad one -- "incidents" of a 
tithe-suit simply belong to the ecclesiastical court -- rather than the nar- 
rower one -- the plea must be disallowed before Prohibition is justified. 
Chief Justice Anderson, however, intervened to insist on the narrower 
ground: As the case stood, Prohibition would not lie, but it would on sur- 
mise of disallowance. The issue -- validity of a lease of a rectory -- is in- 
trinsically appropriate to common law determination and governed by 
common law standards, and for that reason should not be simply left to 
the ecclesiastical court, but as an incident of a tithe suit it should go to the 
ecclesiastical court first. If the other judges had wanted to stand on the 
more sweeping position, they had the votes, but they seem to have acqui- 
esced in Anderson's view. 

As unusual way of implementing it, illustrative of the flexibility of 
Prohibition procedure, was adopted. Instead of denying the Prohibition, 
the judges sent a message to the ecclesiastical court to ask whether the 
plea would be allowed. The ecclesiastical court replied that it would not. 
(Presumably meaning that ecclesiastical law did not require confirmation 
of such a lease by the patron, at least in the somewhat complicated cir- 
cumstances of this case. One might perhaps wonder whether the ecclesi- 
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astical judges searched their hearts and books very deeply. They may 
have been perfectly willing for the common law to settle the validity of 
the lease, now that the opportunity was at hand and their "first refusal" 
had been respected. The lessee was probably a layman, not a repre- 
sentative of a true "ecclesiastical interest" about whose right to collect 
God's tenth the ecclesiastical authorities perhaps could not have cared 
less.) Being informed that the ecclesiastical courts would disallow the plea 
if it were made, the Common Pleas "awarded to stay suit until title tried." 
So says the report -- not that a Prohibition was granted. There is not much 
practical difference (for the suit could be remanded by Consultation if the 
lease were found valid), but my guess would be that the report means 
what it says -- i.e., that a stay, not a Prohibition, was granted, so that if the 
lease was found good a Consultation would not be required. As we have 
seen, stays were sometimes used in special circumstances, where a Prohi- 
bition would not have been appropriate but the effect of a Prohibition was 
desirable. In the instant case, there is no obvious reason for avoiding a 
Prohibition. 

I wonder whether the unusual procedure (if indeed the language of the 
report is significant) might not be a concession to the flat opposition to 
prohibiting expressed by Walmesley and, at least offhand, concurred in 
by Warburton and Daniel. As it were: In the face of that "flat opposition," 
Chief Justice Anderson says, "Wait a minute. We could prohibit if the 
objection to the lease had been pleaded and disallowed. Wouldn't it be 
more economical if, instead of just turning the Prohibition down, we took 
informal measures to see whether there is any serious chance of the plea's 
being allowed?" The other judges or some of them concede the point of 
law and accept the proposal for economizing. When it is discovered that 
the plea would be disallowed, so that there is no practical point in simply 
saying "No" to plaintiff-in-Prohibition, perhaps the obvious course is to 
prohibit. But then Justice Walmesley, say, protests, "On the record, things 
still stand where I said they did in the first place. No cause of Prohibition 
has been stated in the surmise. That being the case, it would be most un- 
suitable to grant a Prohibition. Maybe the writ would lie if the plea were 
actually to be disallowed -- about that I shall worry when it happens -- but 
I shall certainly not give my consent to a Prohibition now." The point be- 
ing, in strictness, unanswerable, the temporary stay is proposed; it com- 
mands a majority as a less questionable course, if not unanimity. That 
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may not be the exact scenario, but the conclusion it comes to makes sense 
in itself and sense of the report. 

The report of Berry v. Whetstone contains in addition a dictum by 
Anderson, Walmesley, and Warburton "that the bounds of parishes are 
triable in the spiritual court." The link between this remark and the dis- 
cussion of the case at hand does not appear specifically, but in the context 
it presumably goes to say that ecclesiastical courts should not be prohib- 
ited when bounds come in question without a surmise of disallowance, if 
then. (Contrary to Coke and the Court in the last case and most authority.) 

In Penn's Case, 13 a parishioner being sued for tithes wanted to chal- 
lenge his opponent's incumbency on the ground that he came in by sim- 
ony and was ipso facto deprived by force of the statute of 31 Eliz., c. 6. 
The parishioner's counsel said that the ecclesiastical court would not al- 
low that plea. The Court, however, "would not give credit to this sugges- 
tion" (Brownlow's report.) Counsel was told to offer his plea to the 
ecclesiastical court, and assured that a Prohibition would be granted if it 
was actually disallowed. I take it that counsel was asking the Court to pre- 
sume or hold by way of judicial notice that no ecclesiastical judge would 
accept such a plea. Alternatively, (a) he might have failed to surmise dis- 
allowance and hoped that the Court would take it on his word, or go out- 
side the record to verify his word informally, that disallowance had 
actually occurred; or (b) disallowance may have been surmised, but the 
Court suspected, and perhaps counsel admitted upon questioning, that the 
surmise was feigned. The first and best possibility makes sense in this 
case, though it probably does not as a generality. For thought it is unlikely 
that the ecclesiastical court would disallow the plea abstractly stated -- 
"The person suing for tithes is not incumbent, but deprived for simony by 
force of the statute" -- the allegedly simoniacal transaction was compli- 
cated here (as appears from Browlow's report, and as presumably ap- 
peared from the surmise.) (The Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield was 
patron, but the three successive "next avoidances" had been granted to 
three other people. The incumbent was old and sick. Penn made a deal 

13 M. 8 Jac. C.P. 2 Brownlow and Goldesborough, 7; Add. 25,209, f.211b. (The two reports agree 
but complement each other significantly for details. The judges do not speak individually or so 
fully in Brownlow; the MS. does not give the details of the corrupt agreement.) 
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with the Bishop's brother, whereby Penn agreed to lease the tithes to the 
brother if the latter would help him get the benefice when the old incum- 
bent died. The brother agreed to procure the holders of the "next avoid- 
ances" to surrender them back to the Bishop at once, and then when the 
incumbent should die, to procure the Bishop to present Penn. The contract 
was executed on both sides.) There may have been reason for supposing 
that the ecclesiastica1 court would not regard this particular path to a liv- 
ing as simoniacal, but one can hardly blame the judges for being skepti- 
cal, for the transaction smells to heaven. If it is possible that disallowance 
was surmised, but was ascertained to have been feigned: The best way to 
deal with a fictitious or pro forma surmise of disallowance, if it was in- 
formally identified as such, and if the judges thought that actual, trav- 
ersable disallowance was necessary to warrant a Prohibition, would be to 
refuse Prohibition and send the party off to make his plea in earnest -- not 
to close one's eyes to the truth, grant Prohibition, and bring the problems 
of a traverse upon one. 

In substance, the judges rested on the need to make statutory pleas in 
the ecclesiastical court and to seek Prohibitions only on pretense that the 
statute had been misconstrued. " ... In such cases it is their duty to have 
counsel learned in the law," the Court said. (As if to say: "Although there 
is of course a sense in which construction of statutes is primarily common 
law business, and the expertise of common lawyers is likely to be re- 
quired, that is not reason enough to deny ecclesiastical courts the right to 
apply statutes, which are addressed as much to them as to us -- for they 
can and should take advice.") The reasons for insisting on actual disal- 
lowance in this case were especially strong, because apart from the statute 
there would probably have been no basis for common law intervention. 
Simony as such was a purely ecclesiastical offense. Had there been no 
statute affixing consequences to simony, it would probably have been up 
to the ecclesiastical court whether to let a parson's incumbency be chal- 
lenged on the ground that it was acquired by simony. Chief Justice Coke 
proved as much by way of another rule of law: "It has been ruled in this 
Court that if one makes a bond for simony it is not void. The reason is 
that the common law takes no notice or cognizance of simony." (That is, 
a contract which amounts to a simoniacal bargain is a perfectly good con- 
tract at common law, however heinous an ecclesiastical offense. The con- 
tract is not void owing to its immoral purpose, like, say, a gambling 
contract or a bond with an unlawful condition.) The statute alone gave the 
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common law an interest, hence it was especially important that the eccle- 
siastical court be shown to have misapplied the statute. 

I would not, however, expect the common law's non-cognizance of 
simony to prevent a common law court from determining the definition of 
simony once a case was properly before it. If disallowance was alleged 
bona fide in the instant case and Prohibition accordingly granted, and if 
the question turned out to be whether the transaction by which the parson 
gained his benefice was within the legal meaning of simony, I think the 
common law court would decide, though not necessarily without refer- 
ence to ecclesiastical sources and civilian opinion. There are cases in 
which common law courts did just that. In the MS. report of the present 
case, Coke makes a remark about the meaning of simony, and Justice 
Warburton cities the holding on that question in Smith v. Sherborne, a 
case discussed below. Both of those observations go to warn against an 
over-strict definition of simony, specifically against taking mere acquisi- 
tion of advowsons and "next avoidances" as simoniacal, even though 
one's purpose in acquiring them may be to prefer a particular clerk. I 
would take the judges' remarks as incidental -- rather called to mind by 
the transaction in the instant case than intended to hint at a solution. It is 
true that part of the transaction consisted in the Bishop's "merely acquir- 
ing the next avoidances" by way of surrender, but even that part of the 
business involved the further element of "procurement" by the brother for 
a consideration paid by the aspirant. Whether or not the transaction would 
ultimately be held simoniacal, the significance of "mere acquisition" of 
avoidances or advowsons would probably be only a small element in de- 
termining the question. 

Moving on from cases on incumbency or capacity to sue for tithes to 
miscellaneous instances on the surmise of disallowance: One rather cryp- 
tically reported testamentary case 14 seems to fall in that class. An execu- 
tor being sued for a legacy surmised that debts of the estate remained to 
be paid, and that assets in sufficient amount to cover the debts and the 
legacy existed only in the form of unliquidated obligations. The execu- 
tor's claim was not "No assets," but only that the present condition of the 
estate was such that he should not be compelled to pay the legacy at once. 

14 M. 5 Jac. K.B. Add. 25,215, f.38. 
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Whereas a surmise of disallowance was certainly necessary to assert the 
claim of "No assets" at common law, and even then the chance for a Pro- 
hibition was not at all good, the executor here made no surmise of disal- 
lowance. His failure to do so was not flatly disastrous, for the judges 
were ready to presume that the lesser claim -- in effect, that the estate was 
not yet ripe to pay legacies -- would be disallowed. They said that the al- 
legation would not be allowed because priority among the debts was a 
common law question. I.e.: The position apparently imputed to the eccle- 
siastical courts was, "We cannot make a proper assessment of the debts of 
the estate, therefore cannot estimate whether the debts are such as to 
make it unlikely that the estate will eventually be able to bear legacies. 
Since we are not competent to make such an estimate, we will go ahead 
and award recovery of the legacy if nothing is done to stop us. If you 
want to object, get a Prohibition." 

The judges also said that unrecovered obligations are not assets -- as if 
to suggest that the ecclesiastical court would be likely to count them as 
such and award recovery of legacies if, with no more that a casual look at 
the debts, it seemed safe enough by such an accounting. However, having 
spoken in such a way as to suggest that Prohibition should lie without a 
claim of disallowance, the Court then told the executor to "make proof 
and take his Prohibition on that." I can only interpret this as a sign of re- 
luctance to prohibit without a pro forma showing of disallowance. Be- 
lieving that the executor's claim could not be genuinely asserted and 
properly handled in the ecclesiastical court, but also believing that legacy 
suits should probably not be prohibited without disallowance, at least 
when the executor's claim was a near relative of "No assets," the Court 
adopted a device: Go make your plea and proffer evidence, and we will 
grant you a Prohibition on surmise that your proofs were disallowed. 
Disallowance of common law evidence bearing on a common law subject 
was a frequent cause of Prohibition; an attempt to reverse the disallow- 
ance would probably be unsuccessful, since it was notorious that ecclesi- 
astical evidentiary standards were different; it was less notorious, though 
the judges were inclined to suspect it, that an objection to the estate's pre- 
sent liability for legacies in view of unsettled debits and credits would be 
disallowed out of hand. In short, by my reconstruction from a scanty re- 
port, the case is an instance of insistence on the disallowance surmise, but 
only in a pro forma sense. 
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The Caroline case of Watton v. Ball 15 was occasion for an important 
discussion of the need to surmise disallowance. Plaintiff-in-Prohibition 
originally omitted to do so. He was sued for a pew and claimed a pre- 
scriptive right to the seat as an appurtenance of his manor. Justice 
Berkeley took exception to the claim because there was no allegation of 
disallowance. Taylor, of counsel with the plaintiff, argued back by anal- 
ogy with the modus: "On suggestion to have a modus decimandi they will 
grant prohibition in respect of the prescription, which is temporal, and yet 
the original, viz., tithes, belongs [to them], wherefore so here." Berkeley's 
reply is interesting. He starts off explaining the reason for the modus 
case, as if to differentiate it from the present case, but ends by bringing 
them together, if not entirely closing the gap. To sue for tithes in kind 
when there is a modus, Berkeley explains, is as good as demanding tithes 
from a non-tithable product, such as coal (as if, one would suppose, to 
suggest that disallowance of a modus need not be surmised, any more 
than one need take exception to a tithe suite for coal in the ecclesiastical 
court before seeking a Prohibition -- contra in the instant case, where the 
prescription is only a defense or counterclaim to a perfectly valid ecclesi- 
astical suit for the use of a pew.) 

At the end of his speech, however, Berkeley say, "But yet there you 
must plead the modus decimandi in the spiritual court. For regularly they 
have jurisdiction of tithes, and indeed when you prescribe it is made lay 
chattel, but not before." That can only mean, I think, that a pro forma, un- 
traversable surmise of disallowance is required in the modus case. Plead- 
ing the modus in the ecclesiastical court is a necessary ritual to make it 
appear that the tithe suit was bad ab initio, but once that appears it makes 
no difference what the ecclesiastical court does, so no surmise that the 
modus was disallowed should be traversable. In principle, I suppose, a 
surmise ought to say that the modus was pleaded, not pleaded and disal- 
lowed; and the bare fact that it was pleaded ought in principle to be trav- 
ersable. However, I know of no allegations that matter was pleaded 
unaccompanied by the allegation that it was disallowed, and there are cer- 
tainly no reported cases of attempts to dispute factually as to whether a 

15 P. 9 Car. K.B. Harl. 1631, ff. 386b and 404b. (Second entry reports Taylor's second motion for 
Prohibition, with the disallowance surmise.) 
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bare plea had been made. I therefore doubt whether Berkeley's point 
boils down to anything more than common law form: Surmises ought to 
say that modi have been pleaded and disallowed -- subject to absolutely 
no danger that the statement will be falsified. And quaere whether most 
courts would have insisted on it even as a form, in the unlikely event of a 
surmise's or declaration's being challenged for omitting fictitious lan- 
guage. 

What then of the principal case? Berkeley comes back to it in his next 
speech. Meanwhile, Justice Croke had expressed agreement with 
Berkeley and put the case of parish bounds. If bounds come in question, 
Croke says, that is in itself reason for Prohibition, yet the matter must be 
pleaded in the ecclesiastical court. (Pro forma only? Presumably.) Then 
Berkeley speaks to the principal case as follows: "If you plead it there and 
they resolve and allow your plea, there will be no Prohibition, for you are 
not at any prejudice, but the suit is at an end. Otherwise, if they do not al- 
low your plea or will take issue on it, for [it is] a lay thing." (Italics 
mine.) In other words, "allow" is being used to mean "accept as factually 
true and legally sufficient," not "accept as legally sufficient, subject to the 
factual truth's being established if disputed." The prescriptive claim to 
the pew must be pleaded, but because prescriptions intrinsically require 
common law trial, Prohibition will be granted unless the ecclesiastical 
court gives judgment in favor of the party pleading the prescription. Is 
this to reduce the disallowance surmise to as hollow a matter of form in 
the principal case as in the modus case? Almost, I should say, but perhaps 
not quite. The ecclesiastical court is to be given no chance to do the one 
thing it would be likely to do if it regarded the prescription as a legally 
tenable defence or counterclaim -- try it as to fact. 

On the other hand, inasmuch as Berkeley was at pains to show that this 
case differed from the modus case, I am inclined to conjecture that trav- 
ersability would make the difference. The act of pleading the modus, 
though nominally necessary, goes to establish (pending common law fal- 
sification of the modus) the ecclesiastical court's ab initio lack of title to 
hold plea; the act of pleading the "defensive prescription" only goes to 
disqualify the ecclesiastical court from disregarding, interpreting, or try- 
ing the prescription. In the second case, it is perhaps entailed that the ec- 
clesiastical court must actually disregard, misinterpret, or propose to try 
it, and therefore that a statement charging one of those things may be 
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traversed (small though the chance of its being traversed in practice may 
be.) If the conduct of the ecclesiastical court can be put in issue, the party 
must actually make his plea in the ecclesiastical court, not just pretend to 
have done so. Thereby, the ecclesiastical court might gain a little room for 
maneuver. Suppose, for example, it "accepts" the plea in the sense that it 
does not let it be put in issue, but agrees to take it as true if two witnesses 
can be produced to confirm it. If the two witnesses cannot be found, per- 
haps the ecclesiastical court is prohibitable for insisting on an improper 
evidentiary requirement; if they can be, the other party -- who, as ecclesi- 
astical plaintiff, can prohibit his own suit -- may be able to make the same 
complaint and get the prescription tried at common law, should he con- 
sider it worth his while. But then, at least, we would have a new ballgame 
-- a different reason for prohibiting, possibly a more disputable one, than 
the bare fact that a prescriptive title is in question. 

These points are speculative and exiguous. My reason for belaboring 
them is in the end only to say that Berkeley seems to me to have been on 
a profitless course. The reasons for insisting on a disallowance surmise as 
Berkeley developed them are so refined, and so scarcely distinguishable 
from imposing a common law form which itself might as well be dis- 
pensed with, that I can see no advantage in bothering with them. In other 
words, since there was no intention of letting the ecclesiastical court try 
the prescription, it would have been just as well to prohibit on the original 
surmise. Generalizing, parties might as well be given Prohibitions on the 
bare surmise that prescriptive titles, intrinsically appropriate to common 
law trial, had been brought in question in ecclesiastical litigation -- 
whether these prescriptive titles were modi or something else. However, 
Berkeley took the rest of the Court with him (the others as well as Croke, 
who expresses agreement in the report.) Taylor, having been told to go 
plead in the ecclesiastical court, predictably reappeared later in the same 
term with a surmise of disallowance, whereupon he had his Prohibition 
without debate. 

Watton v. Ball admits of being read as a Caroline exercise in scrupu- 
losity toward the rights of the ecclesiastical courts. If it was that, it was a 
cost-free exercise, except for the time and energy of the judges and liti- 
gants. For the judges could unanimously agree to insist on respect for the 
ecclesiastical system -- on pleading there in suits belonging there, on the 
principle that no incident of a proper ecclesiastical suit, even, in a sense, 
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the modus, may be nakedly rapt away for common law determination -- 
with practically no real consequences. Though there can be no certainty 
about such an interpretation, it perhaps makes historical sense that the 
rather "Whiggish" Justice Croke subscribed to the views of the rather 
"Royalist" Justice Berkeley in this case. 

A final case, from 1641, 16 only goes to confirm the rule that pleas 
based on statutes must be offered to the ecclesiastical courts in earnest. A 
man sued for failure to attend church claimed what the report only de- 
scribes as "something by way of excuse." What it was does not matter, 
for clearly he sought his Prohibition on the theory that the adequacy of 
any excuse should be determined at common law. He did not dispute (it 
would have pointless to) that ecclesiastical courts could punish non-atten- 
dance even though that offense was also subject to secular penalties by 
statute. Rather, he took the position that the statute (the Uniformity Act of 
1 Eliz.) "preempted" the field -- i.e., subjected the ecclesiastical courts to 
whatever definition of the extent of the duty to attend church the statute, 
as ultimately interpreted by the common law courts, imposed. The Court 
in this case (contrary to Brown's Case in Section II above) endorsed the 
theory but denied the Prohibition on the ground that the excuse had not 
been pleaded in the ecclesiastical court and must be. The ecclesiastical 
court had jurisdiction; plaintiff-in-Prohibition in effect wanted to say, "By 
the governing statute, correctly interpreted, I am not delinquent in respect 
of my duty to attend church"; several cases on different specific subjects 
held that the ecclesiastical court should have first crack at evaluating such 
a claim, and, if it was accepted as a matter of law, the right to try facts in- 
cidental to it. 

Alongside the miscellaneous cases above on the need to surmise disal- 
lowance, we may consider one line of related cases. These concern agree- 
ments and leases alleged as defenses to tithe suits. My first report in this 
category is a Common Pleas holding in general terms from 1597, 17 as fol- 
lows: If one being sued for tithes pleads matter triable at common law, 
such as a lease or release of the tithes, and the plea is accepted, the eccle- 
siastical court shall try it by witnesses; if the plea is disallowed, Prohibi- 

16 H. 16 Car. C.P. March, 93. 
17 H. 39 Eliz. C.P. Harl. 1631, f.239b. 
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tion shall be granted and the matter tried by jury. As far as the examples 
used are concerned -- leases and releases -- that is straightforward. Ex- 
tending the rule beyond the examples would be dangerous. Does "matter 
triable at common law" include prescriptions (inclusive or exclusive of 
modi) -- so that a willing ecclesiastical court may try prescriptive titles (if 
not modi, at least "defensive prescriptions," contrary to Watton v. Ball 
above)? Does the rule include contracts as well as leases and releases? 
According to our holding, if the parishioner pleads a lease of the tithes (a 
common law conveyance thereof for a term of years) or a release (a con- 
veyance by deed, working by way of extinguishment, rather than transfer, 
or rights), the suit will be prohibited if and only if the ecclesiastical court 
disallows the plea. Disallowance could take a generic or specific form -- 
either the unlikely judgment "Leases are no defense to tithe claims" or the 
judgment "This lease, owing to internal defects or to insufficient evidence 
proffered to back it up, is not acceptable as a defense" -- but either way 
disallowance is necessary to support a Prohibition. Suppose, however, 
that the parishioner pleads only a considerate agreement on the parson's 
part not to demand tithes. No doubt the ecclesiastical court may try that 
claim as to fact if it is willing. The doubts arise in the other direction: If 
the plea is generically or specifically rejected, will Prohibition lie? For 
reasons that will appear, one should not jump to conclusions in the con- 
tract case on the basis of a holding which uses property transactions -- 
leases and releases -- as examples in an apparent generalization. 

Only a couple of terms later, in the Dean of Gloucester's Case, 18 the 
same court flatly contradicted the above holding, in the direction of mak- 
ing Prohibitions harder to get. The defendant in a tithe suit pleaded a 
lease of the tithes to him and sought a Prohibition on surmise of disallow- 
ance. The Common Pleas turned him down, claiming Queen's Bench 
practice as authority for that course. The judges said that the lease was a 
perfectly good defense in ecclesiastical law, and therefore that any impro- 
priety was remediable solely by appeal. They also registered suspicion 
that the disallowance surmise was feigned. ("And therefore [there is] no 
reason why we ought to award Prohibition, where also the surmise per- 
haps is false.") The logical way to implement that suspicion might be to 
hold the disallowance traversable. One can see, however, how a desire to 

18 M. 39/40Eliz. C.P. Harl. 1631, f.270b. 
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discourage fictitious surmises and needless Prohibitions might push 
judges to the flat rule of this case -- disallowing a lease is no ground for 
Prohibition -- even if they were not otherwise clearly disposed that way. 
As I argue above, traversing the disallowance would be unlikely to occur 
very often in practice even if it was permitted in law, and trying in-court 
happenings by jury is not the most convenient of proceedings. Judges 
might well be inclined to embrace a twofold scheme and resist the temp- 
tation of a threefold one -- i.e., recognize only those claims which will get 
a Prohibition without any surmise of disallowance, or only a pro forma, 
untraversable one, plus those which will not get Prohibitions, disallow- 
ance or no disallowance; not to recognize the tertium quid, claims which 
will get a Prohibition if and only if they are actually disallowed. It is 
plainly impossible, I think, to exclude the tertium quid entirely -- witness 
statute-based claims and those cases in which the ecclesiastical court has 
applied its own rules in a correct but intolerable way. But to narrow the 
scope of traversable disallowance surmises makes sense, and the decision 
in the Dean of Gloucester's Case would be a reasonable implementation 
of such a policy. I wonder, however, about the extent of the decision. The 
report would suggest that the surmise was strictly generic -- simply, "I 
pleaded that the tithes, were leased to me, which plea was disallowed." 
Suppose the surmise gave some reason to believe that there was a legal 
problem about the meaning or validity of the lease. It could do so with 
varying degrees of specificity -- at one end of the spectrum, a precise 
"laying of error" ("The ecclesiastical court, construing this lease to mean 
X. whereas it means Y., or regarding it as invalid for such-and-such rea- 
sons, has improperly refused to let me use it as a defense"); at the other, 
just enough specific description of the lease to raise the thought that 
maybe the disallowance resulted from a misconstruction or mis-evalu- 
ation of the lease by common law standards (as opposed to defective evi- 
dence or unaccountable error by ecclesiastical standards.) If our case had 
fallen anywhere within that spectrum, would the Prohibition have been 
denied? If granted, would a traverse of the disallowance have been per- 
mitted? 
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In the Jacobean Fowe v. Paule, 19 the parishioner pleaded an agree- 
ment, not a lease. Parson Paule had allegedly agreed to take 10/ per an- 
num in lieu of tithes for the rest of Fowe’s life, and the ecclesiastical court 
had allegedly disallowed that plea. A Prohibition was denied because the 
agreement was not supported by a written deed. That is to say, as far as 
the principal case is concerned, the judges thought the ecclesiastical court 
not only within its rights but right in rejecting the defense. To bar tithes, 
an agreement for life or years should be embodied in a deed; the parish- 
ioner’s only remedy on the oral agreement was an Action on the Case for 
breach of contract in the event that the parson demanded and recovered 
tithes in kind. This decision has no bearing on the need to allege disallow- 
ance: it was alleged, but even so there was no basis for prohibiting. The 
Court added a dictum, however: Prohibition would be granted on an oral 
agreement covering only one year. So, at any rate, a somewhat obscure 
report seems to say. The rule is strange -- in effect that a one-year agree- 
ment must be given specific enforcement as a bar to tithes while a longer- 
term agreement need not be. Nothing specific is said about a disallowance 
surmise in the case of the one-year contract. Quaere whether it would be 
necessary. Generically speaking, a lease was a good ecclesiastical plea in 
bar of tithes. Could the same be said of a parol agreement? Yet it would 
seem odd to hold that an ecclesiastical court may try a lease as to fact if it 
is willing, but not the less solemn one-year, word-of-mouth bargain. 
Among other things, witnesses would be a rational way to try the bargain, 
and insistence on two witnesses would not seem unreasonable, whereas 
trial of a lease by ecclesiastical methods ought perhaps to observe com- 
mon law standards to such intents as not demanding two witnesses to 
authenticate a written deed. (But see the next case.) 

A few years later, in Griffin v. Bulerist, 20 the King’s Bench was ready 
to prohibit in the case of an agreement if and only if disallowance was al- 
leged. The statement of the case is garbled in the report, so that it is im- 
possible to tell the duration of the agreement and whether it was in 
writing. It is clear, however, that an agreement discharging tithes in kind 
was claimed, and that a Prohibition was sought without surmising disal- 

19 P. 8 Jac. C.P. Harg. 15, f.2l3b. 
20 P. 15 Jac. K.B. Lansd. 1080, f.30 
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lowance. Chief Justice Montagu (speaking for the Court, so far as ap- 
pears) said that Prohibition would not lie now, but would lie on a surmise 
that the agreement was disallowed, or on surmise that proving it by a sin- 
gle witness was not permitted. Note the second point: If we assume that a 
parol agreement was in question, the ecclesiastical court was not free to 
try even that by its own evidentiary standards. It was, however, to have 
the trial if it was willing to allow the plea in law, and if it observed evi- 
dentiary canons acceptable to the common law. 

Meanwhile, in --- v. Vaughan, 21 the King's Bench had insisted on the 
disallowance surmise in a tithe case where a lease-assignment was in 
question. Since the case is not stated fully, it does not appear what kind 
of a lease-assignment was alleged. Probably the parson sued A, who al- 
leged that the tithes were leased to B. and assigned to him. Alternatively, 
a lease-assignment could come in question with regard to the ecclesiasti- 
cal plaintiff's title to sue: e.g., the tithes were leased to X and assigned to 
Y, but X is suing; or the original lessor; or Y is suing and the parishioner 
claims that the assignment to him was invalid. In any event, a Prohibition 
was sought on the ground that the validity of a lease-assignment was be- 
fore an ecclesiastical court. The king's Bench asked whether the matter 
had been pleaded there and said that if it was disallowed a Prohibition 
would be granted. The question was evidently answered in the affirm- 
ative, for the Prohibition was granted with the cursory remark that eccle- 
siastical courts ought not to meddle with contracts (n.b.) and assignments 
of leases. I assume the question was asked only because the judges did 
not have the surmise before their eyes and wanted to be sure that disal- 
lowance was indeed alleged. It was, so Prohibition lay. Quaere what 
would have happened if an attempt had been made to traverse the disal- 
lowance. "Ought not to meddle" is strong language, suggesting that the 
ecclesiastical court perhaps ought not to try a lease-assignment as to fact 
even if it was willing to, and that the demand for a disallowance surmise 
was pro forma. But the report is too brief for such language to be taken 
very seriously. 

21 P. 9 Jac. K.B. 1 Bulstrode, 125. 
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A case from Charles I’s reign, 22 confirms the Dean of Gloucester’s 
Case above with respect to leases, contributing a few points of interest by 
the way. The parishioner claimed a lease to him of some of the tithes sued 
for (grain) and a modus covering the rest. He sought a Prohibition without 
alleging disallowance. Justice Jones opposed the Prohibition quoad the 
grain on the ground that the lease was a perfectly good ecclesiastical plea. 
From a subsequent remark by Jones and Justice Berkeley, it is clear that a 
disallowance surmise would not have helped, for they said that the parish- 
ioner’s remedy was by ecclesiastical appeal if he should have any com- 
plaint against his treatment. Both judges agreed that Prohibition lay for 
the tithes covered by the modus. It was of course correct to prohibit 
quoad only part of conglomerate tithe suit when Prohibition was only ap- 
propriate for part. 

That feature of the case is only worth noting as a possible measure of 
the judges’ determination not to prohibit quoad the grain. If they had 
nothing more than qualms about prohibiting for the tithes covered by the 
lease, combined with the feeling that it would be just as well to have all 
disputed questions settled at common law when some would have to be 
anyhow, they might have had some color for prohibiting the conglomer- 
ate suit as a whole, forcing the parson at least to move for a partial Con- 
sultation if he really thought that course more worthwhile than 
controverting the lease at a common law. When Bankes, of counsel for 
the parishioner, was rebuffed by Justice Jones’s first speech, he responded 
with incredulity: “Will the plaintiff there [be allowed] to proceed against 
his own lease?” Both the incredulity and the form of expression are note- 
worthy. Jones may have been on solid ground, but Bankes sounds sur- 
prised, as if his common sense and experience would have led him to 
suppose that Prohibition lay automatically to enforce a common law lease 
in the face of a repugnant tithe claim. As for the formulation, it seems to 
say: “This is not so much a case of the ecclesiastical defendant relying on 
a lease for justification as of the ecclesiastical plaintiff suing when he is 
estopped to do so. Perhaps ecclesiastical courts should not be prohibited 
from entertaining defenses which they in all probability respect as much 
as we do. But ecclesiastical suits which ought never have been brought 

22 P. 9 Car. K.B. Harl. 1631, f.377b. 
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should be prohibited. Where a modus applies, the parson has no business 
claiming tithes in kind; no more has he any business claiming them when 
the very act of doing so contradicts his own deed." However, Jones and 
Berkeley were adamant. "You say that the lease is by indenture," they re- 
plied, "and so what prejudice to you but that you may well have appeal?" 
I take this as equivalent to, "You really can't lose, having a deed to back 
you up." Is that literally true? What would make it so? I would suggest 
the following analysis: A parol discharge of tithes -- a mere contract or 
perhaps a very short-term lease, whatever would be valid in itself to any 
intent -- might be in danger in the ecclesiastical courts. It might be sub- 
jected to ecclesiastical proof requirements which, on consideration, would 
be held unduly stringent. If there is even an appreciable chance of the ec- 
clesiastical courts' going wrong, perhaps stopping the suit here and now 
should be considered. But the deed makes the parishioner's case virtually 
open-and-shut. If one ecclesiastical court gets unaccountably mixed up 
and rules out a lease that so manifestly exists, the chance that the error 
will survive appeal is negligible. If, a little more accountably, one eccle- 
siastical court demands two witnesses to prove that a deed-indented is 
authentic -- well, the chance of that demand's holding up on appeal is not 
very good. In the event of a Prohibition's being sought on the specific 
surmise of inappropriate evidentiary standards, perhaps it should in any 
case be granted. even before appeals, but that is very different from pro- 
hibiting now. At the very worst, the parishioner might reach the end of 
the appeals road still the loser, his lease-by-indenture still unhonored. If 
that were to happen, resort to Prohibition to prevent execution of a plainly 
unlawful sentence would still be open. Seeking a Prohibition now is go- 
ing to the last resort in the first instance, almost surely unnecessarily. 

If that reconstruction of the judges thinking is correct, it adds perspec- 
tive to Justice Jones's final remark in the case. "We ought to allow all that 
belongs to them [the ecclesiastical courts]," Jones said, "for they would 
have more." The pressure on the judges in the Laudian period is revealed in 
the observation, and one judge's response. As it were: These are times to 
be careful about prohibiting too freely. No doubt one should always be 
careful, one should respect ecclesiastical jurisdiction in its place. But 
there is a political reason for caution as well as the normal, fully respect- 
able one. Judges thinking such thoughts might be inclined to refuse Prohi- 
bitions a little against their best judgement, to adopt a 
"When-in-doubt-don't-prohibit" policy. But in the instant case, to put it 
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that way would actually overstate the judges’ tendency. For in fact they 
only refused a gratuitous Prohibition, a Prohibition the parishioner almost 
certainly did not need to protect his interest. They might almost be taken 
as saying to Bankes (who in a few months would become Charles I’s At- 
torney General), “Spare us your theoretical pro’s and cons of this kind of 
case. Let us be tender to ecclesiastical interests when we have so innocu- 
ous an opportunity.” As in Watton v. Ball above, scrupulosity came 
cheap. Only Jones and Berkeley are heard from in the report, probably 
because they were alone in court. 

One further case, from the King’s Bench during Coke’s Chief Justice- 
ship, may be considered alongside those on leases and agreements. In this 
case, Parker v. Kemp, 23 the parishioner’s claim was that a tithe dispute 
had been put to arbitration, and that the arbitrator had made an award that 
so much be paid for the tithes; nevertheless, the parson was suing for the 
full tithe in kind. On the matter of principal concern to us here, the two 
reports of the case conflict. Bulstrode says that disallowance of the plea 
of arbitrament was alleged, and that Prohibition was denied. Rolle agrees 
that Prohibition was denied, but says that there was no disallowance sur- 
mise. At the end of Rolle’s report, the parishioner is expressly advised by 
the Court to move for Prohibition again if the plea of arbitrament should 
be disallowed. The two reports could be reconciled by supposing that on 
the first hearing plaintiff-in-Prohibition was turned down, but advised to 
make a disallowance surmise, and that he then reappeared, claiming disal- 
lowance, only to be turned down again. Telling a man that he would have 
a better chance with a disallowance surmise is not to guarantee that he 
would succeed with one. But perhaps the more likely explanation is sim- 
ply that Rolle is accurate, Bulstrode wrong. (Rather than the other way 
around, for one would be unlikely to record that the judges gave a party 
advice to revise his claim unless one had heard them do so, whereas in 
merely stating a case of this sort one might easily misunderstand, or care- 
lessly assume, that a disallowance surmise was included.) 

23 P. 12 Jac. K.B. 2 Bulstrode, 227; 1 Rolle, 12. (Only Bulstrode gives the name of the case, but the 
facts and judicial remarks are so similar that there can be no serious doubt that both reports deal 
with the same case. Conflicts in detail are dealt with in the text.) 
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At first sight, the plea of arbitrament seems hardly distinguishable 
from a plea of a contract to take money instead of tithes in kind. The es- 
sence of the parishioner's contention must have been that the parson 
agreed not to press for tithes in kind, but to accept whatever sum of 
money the arbitrator decided was a fair equivalent -- hardly different in 
principle from agreeing to accept a sum-certain arrived at by negotiation. 
The reports give no details, except that the product in question was apples 
(a likely enough subject for a dispute and an arbitration agreement, since 
apples would perhaps not be harvested all at one time, some of the crop 
might be worm-eaten, etc. -- circumstances in which the parson might just 
as soon have the money as the fruit, but in which an argument over what 
the crop was worth might easily blow up.) Conceivably, however, one 
might argue that an arbitration agreement is rather more solemn than an 
ordinary trade -- a matter of two parties' deciding to appoint their own 
judge instead of using the official facilities. Perhaps there is a sense in 
which a parson who agreed to go to arbitration over tithes can be thought 
of as committing himself specifically to stay out of the ecclesiastical tri- 
bunals, to let a "spiritual" matter be decided in a secular way. (Per contra, 
if a parson only agrees to take 10d instead of certain tithes, he has not said 
he will refrain from bringing suit for the tithes -- at least he has not said it 
in quite the same "accent." With, at any rate, a touch of the Bad Man the- 
ory of law, one who agrees to give up something to which he is entitled in 
exchange for something else perhaps does not quite commit himself not 
to sue for the first thing. Perhaps he reserves the privilege of trying to 
"break" the agreement in law if he changes his mind.) 

How these considerations would cut in the inter-jurisdictional context 
seems to me questionable, however. If the parson who sues contrary to 
his arbitration agreement is "worse" than one who sues against his com- 
mutation agreement, then maybe the ecclesiastical court has a stronger 
duty not to permit the former than to prevent the latter. Arguably, an 
agreement to "secularize" a tithe dispute gives the common law a foot- 
hold, as protector of secular interests and supervisor of all private ar- 
rangements for semi-formal conflict-resolution (all of which, one would 
suppose, are inherently temporal, since they originate by contract, not by 
the dispensation of God, the Supreme Head, or the legislature -- whoever 
creates spiritual jurisdiction.) On the other hand, all official courts have 
an interest in what amounts to voluntary substitution of an arbitrator for 
themselves -- whence the extensive common law topic "Arbitrament," 
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comprising the various ways in which the judges oversaw the activities of 
private arbitrators in the sphere of temporal affairs. Do ecclesiastical 
courts not have a comparable interest in supervising arbitration within 
their sphere? If an ecclesiastical court disallows a plea of arbitrament con- 
cerning tithes, might it not be implementing its legitimate supervisory 
authority -- e.g., deciding that the arbitrator went beyond the authority 
which the parties gave him, or made an award predicated on a mistaken 
view of the ecclesiastical law (within which, as to the duty to pay tithes, 
he was presumably commissioned to proceed)? Per contra, an ecclesiastical 
court that disallows a commutation agreement can only be supposed to 
hold that such agreements do not bar suits for tithes in kind (unless the 
disallowance is evidentiary.) Maybe that is an unobjectionable position, 
or at least not controllable by Prohibition, but even if it is objectionable, 
and controllable, arbitration is arguably different. For the disallowance 
does not imply a simple rule, right or wrong, that an arbitration agree- 
ment, or award thereon, will not bar a suit for de jure tithes; it might im- 
ply only legitimate supervision of the arbitration. 

The Court in Parker v. Kemp plainly held that arbitrament is not a 
"common law issue." An agreement to arbitrate an ecclesiastical dispute 
was not taken to cut the ecclesiastical courts off from all further involve- 
ment, leaving the supervision of the arbitration solely to the common law 
courts. Following Rolle, the judges did not concede the ecclesiastical 
court a completely free hand, for they acknowledged that a Prohibition 
would at least be worth considering if it were sought on disallowance sur- 
mise. That might mean that ecclesiastical courts are not free to hold that 
ecclesiastical disputes may not be put to arbitration, or that the duty to 
pay tithes in kind is inviolable qua ecclesiastical duty (any loss to the pa- 
rishioner as a result of his having to pay in kind, instead of carrying out 
the arbitrator's award, being compensable at common law, if secular jus- 
tice so requires.) But need the Court's opinion mean that Prohibition 
would lie on an unexplained surmise of disallowance (as opposed to one 
showing with some specificity why the plea of arbitrament was disal- 
lowed)? On this question, the language of the Court is suggestive. 

Nothing was said about the possible differences between an arbitration 
agreement and a commutation agreement, along the lines of my analysis 
above. On the contrary (following Rolle), Chief Justice Coke started out 
assimilating the two cases, not differentiating them. He could see no ba- 
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sis for prohibiting a tithe suit merely because the parishioner claimed an 
agreement to pay 10/ -- so here. Nor did Coke think there was any differ- 
ence between the present case and two varieties of legacy case -- where 
the executor claims merely of have paid the legacy, or where he claims to 
have an acquittance for it. In those cases, as in the case of an agreement -- 
commutation or arbitration -- ecclesiastical jurisdiction over the "princi- 
pal" carries the "incidents." Coke went on to express his apparently gen- 
eral disapproval of Prohibitions to block enforcement of the two-witness 
rule. (We shall see below that he held consistently to that view.) Justice 
Houghton then intervened with what reads like a corrective note -- lest 
Coke's assertion of the freedom of ecclesiastical courts to handle suits 
properly brought there be overinterpreted. If a legacy suit is brought for a 
lease, Houghton said, it should be prohibited. (I.e.: A testator bequeaths 
an unexpired term of years to A. A. sues for it in the ecclesiastical court -- 
properly in a strict sense, because a term of years in being is a chattel, 
transmittable by will without the statutory power by which alone a man 
could create interests in his freehold by will. Houghton held, however, 
that the ecclesiastical suit was prohibitable ipso facto, upon bare surmise 
that such a suit existed. The rationale for such a holding would seem to 
be that ecclesiastical courts are presumptively unable to handle suits in- 
volving leases of land, which, though personal property, have too much 
"real-estate flavor" for spiritual judges to be trusted with. I should be in- 
clined to deduce from Houghton's position that ecclesiastical suits are 
also prohibitable without disallowance surmise when a lease comes in 
question -- as if, being sued for tithes, the parishioner claims a lease of the 
rectory. Leases, in short, are "common law issues," unlike contracts. 
With respect to contracts, including arbitrament, and the cases of payment 
or acquittance of a legacy put by Coke, Houghton did not disagree.) Coke 
immediately conceded Houghton's position on legacy suits for terms of 
years. He went on to qualify his own former remarks: Although ecclesias- 
tical courts should be free to entertain pleas of arbitrament and legacy-ac- 
quittance, they must handle them by common law standards, under pain 
Prohibition. Justice Dodderidge endorsed that rule, whereupon the Court 
advised plaintiff-in-Prohibition to come back if his plea of arbitrament 
should be disallowed. 

Coke then said that ecclesiastical law conflicted with common law as 
to what constitutes a valid inter vivos gift of personal property, and that 
an ecclesiastical court called to judge such a gift must apply the common 
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law rule or be prohibited. This final remark (in Rolle's report) is signifi- 
cant. The case at hand plainly stimulated Coke's thinking about the prin- 
ciples of "conduct-controlling" Prohibitions. His mentioning an instance 
of clear rule-conflict of no immediate relevance (ecclesiastical law held, 
contrary to common law, that the property in goods cannot pass without 
physical delivery) shows that his thinking turned to "Tanfield's princi- 
ple." Putting his last remark together with his others, Coke's position 
(and, as far as appears, the Court's) would come out as follows: There are 
some issues, such as leases, which ecclesiastical courts should simply be 
prevented from handling if the party complains. However, the list of such 
issues should not be carelessly expanded; in general, the "incident" fol- 
lows the "principal"; as a rule, disallowance surmise is required. In turn, 
intervention upon disallowance surmise should be limited to those cases 
where ecclesiastical rules clearly conflict with the common law--where 
the ecclesiastical court either certainly has applied a conflicting rule, or, 
because of its notoriously different standards, probably has. Ultimately, 
the "common law issue" should be conceived as the limiting case: where 
the likelihood of unacceptable handling is so strong that no disallowance 
surmise, or at most an untraversable one, is required. 

Bulstrode's report (which conflicts only in stating the case) confirms 
this interpretation of Coke's position. In that version, he illustrates the 
rule that the "incidents" follow the "principal" by an inter vivos gift. (A 
legatee sues for a horse devised to him; the executor pleads that the testa- 
tor gave the horse to him in his lifetime. Prohibition does not lie on bare 
surmise of the plea. Incorporating Coke's point at the end of Rolle's re- 
port, it does not lie on bare surmise even though the rules on what consti- 
tutes conveyance of a horse are notoriously not the same in ecclesiastical 
and common law.) Then, in Bulstrode's version, Coke goes on to say that 
"common law matters" arising in ecclesiastical suits must be determined 
by common law standards, citing the same rule-conflict (traditio is neces- 
sary to make gifts and leases good by ecclesiastical law.) In context, 
"common law matters" may be translated as "matters on which the com- 
mon law has specifiable rules capable of conflicting with ecclesiastical 
rules." The point, as above, is clearly that certain or presumptive rule- 
conflict justifies Prohibition on disallowance surmise, not without it, un- 
less in limiting cases (of which the inter vivos gift -- much less a plea of 
arbitrament -- is not an example.) 
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The application of these principles to Parker v. Kemp itself remains 
unclear. Even apart from the conflict between the reports, it seems to me 
worth asking whether disallowance of a plea of arbitrament would by it- 
self point to a rule-conflict and hence justify a Prohibition. If an executor 
was sued for a horse and pleaded a gift of the horse in the testator's life- 
time, I take it he could have a Prohibition by surmising disallowance of 
the plea. For the disallowance would be attributed to the unacceptable 
(because cleanly conflicting) rule that livery is required to convey a 
horse. Is there anything comparable to attribute disallowance of arbitra- 
ment to? Would even the extreme position that tithe disputes are not arbi- 
trable clash with the common law? In Rolle's report, Coke admits that a 
plea of arbitrament could be mishandled by common law standards. But 
would an unexplained act of disallowance signify mishandling? Is it pos- 
sible that Prohibition would lie only upon a showing that, after accepting 
the plea of arbitrament in principle, the ecclesiastical court made a judge- 
ment on the terms of the arbitration agreement and the arbitrator's use of 
his authority at odds with what the common law would do with a parallel 
case? (The same kind of question may be put in connection with commu- 
tation agreements: Might the ecclesiastical court be free to disregard such 
agreements altogether, but not free to construe them by its own lights?) If 
Bulstrode is right on the facts -- i.e., if a disallowance surmise was finally 
made and Prohibition nevertheless denied -- Parker v. Kemp holds that an 
unexplained allegation that arbitrament was disallowed will not fetch a 
Prohibition. Rolle is at least not incompatible with that result, for the 
judges in that report do not guarantee that Prohibition would be granted 
on any disallowance surmise. 

Their thinking, as Rolle reports it, leans against easy Prohibitions and 
tends, without coming to roost, to focus on the rule-conflict in compara- 
ble situations as the theoretical basis for "conduct-controlling" Prohibi- 
tions. In any event, both reports affirm that Prohibition will not lie to stop 
a tithe suit on bare surmise of arbitrament. 

D. Disallowance Surmises of Doubtful Necessity 

Summary: For the general character of the cases in this section, see 
immediately below. Because the cases fall into substantive sub-groups, 
they do not admit of summary. The closest approach to a comprehensive 
generalization about these cases would probably be that the presence of 
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the disallowance surmise in situations where one might not expect it is 
usually explicable. "When in doubt surmise disallowance" probably re- 
mains the best rule. Sometimes it might pay even when one could prob- 
ably get by with a bare surmise that a suit or issue beyond a "foreign" 
court's competence was before it. 
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The cases in the last two sub-sections tend to draw firm lines. Those 
in B. say, "Disallowance of Plea X. may not be traversed." It follows 
that anyone wanting to introduce Plea X. may have a Prohibition 
virtually for the asking. That is to make X. a "common law issue," in the 
sense of "an issue which will be determined at common law even though 
the 'foreign' court is willing to accept X. as a generically valid plea, and 
willing to determine its specific validity and factual truth by standards ac- 
ceptable to the common law courts." (It does not follow from holding dis- 
allowance X. untraversable that disallowance need not be surmised pro 
forma, nor that a fictitious disallowance surmise would be absolutely safe 
against informal investigation of its bona fides.) The cases in C. say
"You may not have a Prohibition merely because you want to introduce
Plea Y. into the ecclesiastical suit; but if you were to make Plea Y. in
the ecclesiastical court and it were to be disallowed, then you certainly 
could -- or possibly might -- have a Prohibition." In other words, Y. is not 
a "common law issue" in the above sense. 

In this sub-section, we shall look at cases in which the disallowance  
surmise occurs, but in which it may not have been necessary. Cases of this 
sort tend to blur lines. As "precedents," they count in favor of the disal- 
lowance surmise. If disallowance of Plea Z. is alleged and a Prohibition is 
granted, one has a basis for arguing that Z. in not a "common law issue" - 
- or at least that the surmise of disallowance is necessary as a form when 
Z. is in question. However, that argument does not have much force un- 
less there are many uncontradicted precedents or, better, decisions that 
Prohibition will not lie without disallowance surmise. For there was never 
any harm in surmising disallowance when one was in a position to do so 
truthfully, and even doing so fictitiously carried little risk. Thus, the cases 
in Section II above in which a Prohibition was granted do not establish 
the necessity of the disallowance surmise for any set of circumstances, 
except insofar as their bare precedential value can be supplemented. The 
cases in the present sub-section are those whose precedential value is most 
likely to be discountable. They are cases where Plea Z. is alleged to have 
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been disallowed, but they can be compared with other cases (treated later 
in the study) in which Plea Z. seems to be regarded as a "common law is- 
sue," or basis for Prohibition without disallowance surmise. If you like, 
they are precedents in favor of the disallowance surmise which, indeci- 
sive in themselves, are all the less significant because they are probably 
outvoted by counter-precedents. 

As a rule, however, comparability among cases cannot be so neatly es- 
tablished as to permit simple weighing of precedents. That is, Six Plea-Z. 
cases in which Prohibition was granted without disallowance surmise ver- 
sus one case in which disallowance was alleged would indeed suggest 
that the surmise was superfluous in the anomalous case. But is the odd 
case really comparable to the other six? It may belong to the genus of 
Plea-Z. cases, but perhaps it has some differentiating feature which will 
account for the presence of the disallowance surmise. In that event, the 
relationship of the odd case to the others becomes more complex. The ir- 
regular case cuts less against the generalization "disallowance of Plea Z. 
need not be laid" than it would if it were entirely indistinguishable from 
the six cases. On the other hand, the disallowance surmise in the odd case 
becomes more problematic. Was it necessary, because the special circum- 
stances of the odd case really make prohibiting without a disallowance 
surmise less plausible than in the standard cases? Or is surmising disal- 
lowance only understandable in the exceptional case -- probably not re- 
ally necessary, because at bottom the case is only significant as a member 
of the Plea-Z. genus, but a move which the party might naturally think it 
to his advantage to make? Such problems are intimated in some of the 
cases following. As this topic requires, I shall discuss the cases in sub- 
groups, each one representing a type of claim asserted here by disallow- 
ance surmise, but possibly assertable without it. 

(1) Prescriptive claims in tithe cases 
First of all, one may wonder whether the disallowance surmise was 

ever requisite when prescriptive claims were advanced in response to 
tithe suits. The simplest case is where the ecclesiastical suit is for tithes 
in kind and the parishioner puts forward a modus. From the untrav- 
ersability of allegations that modi had been disallowed, and from the ap- 
parent absence of the disallowance surmise in most modus cases, I infer 
that such a surmise was unnecessary even as a matter of form. The occa- 
sional instances in which disallowance of a modus certainly was alleged 
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are therefore best taken as examples of cautious procedure -- ”playing it 
safe” by laying disallowance, lest the adverse party take it into his head to 
contend that at least a pro forma showing of misconduct on the part of the 
ecclesiastical court is necessary to justify Prohibition. Price v. Mascoll 
(discussed for procedural points in Vol. I) 24 is a good example of the kind 
of case in which the occurrence of a disallowance surmise is not surpris- 
ing. The ecclesiastical action was a conglomerate suit covering several 
products, in response to which the parishioner advanced five separate 
modi, all of which were challenged in law upon demurrer. What we 
know from the report is that plaintiff-in-Prohibition’s declaration laid dis- 
allowance of his modi. Of course nothing was said about the disallowance 
in the discussion of the case, for the demurrer confessed that it had oc- 
curred. The point to be made is that the case probably represented a ma- 
jor showdown over a man’s liability for tithes on a substantial part of his 
product -- a serious litigative investment, no doubt expected to “grow to a 
demurrer.’’ The parishioner was trying to establish a number of legally 
dubious modi, the parson to break them on the law, without running the 
gamut of a jury. It is not surprising to see “cautious procedure’’ on the pa- 
rishioner’s part. He had enough to worry about without inviting his adver- 
sary to object to the absence of any showing of disallowance; the 
adversary was desperate to pick holes in his declaration. In sum, one can 
see a reason for the allegation of disallowance in this case; in more rou- 
tine cases, it may have been alleged pro forma more frequently than 
meets the eye in the reports. 

Less standard forms of prescription are somewhat more problematic. 
Greene v. Hunne, 25 like Price v. Mascoll, was a conglomerate tithe suit 
prohibited on different grounds for different products. The parson took le- 
gal exception to the Prohibition on all counts, but on motion for Consult- 
ation rather than demurrer. With respect to at least one product (wool) 
plaintiff-in-Prohibition surmised disallowance. Being sued for the de jure 
tithe, he claimed a customary right to pay his whole annual tithe at Lam- 
mas, instead of at the several times when it was sheared, and to have set 
out the tithe at Lammas. The parson’s counsel 
claim amounted to a mere plea of payment, as 

(Bacon) argued that this 
such determinable in the 

24 T. M. 12 Jac. K.B. 2 Bulstrode, 238. 
25 M. 41/42 Eliz. Q.B. Add. 25,203, f.120; Add. 25,200, f.164b. 
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ecclesiastical court. In reply, the Court appears to attach importance to the 
disallowance surmise that accompanied the parishioner's claim: "...It is 
due now by the law, because it is a good prescription to pay it at a certain 
day, and if the spiritual court will not allow it (as it is alleged they will 
not) it is reason to prohibit them." The suggestion there is that the ecclesi- 
astical court must be given a chance to entertain a claim that tithes were 
paid at a time or place defined by special custom; that Prohibition will not 
lie on bare surmise that tithes are demanded de jure, whereas custom de- 
fines a special manner of payment, according to which payment was ren- 
dered. That implies that the ecclesiastical court may try the custom if it is 
controverted, and if the ecclesiastical court is willing -- not only that it 
may try whether performance according to the custom took place. 

Quod nota, for there is the disturbing point in the Court's opinion. It is 
entirely reasonable to say that a plea amounting to "I have done my duty" 
should be tried in the ecclesiastical court in principle, but that the pre- 
scriptive element gives the common law a foothold to intervene if the plea 
is disallowed (contrary to Bacon.) The presumptive reason for the disal- 
lowance would be ecclesiastical unwillingness to let usage vary the de 
jure duty. But is it consistent to insure that any controverted commutation 
may be tried at common law for the asking, while leaving the trial of cus- 
toms going to the time, place, or manner of payment in kind to the eccle- 
siastical court? Are ecclesiastical methods and standards more 
appropriate to the one than the other? Because these questions arise, one 
might be reluctant to push the apparent meaning of the opinion in Greene 
v. Hunne too far. In context, the opinion was addressed to Bacon's argu- 
ment that no control could be exercised over ecclesiastical handling of an 
"I have done my duty" plea. The Court fell back on the disallowance sur- 
mise that was at hand. If there had been no such surmise, I would not be 
confident that the judges would have granted Consultation quoad the 
wool. A Prohibition had been granted; in the event, the judges knocked 
down all of Bacon's objections to it; how ready they would have been to 
listen to a complaint about the absence of a disallowance surmise, if such 
had been possible, seems questionable. The effect of upholding the Prohi- 
bition on motion for Consultation would in all probability be to put the 
whole of a complicated wrangle over custom before a jury. The judges 
might well have preferred to include the custom concerning the wool in 
the common package. If they had no disallowance surmise to justify do- 
ing so, the mere presence of a prescriptive claim might have served. 
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In Fosse v. Parker et al., 26 the disallowance surmise occurs in connec- 
tion with a parishioner's attempt to escape tithes on a by-product via an 
exiguous modus. I doubt whether the surmise helped the parishioner, but 
it may have been used in the deliberate hope of saving a weak cause. The 
ecclesiastical suit was for neck-wool of 800 sheep -- i.e., wool cut from 
around the animal's neck and head, as distinct from the main fleece. The 
parishioner alleged that it was customary to trim this wool from the sheep 
in the autumn to protect them from vermin; that this operation improved 
the quality of the fleeces; that the custom was to pay one fleece out of ten 
at shearing time; that the neck-wool was of "no value" (meaning, presum- 
ably, in strictness, no merchantable value, or so little that one tenth of it 
could not possibly be worth more than what the parson gained in vermin- 
free fleeces.) This matter was allegedly pleaded in the ecclesiastical court 
and disallowed. Nevertheless, the King's Bench refused unanimously to 
prohibit. The judges took the position that cutting off a little too much in 
the name of neck-wool was an all-too easy form of deception. They saw 
no consideration for the exemption of the neck-wool in the improved 
quality of the fleeces and gave no sign of willingness to let the parish- 
ioner off his customary hook by holding that non-fraudulent neck-wool 
was exempt de jure. Obviously the same result would have come about if 
there had been no disallowance surmise. Subsequently, the parishioner 
came back with a good modus -- that the fleeces were wound at shearing- 
time, in consideration of which extra labor the neck-wool was exempt -- 
and got his Prohibition without controversy. If the judges had seen good 
consideration as the custom was originally laid and had not been worried 
about encouraging fraud, they would surely have prohibited without the 
disallowance surmise. 

I would conjecture, however, that the parishioner had a calculated rea- 
son for including it. The parishioner was obviously in the sheep business 
in a pretty big way. Judging by the ease with which he came up with an 
unexceptionable modus in the end, it looks as if he may have decided to 
take a shot at a better thing in the first instance, falling back on the extra- 
work modus if necessary. That is, that it was really customary to wind the 
wool would perhaps not be so easy to prove. Anyhow, it would be nice to 

26 M. 14 Jac. K.B. 3 Bulstrode, 242. 
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escape that extra duty. So why not have a crack at establishing a modus 
involving no extra work, or even, with luck, a de jure exemption for the 
neck-wool? But then the parishioner wonders, correctly enough, whether 
his preferred modus really has much of a chance. Wanting to gamble, one 
might figure that it was at least worth trying in the ecclesiastical court. 
With a bad enough claim, one might as well try to persuade an ecclesiasti- 
cal court first, using the common law as one's fail-safe device and in the 
meanwhile afflicting the other party with protracted litigation. (The report 
tells us that the ecclesiastical court gave sentence for the parson. That 
proves that the disallowance surmise was not fabricated and suggests that 
the parishioner made a serious effort before seeking a Prohibition.) 

Secondly, there was always some chance that the absence of a disal- 
lowance surmise would be held against one, the more so if the judges sus- 
pected one's honesty and motives and needed an excuse for refusing 
Prohibition. Finally, the parishioner in our case did a little more than al- 
lege his purported modus; he alleged that the neck-wool was of "no 
value." That claim was included in what the ecclesiastical court had dis- 
allowed. Might the parishioner not have figured that disallowance of that 
factual claim would provide an outside basis for Prohibition if, as it 
turned out to be, the modus was held bad on its face? I.e.: Might one not 
argue for a Prohibition on the theory that the ecclesiastical court had un- 
reasonably refused one an opportunity to show that the neck-wool, though 
neither generically exempt by law nor sufficiently contributory to the 
value of the main crop to sustain a considerate modus, was, in fact, taken 
in such form and amount as to constitute a waste-product, which a man 
should not have to go to the trouble of setting out for the parson and 
which, even if it should have some sort of incidental use, cannot be con- 
sidered part of the regular profits of agriculture wherein the Church is en- 
titled to share? There is no sign that any such argument was made in the 
face of a thoroughly unreceptive Court, but it could conceivably have fig- 
ured in the original design of the surmise. In sum, thought my points are 
speculative, it seems to me that the disallowance surmise in Fosse v. 
Parker can be sufficiently explained by the peculiarities of the case to de- 
prive it of precedential value. 
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Finally, in the Caroline Halsey v. Halsey, 27 disallowance of a prescrip- 
tive claim was alleged in a suit for obstructing the parson's access to his 
tithes. Such suits were appropriate to ecclesiastical courts by virtue of the 
statute of 2/3 Edw.6, c. 13, sect. ii, and perhaps at common law as well. 
A parson was not confined to protecting his right of way to carry off 
tithes by common law proceedings; he could sue a parishioner in the ec- 
clesiastical court for closing the usual or most convenient access-way, 
even though he had not been absolutely shut out and hence denied the 
tithes themselves. In this case, the parishioner claimed that he had not ob- 
structed the true customary access-way. In other words, by prescription 
Route A was the way to which the parson was entitled, and that route was 
not obstructed; the parson was improperly claiming free passage by Route 
B. The parishioner sought a Prohibition on what looks like a deliberately 
double-barrelled surmise: (a) because the matter above was pleaded in the 
ecclesiastical court and disallowed; (b) because cognizance of a prescrip- 
tive right of way (as opposed to a merely "usual or most convenient" way, 
in the absence of any strictly prescriptive rights) belongs to the common 
law. The Court overruled the Prohibition on demurrer, on the ground that 
cognizance over ways to carry tithes belonged to ecclesiastical courts. 
I.e.: So far as the report indicates, the judges simply took the position that 
the common law had no business interfering in access-way suits, even 
when the conduct of the ecclesiastical court in handling a prescription- 
based defense was complained of. I assume that the ecclesiastical courts' 
statutory authority to entertain such suits was relied on primarily, though 
the report is too brief to show that. 

Obviously, the Prohibition would have been held all the less justifiable 
by this Court if there had been no disallowance surmise. I have consider- 
able doubt whether most earlier courts would have made the same deci- 
sion. Plaintiff-in-Prohibition himself may have thought that his claim 
would be just as good if it had rested solely on the theory that disputes 
about customary rights of way should be determined at common law (for 
judging by the scanty report, it looks as if that theory was emphasized in 
his declaration and the disallowance thrown in.) The case for prohibiting 
on bare surmise that a prescriptive right of way was at issue in an ecclesi- 

27 H. 6 Car. K.B. Jones, 230. 
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astical suit might be especially good because exactly the same facts would 
generate common law rights in the strong sense of "rights assertable in 
common law proceedings." If parson has in fact used Route A (and not 
used Route B) from time immemorial he ought not only to lose his eccle- 
siastical suit for passage via Route B (as a parson who has in fact always 
taken 6d. should lose his suit for tithes in kind); he has a common law ease- 
ment over Route A and lacks one over Route B. On the other hand, the 
statute would be a good reason for insisting on the disallowance surmise 
even if, contrary to the Court in Halsey v. Halsey, one were disposed to 
prohibit. 

(2) De jure exemption from tithes 
I would expect surmises of disallowance to be unnecessary and untrav- 

ersable when plaintiff-in-Prohibition's claim was the de jure exemption 
from tithes of the product sued for. That case seems even stronger than 
the modus case in some ways. The surmise of disallowance makes no ap- 
pearance in the vast majority of cases of this sort. The claim of de jure 
exemption could take two forms: A pure legal claim (the object actually 
named in the libel ought not to pay tithes by the law), and a partially fac- 
tual claim (the libel speaks generically of a product which does owe 
tithes, but the special form of the product which the parishioner has in 
fact belongs to an exempt sub-category.) A case of 1609 28 illustrates the 
second kind: A man was sued for herbage consumed by cattle (generi- 
cally tithable), pleaded that the herbage was entirely consumed by draft 
animals (exempt de jure), and got a Prohibition on surmise that the plea 
was disallowed. A argument could perhaps be made for the necessity of 
putting in a plea and waiting for it to be disallowed because of the factual 
component in the claim. If the ecclesiastical court is perfectly willing to 
respect the legal rule (draft animals exempt), why should it not be left to 
try a simple matter of fact (were all the beasts who ate this grass draft ani- 
mals?) and, if the claim is false, to award recovery of tithes? It is more 
cumbrous to prohibit whatever the ecclesiastical court has done, to try the 
factual issue at common law, and, if the parishioner's claim is falsified, to 
remit the suit by Consultation. Nevertheless, I would guess that a Prohi- 
bition could have been had without surmising disallowance. 

28 M. 7 Jac. K.B. Add. 25,208, f.76b. 
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Pothill v. May 29 was of the same form: Suit for herbage consumed by 
geldings; partially factual response (the geldings were saddle horses used 
purely for pleasure, hence not tithable); Prohibition granted, disallowance 
having been surmised. The only difference between this case and the last 
one is that the legal issue was more debatable. Whereas grass used to sus- 
tain "means of production" was clearly exempt, and grass turned to profit 
-- grazing for sale or hire -- was clearly taxable, the status of grass sup- 
porting means of recreation was rarely discussed. If that rather interesting 
and tricky question had been raised by a surmise making no reference to 
the ecclesiastical court's conduct, would the Court have been tempted to 
put it off on the ground that the ecclesiastical court should have the first 
crack? Quite the contrary, I would expect the judges to take it for their 
duty to settle any genuinely problematic question on tithability however 
the problem presented itself. (Although extensive debate is not reported, 
they did so here by endorsing a profitability theory -- as it were, grass is 
not tithable because the earth yields it, but because it is a source of in- 
come, as opposed to both capital and consumption.) 

A final case 30 presented two legal problems. (i) Does a parishioner 
owe tithes on apples stolen from the trees? May he be held to insure the 
parson against loss of tithes by theft, when the theft occurs before harvest 
and the parishioner never realized his nine-tenths of the product? The 
Court said "No" in the case of a straight theft, but added that the parish- 
ioner is liable for tithes on his apples if he suffers a stranger to pick them 
-- i.e., I take it, gives them away or stands by knowingly while the neigh- 
bor boys take their fill, even though he realizes no profit by harvesting or 
by selling the crop on the trees. Justice Yelverton went a step further: One 
who lets apples hang on the trees past the time when they should be 
picked, thus inviting thieves, is liable for tithes if thieves accept the invi- 
tation. (ii) An involved problem concerning old cows who had gone dry: 
The parishioner was apparently sued generically for herbage consumed 
by cattle. According to him, the cattle in question were all "ancient" milk 
cows, the feeding of which had followed a somewhat complicated course. 
They were pastured with heifers (exempt "replacement stock") for a 

29 T. 9 Jac. K.B. 1 Bulstrode, 171. 
30 3 - 7 Car. C.P. Hetley, 100. 
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month, then moved to a harvested hay field, then fed on hay in the barn. 
The parishioner presumably wanted to claim that under these circum- 
stances no tithes were due, while the parson wanted to argue that all the 
feed eaten by such "dry cattle" outside the exempt categories of breeding, 
replacement, and draft stock was tithable. The Court held clearly that 
nothing was due on the post-harvest meadow-grass or on the fed-out hay, 
because the first was within the exemption for by-products or secondary 
uses, while the latter had obviously already been tithed. The grass eaten 
by the old cows when they were mixed in with the heifers gave the judges 
pause, but they were inclined to hold it tithable. 

The parishioner in this case said that he had made his plea on both 
points in the ecclesiastical court and had been disallowed. It is easy 
enough to believe that he had actually done so, for he wanted to raise 
rather detailed points of law (rather than general questions on the princi- 
ples of tithability), on which the ecclesiastical court would perhaps have 
been as likely as not to rule in his favor. My guess would be that a bare 
surmise would have sufficed to get the Prohibition considered, but there 
might have been incidental danger in that course. The report does not give 
the disposition of the case. For the cows, a partial Prohibition would seem 
clearly the right solution, give the Judges' inclination on the merits; even 
for the apples, a qualified Prohibition cannot be ruled out -- ita quod they 
were stolen without the parishioner's fault (the ecclesiastical court being 
left to determine the fact.) That result (assuming it to be the one that con- 
forms to the judges' opinion) might conceivably be harder to get to with- 
out the surmise of disallowance. With that surmise, the record showed 
that the ecclesiastical court had rejected the parishioner's justifications al- 
together (i.e., had held by implication, as to the apples, that regardless of 
fault the parson should not bear the loss from theft and, as to the cows, 
that new-growth grass after haying is tithable if grazed.) 

Those were plain errors, correctable by an appropriately tailored Prohi- 
bition. If the parishioner had come with a bare surmise, as to the apples -- 
"I am sued in respect of apples stolen before they were harvested, which 
are not tithable by the law" -- the Prohibition could conceivably fail on 
demurrer, for, construing the claim against the plaintiff, it might be that 
the theft resulted from his negligence, In other words, a bare surmise runs 
some risk unless it states the law as the judges hold it to be with full accu- 
racy; a surmise of disallowance will get a least a partial Prohibition if it 
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shows the ecclesiastical court to have erred in any controllable way. For 
the cows, a bare surmise would have done the job the parishioner was en- 
titled to have done ("I am sued in respect to new-growth and fed-out hay, 
non-tithable products"), but he was probably shooting for total exemption. 
If he was careful to specify the three separate categories of feed as such, 
he could have made his bid and been give the two-thirds of a loaf he de- 
served. But if he was careless about his theory -- saying, perhaps, "I am 
sued in respect of 'ancient' milk cows" -- he might be in trouble, for the 
judges clearly thought that class of cattle tithable as such. The alternative 
theory making for total exemption -- that tithable grass eaten for a short 
time by animals generally nourished on non-tithable feed and repre- 
senting an incalculable fraction of pasture generally exempt because used 
for heifers should not count -- is hard to state crisply. Showing that facts 
in at least some degree favorable to the parishioner had been pleaded, and 
that the ecclesiastical court had improperly refused to consider them justi- 
ficatory in any degree, was the easier way to raise the question of what, in 
somewhat complicated circumstances, the parishioner was entitled to. 

(3) Bounds of parishes 
It was sometimes claimed in response to tithe suits that the produce 

sued for was not grown in the parish of the parson suing. There is plenty 
of authority that a bare surmise -- "I am sued by the Parson of A., 
whereas my land is in B." -- would get a Prohibition in that case, without 
a showing of disallowance. If the Parson of A. wanted to contest the Pro- 
hibition, he should traverse the factual statement, for the bounds of par- 
ishes were triable by jury at common law. That principle also held when, 
less frequently, parish borders came in question in litigation over matters 
other than tithes. 

I have two cases in which disallowance of a plea respecting the bounds 
of parishes was alleged. The first 31 is clearly to be accounted for by its 
early date (1585), for the reports show the judges in doubt as to whether 
Prohibition would lie even with the disallowance. The facts were straight- 
forward: One was sued for tithes purportedly produced in A., pleaded that 
they were actually produced in B., and sought a Prohibition because the 

31 M. 27/28 Eliz. Q.B. Harg. 15, f.145b. 
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plea was disallowed. The Court was reportedly in great doubt, inclining to 
the generalized view that since the tithe suit was properly begun in the ec- 
clesiastical court, there was no common law power to regulate its han- 
dling. (So, tout court, says the report. It is hard to see the disallowance as 
at all reasonable, unless on evidentiary grounds which the ecclesiastical 
court was entitled to. But then, if the decision was utterly unreasonable, it 
might be controllable by appeal. The church could have no conceivable 
interest, across the board, in permitting Parson A. to collect Parson B.'s 
tithes, though in particular situations one can easily imagine ecclesiastical 
courts' preferring that boundaries not be disputed. For example, Parson 
A. is a hardworking clergyman in a none-too rich parish, while Parson B. 
is a wealthy impropriator, or a comfortable non-resident who is unlikely 
to press for the full value of his tithes. In our actual case, it is interesting 
to note, plaintiff-in-Prohibition was farmer of a neighboring parish -- i.e., 
a layman who, as lessee of the tithes in one parish, would probably con- 
tribute not a penny to the Church if the bounds question fell out in his fa- 
vor. The rent paid by such a farmer to his lessor might, depending on 
countless local realities, represent an excellent bargain. Ruling out a 
bounds plea flatly is too overt a means to an administrative end to attrib- 
ute even to a court convinced that the end is just; demanding a proffer of 
strong evidence when a bounds plea is introduced is the obvious way to 
redraw parish lines sub rosa.) 

The Court thus doubting, Tanfield, of counsel for plaintiff-in-Prohibi- 
tion, cited a recent case in his favor -- Briges v. Massye (not inde- 
pendently reported.) Tanfield said that he himself had been a lawyer in 
that case; that a Prohibition had been granted there on the same matter as 
was shown in this case; that the Court in Briges v. Massye had said that 
the bounds of parishes are "merely temporal" and triable at common law; 
and that he personally knew that the bounds question in that case was 
tried by jury at the last Assizes. Confronted with this evidence, the Court 
assigned a day for production of precedents. There is no further report. 

As Tanfield described it, Briges v. Massye appears to have been based 
on reasoning that would make surmising disallowance pointless. If the 
question "Is Blackacre in A or B?" intrinsically demands common law 
trial, an ecclesiastical suit in which it arises should be prohibited, what- 
ever the policy of the ecclesiastical court and whether or not the defen- 
dant there has gone through the motions of pleading his version of the 
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truth. The principal case shows, however, that that point was by no means 
settled in 1585. It is no wonder that plaintiff-in-Prohibition surmised dis-
allowance, and even with that surmise he may not have succeeded. 

The other case in which disallowance of a plea respecting parish 
bounds was certainly alleged 32 did not originate from a tithe suit. Rather, 
a man was prosecuted criminally in an ecclesiastical court for failure to 
attend services at his parish church. He pleaded that the church he was 
accused of not attending was not his parish church, and that he did regu- 
larly attend another church. Then he sought a Prohibition by a twofold 
surmise: (i) that he had not been allowed to plead his justification; (ii) that 
ecclesiastical courts do not have authority to determine the precinct of 
parish churches. In other words, plaintiff-in-Prohibition did not rely on 
disallowance essentially. Because of the second element in the surmise, 
the case counts in favor of the rule that disallowance need not be shown, 
even fictitiously, to prohibit ecclesiastical courts form determining the 
bounds of parishes. (The Court granted the Prohibition unanimously.) 
The occurrence of the disallowance claim is not surprising. Possibly a 
Prohibition could have been obtained on the bare surmise that parish 
bounds were in question, but it is understandable that the accused chose 
to plead and pleaded as he did. He might have hope of defeating the 
charge against him by showing that he frequented some church, even 
waiving his claim about the parish boundaries. (As to whether it would 
have been a justified hope, cf. Browne’s Case in Section II above.) 

Nevertheless, a man might suppose that attendance elsewhere would 
be an excuse. He might also suppose that his chance for a Prohibition 
would be reinforced by the ecclesiastical court’s rejection of “substitute 
performance,” especially in the light of its acceptability for the purposes 
of statutory recusancy. Prohibiting on the bare surmise that bounds were 
in question might conceivably be objected to in this sort of case (as op- 
posed to tithe suits) on the ground that criminal liability for non-atten- 
dance at church would not necessarily depend on the resolution of the 
bounds question. It would not depend thereon if the ecclesiastical court 
were willing to accept habitual attendance at any church, or any reason- 
able church, as an excuse. By pleading and surmising as he did, plaintiff- 

32 T. 9 Jac. K.B. 1 Bulstrode, 159. 
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in-Prohibition made it appear that the ecclesiastical court did insist on the 
parish church, and therefore that it would have to try the bounds, as it 
ought not. Finally, absence of a disallowance surmise might be objected 
to in more general terms in this sort of case, simply because ecclesiastical 
courts had express authority by the Uniformity Act to punish failure to at- 
tend church. 

(4)Incumbency 
A couple of cases on the ecclesiastical plaintiff's incumbency -- hence 

his title to sue for tithes -- involve possibly superfluous claims of disal- 
lowance. In general, I think it is clear that a parishioner who wanted to 
claim that his adversary was not parson of the parish in question needed 
to make such a plea in the ecclesiastical court. (Cf. Pendleton v. Green, 
above.) But the circumstances of the present cases were special. In 
Glover v. Shedd, 33 the parishioner pleaded that one Morgan, rather than 
his adversary (Glover), was rector. The plea was disallowed and sentence 
given for Glover. A Prohibition was granted, not simply because of the 
disallowance, but because a verdict in a recent common law suit concern- 
ing the living found Morgan the true rector. The disallowance would have 
been enough (following Pendleton v. Green); but so, perhaps, was the 
verdict. It is entirely natural that the parishioner pleaded Glover's non-in- 
cumbency, intending, presumably, to rely on the verdict as evidence. Sup- 
pose, however, that he had relied on the verdict as the sole grounds for 
Prohibition. ("I am sued for tithes by G., who pretends to be parson of X., 
whereas it appears by verdict that M., specifically rather than G., is par- 
son.") I am not sure that Prohibition would lie on that surmise, without 
any showing that an attempt to defeat Glover's incumbency and to use the 
verdict to that end had been made in the ecclesiastical court, but I would 
not be confident the other way either. The discussion of the case does not 
help resolve that question, for as things stood the plea had been pleaded 
and sentence given. The judges (Coke and Dodderidge speak in the re- 
port) needed only to say that the sentence against the verdict was wrong, 
that it resulted from a technicality of the ecclesiastical law on livings that 
conflicted with the common law, and that the common law was fully 
competent to decide the issue of "Parson or not parson?" (The last point, I 

33 T. 13 Jac. K.B. 1 Rolle, 228. 
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think, was by way of saying that "Parson or not parson?" is not primarily 
or essentially an ecclesiastical question, so much so that the ecclesiastical 
court would be free to go its own way even in the face of a verdict. I 
would not take the judges as saying that "Parson or not parson?" was tri- 
able at common law whenever a party wanted it tried there -- like a mo- 
dus or the bounds or parishes -- but that if the issued happened to be tried 
in connection with common actions (normally Quare impedits) the ver- 
dict would conclude ecclesiastical courts, as a verdict on a modus 
would.) 

In Reynolds v. Dr. Lockett, 34 Prohibition was denied because it was 
not sought until after two appeals (see the case in Vol. I.) If plaintiff-in- 
Prohibition had moved sooner, he could clearly have had a writ, possibly 
without the allegation of disallowance which he made. In this case, a pa- 
rishioner sought to defeat a tithe-suit by disputing his opponent's incum- 
bency on two grounds: (i) he had not read the articles as required by 13 
Eliz., c. 12 (wherefore he was ipso facto deprived even if he was other- 
wise lawful parson); (ii) He was instituted and inducted before the living 
was legally vacant (hence was not lawfully instituted and inducted.) The 
parishioner pleaded this matter and was disallowed. (Presumably his ap- 
peals disputed the disallowance, unless he had some further defense.) 
While turning the Prohibition down on procedural grounds, the Common 
Pleas said that in substance the writ lay because both the reading of the 
articles and the induction were temporal matters, triable at common law. 
Putting it that way suggests that the disallowance need not have been al- 
leged (though of course it is not surprising that it was, since the parish- 
ioner had pleaded in the ecclesiastical court, not nominally, but with the 
purpose of litigating there, as the appeals show.) (Ironically, his "purpose 
of litigating there" -- genuine acquiescence -- may have counted against him 
on the procedural point, yet not alleging disallowance might have counted 
even more heavily against him on the same score. For his appeals may, at 
least, have been to contest the disallowance that appeared of record. If he 
had come with a bare surmise -- i.e., showing no attempt to use the failure 
to read the articles, etc., in the ecclesiastical court -- his delay would per- 
haps seem more unaccountable.) 

34 H. 12 Car. C.P. Harg. 23, f.4. 
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The Court's language seems to point to the sufficiency of either of two 
bare surmises: (i) "I am sued for tithes by one who is not parson because 
he has not read the articles." (ii) "I am sued by one who is not parson be- 
cause his purported induction took place before the living was vacant." 
The justification for the first would be that reading the articles is a statu- 
tory duty, the consequences of non-performance being created and de- 
fined solely by statute, therefore within common law jurisdiction by 
virtue of the common law courts' responsibility for the interpretation and 
enforcement of statues. (Serious questions can be raised about this rea- 
soning, as we have seen Should non-common law courts be prohibited 
before they have actually misapplied a statute -- as the ecclesiastical court 
in this case would not appear to have done -- without the allegation of dis- 
allowance? To put it another way, does common law authority to enforce 
statutory rights entail authority to try questions of fact arising in connec- 
tion with such rights? Admitting that the ecclesiastical court in this case 
should be prohibited for a disallowance that seems to imply disrespect 
for, or misunderstanding of, the statute, is it so clear that an ecclesiastical 
court which, so far as appears, perfectly understands and respects the stat- 
ute should be prohibited from trying whether a parson did read the arti- 
cles -- a "simple" fact, hardly requiring communal knowledge beyond the 
information witnesses could supply?) 

As for the second element: it was always recognized that induction 
(though performed by ecclesiastical officers) was the "temporal" part of 
installation in a benefice -- "investiture with the temporalities," as institu- 
tion was "investiture with the spiritualities." In our case, the claim was 
that both the institution and induction were void, but is was no doubt the 
induction that gave the common law its stake. (The ecclesiastical court 
could probably not have been controlled if it chose to hold that the par- 
son's institution was good even though it was premature.) I wonder, how- 
ever, whether the induction gave the common law enough of a stake to 
warrant the rule which the court's language in our case seems to suggest - 
- i.e., that ecclesiastical courts could be prohibited merely in order to in- 
sure that factual and legal questions about an induction (here, whether it 
took place before the living was vacant and whether that mattered legally) 
be determined at common law. If Prohibition should lie on bare surmise 
that there was an issue concerning induction, "Parson or not parson?" in 
effect becomes a "common law issue" in the same sense as a modus or 
bounds of parishes (malgré my remarks at the end of the last case.) For 
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"Parson or not parson?" inevitably involves the question "Was X. duly in- 
ducted into the living" (as it also involves whether the non-temporal acts 
of admission and institution duly occurred.) Dodderidge in Glover v. 
Shedd said in so many words that "Parson or not parson?" includes induc- 
tion (whence, in that case, it followed that there was enough temporal "in- 
terest" in "Parson or not parson?" to justify insisting on the verdict.) As I 
argued, I doubt that any more follows. By the same token, I am skeptical 
about taking Reynolds v. Dr. Lockett as far as the language of the Court 
suggests. I would be inclined to read it as saying that a question about in- 
duction gives the common law enough interest to scrutinize a disallow- 
ance, but probably no more. In other words, though the Court accepted 
the language urged by the plaintiff (" ... because the not-reading of the ar- 
ticles and the induction are both temporal things and ought to be tried by 
the common law"), I would wonder whether that is not shorthand for "ap- 
parent failure to respect the statute, combined with apparent endorsement 
of the strange rule that induction before the living was vacant is good, 
gives quite sufficient grounds for Prohibition, in the light of our guardian- 
ship over statutes and our primary authority to determine questions about 
induction." The disallowance, in short, is more likely than not to have 
been essential, though the opposite possibility exists. 

(5)Parson and vicar 
Several cases concerning the rival claims of parsons and vicars to 

tithes touch on the need to allege disallowance. There is authority that the 
right of tithes as between parson and vicar was a purely ecclesiastical 
question, so strictly so that ecclesiastical courts could not be prohibited 
however they handled it. But some cases dispute that authority. 

In Blinco v. Marston, 35 a vicar sued the parson himself for tithes. 
There is nothing strange about such a suit, for a parson might own land in 
the parish as a private person, from which he would owe the vicar any 
tithes with which the latter was endowed (typically, "small tithes.") In 
this case, the parson pleaded that the land from which tithes were sought 
was his glebe (i.e., land constituting part of living and held by the parson 
in his corporate capacity.) He sued a Prohibition upon surmise that the 

35 T. 38 Eliz. Q.B. Croke Eliz., 479: Harg. 7, f.200 (MS shows the stages of case, Croke only the 
conclusion, but no conflict.) 
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plea was improperly disallowed. After perhaps a moment's hesitation on 
Justice Fenner's part, he and Justice Gawdy (alone in court) granted the 
Prohibition. It was subsequently confirmed by the Court as a whole. All 
that the judges and counsel talked about was whether glebe owes small 
tithes as a matter of law where the vicar's endowment gives him such 
tithes but does not specify whether the glebe is liable. The Court decided 
that small tithes are not due from the glebe so long as it remains in the 
parson's own hands, contra if he leases it. On the first motion, Fenner 
was inclined to think that prescription would prevail against general rule. 
(If the vicarage went back before the time of memory, and through all 
that time the glebe had paid vicarial tithes, it was liable.) If Fenner had 
any doubt about the Prohibition, it was because of that point -- because 
nothing on the record excluded the possibility that the vicar was suing by 
virtue of a prescriptive title over and above his endowment. That idea 
might relate to the surmise of disallowance. Fenner may have been won- 
dering, "Can we be absolutely sure that the ecclesiastical court did not 
rule out the parson's defense because the vicar's claim was based on pre- 
scription?" 

Otherwise, however, nothing said in the case suggests that the judges 
had any doubt about prohibiting with the surmise of disallowance. One 
may therefore wonder whether they would have had any more hesitation 
without it. Nothing, that is to say, lends countenance to the view that con- 
struction of standard vicarial endowments (for such purposes as whether 
small tithes from glebe land are included within general language refer- 
ring to small tithes) is strictly an ecclesiastical problem. Why it should 
not be is hard to see, in view of the frequently-stated doctrine that parson- 
vicar contentions (normally over the construction of particular endow- 
ments) belonged exclusively to ecclesiastical cognizance. One suspects 
solicitude for typical lay economic interests in the general case: fear lest 
ecclesiastical courts make a general rule that glebe owes vicarial tithes in 
the absence of express provision to the contrary, to the detriment of im- 
propriators and benefit of working clergymen. In any event, if the com- 
mon law had interest enough to insist on its construction of standard 
endowments quoad the liability of glebe, it is perhaps arguable that the 
common law's right to make and enforce the general rule should be as- 
sertable without regard to the ecclesiastical court's conduct. A bare sur- 
mise, in other words -- "I am sued for vicarial tithes in respect of my 
glebe" -- perhaps ought to fetch a Prohibition. There is of course no way 
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to be sure whether it would, and Blinco v. Marston is a precedent for sur- 
mising disallowance. 

In Ryver v. Pell, 36 at least Justices Gawdy and Fenner (who originally 
granted the Prohibition in Blinco v. Marston) held out stubbornly against 
a formidable defense of the ecclesiastical courts' exclusive jurisdiction 
over the tithe-split between parson and vicar. They did so in such a way, 
however, as to suggest that only ecclesiastical misconduct would justify 
common law intervention. In this case, a parson sued for tithes of wood 
and furze. The parishioner pleaded that those tithes belonged to the vicar 
by prescription. A Prohibition was granted on surmise that the plea had 
been disallowed. Consultation was then moved for, on the ground that the 
distribution of tithes between parson and vicar was up to the ecclesiastical 
courts, whether prescription or anything else was claimed as the basis for 
the distribution. On the first bearing, Gawdy and Fenner opposed Con- 
sultation. (They were probably alone in court. At any rate, nothing is re- 
ported from other judges.) The two Justices claimed to have previous 
practice on their side. Fenner said that prescriptions (and compositions to 
boot) ''are more properly triable here than in the spiritual court." He and 
Gawdy did, however, expressly give the disallowance as their reason for 
thinking the Prohibition good -- as if to say, "Even though the issue is 
'more properly triable here,' we could not claim it unless the ecclesiasti- 
cal court had demonstrated unwillingness to try the same." Since it was a 
motion for Consultation that was before them, the two judges would have 
been obliged to deny it if their state of mind had only been one of doubt. 
They told the parson's counsel he could plead to the Prohibition, as it was 
of course his right to do whether he was invited or not. I suppose the 
judges "issued an invitation" in order not to be altogether discouraging 
about a demurrer, but it is not clear from the report that that was their in- 
tention, and they were hardly encouraging. 

Under the circumstances, the parson was well-advised to stick with his 
motion as the means of raising legal objections to the Prohibition. The 
motion for Consultation was introduced again on two subsequent occa- 
sions, and big guns, in the persons of both Coke and Tanfield, were 

36 M. 43/44 - H. 44 Eliz. Q.B. Add. 25,203, ff. 396 (first hearing); 413b (second hearing in M. 
43/44); 440 (third hearing, H. 44.) 
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brought on to argue for it. On the first occasion, Coke stated his side's 
analysis of the case in general terms -- that there was nothing at issue ex- 
cept the right of tithes between vicar and parson, and that exclusive eccle- 
siastical jurisdiction over that issue was well-warranted by authority -- 
then cited the case of Hunt v. Bushe as an exact judicial precedent in his 
favor. His success was indifferent, for the Clerk of the Court affirmed 
Hunt v. Bushe but added that "since then it has often been ruled to con- 
trary," and Justice Gawdy (who alone speaks from the Bench) said "we 
want to advise," whereupon the case was adjourned. 

The next term, Tanfield came on with some Year Book citations, and 
again with Hunt v. Bushe (which he said was like the present case in form 
-- similar surmise, motion for Consultation granted after argument.) 
Then, Tanfield made a semi-concession: If a parson sues for tithes and the 
parishioner claims an immemorial practice of paying a commutation to 
the vicar, then "perhaps" Prohibition will lie; contra here, where the pa- 
rishioner admits the duty to pay tithes in kind and seeks to avoid paying 
the parson only by raising the ecclesiastical issue of the parson-vicar split. 
(One wonders whether the precedents contrary to Hunt v. Bushe men- 
tioned by the Clerk on the earlier occasion could be swept away by this 
distinction -- i.e., whether they were all complicated by modi. Tanfield 
did not say so expressly, though that may have been the possibility he 
wanted to suggest.) Coke followed with more citations and the same gen- 
eral arguments. Interestingly, however, he took back what Tanfield had 
conceded. (Counsel on the same side sometimes disagreed with one an- 
other. I think the basic explanation is that they took their role as "officers 
of the Court" and periti seriously, and did not altogether suppress what 
they thought in the interest of concerted strategy. However, intended or 
not, the effect might not be entirely unstrategic: Tanfield concedes a 
point by way of saying that this case should not be confused with the re- 
lated one, where the modus is "perhaps" the heart of the parishioner's de- 
fense. Then Coke says, "No, not even in the modus case does Prohibition 
lie, a fortiori here." In any event, Coke analyzed the modus case the other 
way around: " ... for although a modus decimandi is triable at common 
law, yet it is not material in the said case, nor comes in question. For 
whether the vicar should have tithes in kind or a modus decimandi is not 
material when the suit is between the parson and the parishioner, but the 
debate there is whether the parson or the vicar should have the tithes. 
[Hence the 'debate' is a purely ecclesiastical as in the instant case.]") 
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Justices Gawdy and Fenner were jarred enough to retreat a step in gen- 
eral principle, for they conceded exclusive ecclesiastical jurisdiction 
when the "debate" is between two clergyman. But if one party to the "de- 
bate" is an impropriator, they said, things are different. Coke immediately 
corrected them on that, but to no avail. (Indeed, the relevance of the con- 
cession for the case at hand is unclear. Here the "debate," in the sense of 
the litigation, was between parson -- lay or clerical -- and lay parishioner. 
Would the Justices' principle give the common law jurisdiction because 
at least one party to the suit was lay, or would it make the jurisdiction de- 
pend on whether the parson in this case was a clergyman or an impropria- 
tor -- a fact we are not given?) The case was again adjourned, to be heard 
of no more, but the reporter concludes with his impression that the Court 
was still inclined to uphold the Prohibition. (Specific judges other than 
Gawdy and Fenner are not mentioned, but until those two were won over 
the motion for Consultation could not get a majority. The parson would 
be foolish to demur after trying so hard and so unsuccessfully to put his 
motion across. If he still wanted to contend he presumably took issue on 
the prescription, resigning a good case to the limbo of fact.) To the merit 
of the positions in Ryver v. Pell we shall return when we take up other 
cases on the parson-vicar problem. For present purposes, it is enough to 
note that disallowance was surmised, unsurprisingly in the light of the ob- 
vious unsettlement of the substantive question; that Gawdy and Fenner 
gave a hint that surmising disallowance may have been essential to the 
parishioner's case; on the other hand, that at least those judges were 
strong enough for keeping a prescriptive claim against the parson in com- 
mon law hands to permit the speculation that they would have favored the 
Prohibition even without the disallowance. 

One early Jacobean report 37 is both garbled and inconclusive, but it 
provides a further scrap of evidence of the disallowance surmise used to 

37 H. 2 Jac. K.B. Add. 25,213, f.58b. No decision reported. A parson was trying to stop a vicar 
from recovering tithes by showing a composition, while the vicar was relying on prescription. 
Apparently the parson already had a common law judgement (from 42 Eliz.) in his favor when 
the vicar again sued for the same tithes in 2 Jac. Though the report is unclear, it would seem that 
the parson was trying to claim a res judicata, as well as to assert his composition again. It is not 
clear whether he pleaded the judgment as well as the composition in the ecclesiastical court, but 
he did surmise that whatever he pleaded was disallowed. The judgment would tend to strengthen 
his case in substance, and possibly to render the surmise of disallowance superfluous, sed 
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claim common law intervention between parson and vicar. It was used 
again in the somewhat special circumstances of Horne v. Tuke. 38 Tuke 
was vicar, Horne lessee of the rectory. Tuke sued Horne for tithes of a re- 
cently erected cornmill (ten per cent of the "toll" taken for grinding
people's corn.) Horne pleaded a "composition-real" made in 1566, before 
the mill existed, whereby the parson was assigned the standard "great
tithes" (hay and corn) and the vicar the rest. (This species of composi-
tion-real was a permanent settlement of the distribution of tithes be-
tween parson and vicar arrived at by the agreement of those two parties
and the bishop, who made a sealed instrument incorporating the same. 
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It is to be distinguished from a mere bargain between the parson and 
vicar for the time being, and also from the other sort of composition-real, 
whereby clergyman, bishop, and patron assented to a commutation.) 
Horne's position, spelled out in his ecclesiastical plea, was that tithes 
from a corn-mill would go to the parson by the terms of an agreement 
simply assigning him great tithes, and that any ambiguity on that score 
was removed by the fact that the mill was erected after the composition. 
(I.e.: If there could be any doubt as to who got corn-mill tithes in exist- 
ence at the time of the composition by an instrument that made no spe- 
cific reference to them, there could be no doubt with respect to 
intrinsically "great" tithes which the makers of the composition could not 
have contemplated assigning to the vicar.) A Prohibition was granted on 
surmise that this plea was disallowed, and Consultation was subsequently 
moved for. 

On the occasion when the reporter heard discussion of the case, a judi- 
cial division appeared. Justice Tanfield opposed the Consultation on the 
ground that the case depended entirely on the exposition of the composi- 
tion, which belonged, he said, exclusively to the common law. Justice 
Williams differed, but his reasons are not reported. The case was then ad- 
journed. Later, the judges held a conference and decided to grant the 
Consultation. The reporter necessarily had this at second-hand, since 
there was not another discussion in open court. He had heard ("ut 
audivi") that the final decision was based solely on the old statute of Ar- 

quaere. 
38 P.4 Jac. K.B. Harl. 1631, f. 305. 
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ticuli cleri, which had been urged in favor of the Consultation. A clause 
of that statute read, "Prohibition does not lie if anyone erects a new mill 
on his property and afterwards tithes are demanded from the same by his 
rector." It was apparently argued that this provision categorically ex- 
cluded a Prohibition in the specific case of a new mill, and the judges ap- 
parently bought the argument. The reporter was surprised, since he found 
Tanfield's argument against Consultation impressive. 

Surely the surprise was justified. The handling of the case looks sus- 
pect. I would make the following observations: (a) The argument from 
Articuli cleri is shaky. The purpose of the provision is surely to keep pa- 
rishioners from evading all tithes on the produce of new capital invest- 
ment in mills -- not to exclude Prohibitions addressed solely to disputes 
between vicar and parson over new mills. The statute in its very words 
speaks of the rector; here it was used to keep a rector from enjoying the 
tithes, for a vicar's benefit. Relying on the statute, rather unintelligently, 
looks like a way to help the vicar in this case without denying Tanfield's 
point -- i.e., without impugning the common law's title to interpret com- 
positions. The case occurred at a time when the ecclesiastics were aggres- 
sively defending their interests against Prohibitions. The "Church 
interest" was pretty clearly on the vicar's side: The rectory here was actu- 
ally not impropriate, but owned by the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's. 
But Horne was a lay lessee and enough of a capitalist to build a new mill. 
Perhaps he was enough of an "operator" to arrange the lease before open- 
ing the mill for the precise purpose of "writing off" several years' profit 
tithe-free. (The pleadings showed that the rectory was farmed and the 
mill built six years ago.) Political pressure, and plain human charity, may 
well have recommended leaning in the working vicar's favor. Yet con- 
sciousness of political pressure might account for reluctance to concede 
anything "in derogation of the common law." Disposing of the case with- 
out open argument on a dubiously narrow basis points to a desire to avoid 
airing the larger issues of jurisdiction. 

(b) Tanfield's argument does not seem to me entirely persuasive, 
though by deciding the case without contradicting it the Court gave it a 
kind of sanction. In the light of other holdings and the line of reasoning 
represented by Tanfield himself in Ryver v. Pell, it seems to me arguable 
that construction of a composition solely concerned with distributing 
tithes between vicar and parson ought to belong to the ecclesiastical court. 
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A composition-real effecting a commutation of tithes is a different matter 
-- laicized both by the involvement of the patron and by the interest of the 
parishioners. The composition-real in this case, being wholly by and 
among churchmen, would seem as proper to ecclesiastical jurisdiction as 
ancient endowments and tithe-splitting usages. Did Tanfield perhaps 
over-identify the two kinds of composition-real in arguing that the one 
was as much common law business as the other? As the case stands, we 
simply cannot know whether any other judge disagreed with Tanfield on 
the fundamental question, though the bare report that Justice Williams 
spoke "contra" is perhaps more likely than not to mean that his remarks 
were on Tanfield's level, rather than addressed to the bearing of Articuli 
cleri. In any event, Tanfield's emphasis was sufficiently on the common 
law's "mere title" to judge compositions to suggest that for him the sur- 
mise of disallowance was not essential. I.e.: The bare surmise -- "I am 
sued for tithes assigned to me (or the parson, the vicar being my adver- 
sary) by a composition-real" -- might have sufficed. 

(c) The reporter adds one further feature. Several certified opinions of 
civilians were shown to the Court in this case. At least one of them held 
that tithes of a corn-mill were defined as "great tithes" by ecclesiastical 
law. I think the reporter cites that opinion by way of reinforcing his dis- 
satisfaction with the decision, for if the opinion was right the ecclesiasti- 
cal court had probably erred in holding -- by the implication of the 
disallowance -- that the vicar was entitled. (Not necessarily, in that the 
disallowance might reflect only construction of the particular composition 
in question, but probably, since the most obvious line of reasoning would 
have been, "The composition gives only great tithes to the parson, tithes 
from corn-mill are not great tithes, ergo the composition gives these tithes 
to the vicar.") For our purposes, it is worth noting that civilian opinions 
were offered, which shows that counsel, at least, considered them rele- 
vant. In what sense would they have been? If the Court were convinced 
that the ecclesiastical judge had probably erred by his own standards, 
should Prohibition be denied (by what I have called "Tanfield's princi- 
ple")? Or does Justice Tanfield's position on the particular problem of 
this case entail the opposite: Prohibition lies because it appears that the 
ecclesiastical court has erred on a matter (construction of compositions) 
for which the common law courts are primarily responsible, even thought 
the ecclesiastical law is a relevant source of information on such ques- 
tions as the meaning of "great tithes"? (Prohibiting for that reason is dif- 
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ferent from prohibiting without regard to the ecclesiastical court's con- 
duct.) In sum, Horne v. Tuke is an anomalous case, which raises more 
questions than it answers on the possibility of using the disallowance sur- 
mise in parson-vicar cases. 

Three years later, 39 another parson tried to invoke a composition 
against his vicar. It is not clear from the report whether the vicar sued the 
parson himself, or whether he sued a parishioner and the parson "came in 
for interest" (as was permitted) to defend his right to the tithes in ques- 
tion. In any event, the parson pleaded his composition and showed it in 
the ecclesiastical court, then sought a prohibition again showing this 
document, on surmise of disallowance. The King's Bench responded by 
promising a Prohibition if by a certain day the parson would produce an 
affidavit that the composition had in fact been pleaded in the spiritual 
court and disallowed. That is all the report says directly about the case. 
The decision is clear-cut: The common law is entitled to interpret and en- 
force a composition solely concerned with the parson-vicar split; how- 
ever, the common law's title does not accrue, as it were, until the 
ecclesiastical court has failed to respect the composition as the common 
law understands it. By insisting on an affidavit, the Court made sure that 
disallowance had actually taken place, avoiding the trouble that could en- 
sue from not making sure -- the possibility of a traverse to the disallow- 
ance and consequent need to decide whether to admit a fiction; the 
stronger possibility that the vicar would be forced to litigate at common 
law by a feigned surmise when the ecclesiastical court was in fact per- 
fectly willing to do justice to parson. (That was the least, surely, that the 
common law could do for "poor vicars.") 

The reporter expresses surprise at this decision with "Quod nota, al- 
though between vicar and parson, two spiritual men." He proceeds to re- 
count an apparently contrary holding from the same term: A suit between 
vicar and parson for tithes of toll from a mill; Prohibition refused, be- 
cause vicar-parson contentions belong to the spiritual court. While it is 
true that the decision in the principal case clashes with the theory that 
tithe-splits are intrinsically ecclesiastical business (i.e., raises a question 
as to whether that theory is meaningful as a generality if subject to such 

39 T. 7 Jac. K.B. Add. 25,208, f.52. 
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qualification), the second case can be distinguished from the principal one 
in two ways: (a) There is no sign of the disallowance surmise in the sec- 
ond case as stated, whereas that surmise was expressly held essential in 
the principal case. (b) The second case resembles Horne v. Tuke, which 
means that the mill-tithe provision of Articuli cleri may have been rele- 
vant. In general, we have by now seen enough evidence to suggest that 
the theory of exclusive ecclesiastical jurisdiction over vicar-parson dis- 
putes requires a somewhat indeterminate degree of qualification, short, 
perhaps, of qualification-to-death. 

A few reports involving the disallowance surmise touch on the ques- 
tion over which Coke and Tanfield differed in Ryver v. Pell: If a parish- 
ioner sued by the parson for tithes in kind claims the right to pay a 
customary commutation and to pay it to the vicar, does Prohibition lie? If 
the answer is "Yes" in principle, a further question arises: Does Prohibi- 
tion lie without a disallowance surmise, or only after the ecclesiastical 
court has been given first crack and erred? 

Baker v. Hulett 40 was complicated by a problem concerning prelimi- 
nary proof of the surmise, but for present purposes may be stated as fol- 
lows: Parson sued for wood tithes; parishioner sought a Prohibition on 
surmise that he customarily paid the vicar a sum of money in lieu of those 
tithes; there was no surmise of disallowance. Justices Walmesley and 
Beaumond were ready to prohibit because the wood tithes were surmised 
to belong to the vicar (not because a modus was in question.) They put the 
emphasis that way partly because of the problem upon 2/3 Edw.6: The 
procedural difficulty was that the surmised modus was arguably not ade- 
quately proved; Walmesley and Beaumond proposed not to worry about 
that, on the ground that the vicar's title, with respect to which the surmise 
was adequately proved, was sufficient reason to prohibit the parson's suit, 
so that the modus could be treated as surplusage. Had there been no mo- 
tive to get around the preliminary-proof requirement in an ambiguous 
case, it is possible that the two judges would have been less ready to step 
into a parson-vicar contention. Walmesley and Beaumond having taken a 
position, counsel objected that plaintiff-in-Prohibition had not made the 

30 M. 37/38 Eliz. C.P. Harl. 1631, f.205; Harg. 7, f.147. (For the relationship of the MSS. and other 
details of the case, see Vol. I.) 
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same claim in the ecclesiastical court as the surmise stated, but had stood 
on the modus alone. He had not by-passed the ecclesiastical court alto- 
gether, but he had not invited it to decide the question that was generally 
considered appropriate to ecclesiastical jurisdiction -- the right of tithes as 
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between parson and vicar. Rather, he had invited it to dismiss the suit for tithes 
in kind because a commutation was customary. (Motives for his conduct are 
imaginable. The likely one is that he went through the motions of putting in a 
plea in the ecclesiastical court, just in case failure to do so should be held 
against him, but hoped to get his Prohibition on bare surmise of the modus. 
Having that intention, he would not want to introduce the parson-vicar issue, 
because if that was the issue the ecclesiastical court would have more 
color of jurisdiction, even though the simultaneous presence of the modus 
created an ambiguity. When it came to making his surmise, however, he 
thought he had to tell the full story, lest discrepancies as among his sur- 
mise, a formal pleading, and jury-evidence come out in common law pro- 
ceedings. Alternatively, a man might be ignorant or indifferent as to 
whether the parson or vicar took his money, so long as one or the other 
took that instead of full-value tithes. However, in this snarled-up and 
mishandled case, inadvertence rather than strategy might account for the 
parishioner's steps.) 

When the judges were told that plaintiff-in-Prohibition's ecclesiastical 
plea did not correspond exactly with his surmise, they all agreed that if 
that was so Consultation would lie. (How would they ascertain whether it 
was so? "Informally" is probably the answer.) Walmesley and Beaumond 
were in accord with that conclusion. That means in effect that their ear- 
lier opinion was "in principle": In principle, a parishioner may prohibit 
the parson's suit if the tithes in question belong to the vicar, but he must 
plead that claim in the ecclesiastical court first. In other words, a disal- 
lowance surmise is required. Baker v. Hulett amounts to good authority 
for that proposition. Its bearing on cases involving both a parson-vicar is- 
sue and a modus is more complicated. When the judges agreed that fail- 
ure to plead the vicar's entitlement in the spiritual court was a fatal 
obstacle to Prohibition, they were constrained to pretend that there was no 
modus involved, because it had not been properly proved. Later on (ac- 
cording to Harl. 1631), the defective proof was repaired, and a Prohibi- 
tion was granted. Assuming that the parishioner had done nothing to 
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improve his position on the other front (such as putting in a correct plea in 
the ecclesiastical court and laying disallowance, or convincing the Court 
that he had in fact done so originally), the decision would imply that par- 
son-vicar cases involving modi are prohibitable more or less automat- 
ically. 

I say “more or less” because in this case it was admitted that the parish- 
ioner had pleaded his modus in the ecclesiastical court. Therefore it was 
not the most naked kind of instance -- Prohibition merely because one is 
sued for tithes in kind whereas a commutation is due, without regard to 
whether the ecclesiastical court has been given any chance to accept the 
modus. However, there is no sign of a disallowance surmise. In its final 
shape, the case would seem to boil down to a Prohibition on bare surmise 
that the parson is suing for tithes in kind whereas the vicar is entitled to a 
substitute payment by custom. On this construction, Baker v. Hulett sup- 
ports Tanfield’s position in Ryver v. Pell, rather than Coke’s, with the dif- 
ference that Tanfield did not maintain that the disallowance surmise could 
be dispensed with. But it was a tangled case. If by any chance Coke and 
Tanfield had it in mind, it would be no wonder if their memories clashed 
on its significance. 

Two Jacobean holdings in the King’s Bench on parson-vicar modus 
cases flatly conflict in result, though both testify as precedents to need for 
a disallowance surmise. Both reports simply state the case and give per 
Curiam decisions. In Wintall v. Childe, 41 the vicar sued for tithes in kind 
and the parishioner pleaded a customary right to pay a commutation to 
the parson, which plea was disallowed. The Court granted a Consultation 
(probably on motion, a Prohibition having slipped through.) In Dugdale v. 
Hillary, 42 the parson sued, and the parishioner pleaded a prescriptive title 
to pay the vicar 4d per acre. A prohibition was granted on surmise of dis- 
allowance. Wintall v. Childe falls in Coke’s last term as Chief Justice of 
the King’s Bench (he was dismissed only about ten days before the end of 
the term) and accords with the opinion he expressed from the Bar in Ry- 
ver v. Pell. The reversal of the positions of the vicar and the parson in the 
two cases might not be without effect on the judges’ unconscious mo- 

41 M. 14 Jac. K.B. 3 Bulstrode, 220. 
42 M. 18 Jac. K.B. Add. 25,213, f.254b. 
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tives, though it makes no difference in principle. The common law 
judges, as well as ecclesiastical courts, may have sympathized with the 
plight of impoverished vicars as against lay impropriators. Not to prohibit 
parson-vicar modus cases meant to risk the parishioner’s interest in his 
commutation to the ecclesiastical court; that risk might seem more toler- 
able when the beneficiary of any ecclesiastical bias would be a poor vicar 
than when the likely effect of not prohibiting would be to deliver tithes in 
kind to an impropriator, lay or well-endowed clerical, at the expense of 
both the vicar and the parishioner. Since vicars were ordinarily endowed 
with small tithes, their recovering in kind would not be likely to have a 
ruinous effect on parishioners’ economic expectations (unless the parish- 
ioner had expanded a small-tithe product, such as animal-breeding, into a 
major business, in which case his attempt to make out a nominal modus 
due to the parson might not deserve much sympathy.) 

One further case, Dullingham v. Kyfeley, 43 should be considered 
alongside the parson-vicar modus cases because, though different in 
form, it raises the same kind of problem. Kyfeley, Parson of S., sued a pa- 
rishioner for tithes. Dullingham, Parson of the neighboring parish of H., 
intervened for interest, as ecclesiastical procedure permitted. Dullingham 
claimed that there was a custom in S. whereby certain lands in that parish 
(including this parishioner’s) rendered 13 cheeses in the name of tithes to 
the Parson of H.; in recompense, certain land in H. rendered 13 cheeses to 
the Parson of S. in the name of tithes. The custom was alleged in the ec- 
clesiastical court (necessarily in this case, for unless he came and stated 
his claim, Dullingham could hardly be received as a party-in-interest); 
Dullingham sought a Prohibition on the ground that his claim had been 
disallowed (in effect, that the ecclesiastical court improperly refused to 
receive him as a third party.) 

The great lawyers Coke and Tanfield argued on opposite sides in this 
case. Tanfield, for Kyfeley, opposed Prohibition on two grounds: (a) A 
rejected applicant for reception as a party-in-interest has no standing to 
obtain a Prohibition. I.e.: The nature of Prohibitions is to stop a suit 
against oneself. Here, a stranger to the suit in being sought to prohibit it 
because he was dissatisfied with the ecclesiastical court’s handling of his 

43 M. 33/34 Eliz. Q.B. Croke Eliz., 251 
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attempt to come in and defend a collaterally threatened interest. He might 
have a rational complaint, but not every rational complaint against eccle- 
siastical courts is a cause of Prohibition ("Tanfield's principle".) (I ex- 
pand a little on the bare words of the report, but I think legitimately. To 
part of what Tanfield did say in so many words -- that it was odd to let a 
person who was not sued prohibit a suit -- one might reply by invoking 
the "public" theory of Prohibition and the cases on self-prohibition in Vol.
I. What does it matter who seeks the Prohibition, so long as it appears to 
the Court that there is reason to prohibit? In this case, however, it seems 
to me that one can come back with a good argument. If all that Tanfield 
said or meant were known, I imagine he might have made it: Granted that 
a non-defendant or even a non-party may bring a Prohibition -- still, the 
purpose of Prohibitions is to stop suits improperly brought in "foreign" 
courts, or else to prevent such courts from deciding issues inappropriate 
to them which arise in their suits, or else to prevent them from deciding 
issues by inappropriate substantive or evidentiary standards. In any event, 
there must be an inappropriate suit, or inappropriate issue, or erroneously 
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handled issue before the "foreign" court. Here, there is nothing before the 
ecclesiastical court (or no prohihendum) except a perfectly appropriate suit 
for tithes. No issues have arisen in that suit within the normal meaning of 
an "issue arising" -- i.e., the parties have not pleaded so as to introduce 
an "incidental" matter in which the common law may take an interest. For 
all the Court knows about the suit in being, Kyfeley has appropriately sued 
one of his parishioners for tithes and the parishioner has as yet said nothing -- 
or has confessed the tithes due, or pleaded payment. What the Court knows 
in addition is not "about the suit in being," but only that a non-party tried to take 
advantage of the ecclesiastical procedures for intervention and for some 
reason failed, leaving the "suit in being" just where it was. What has the com-
mon law got to do with the operation of ecclesiastical procedures for interven- 
tion? If it had no such procedures at all, what business of ours would it 
be? Or if parties seeking intervention were required to prove their factual 
contentions by the testimony of twelve bishops? At most -- even conced- 
ing that the ecclesiastical court mistreated Dullingham in a controllable 
way -- the remedy cannot be to prohibit Kyfeley's suit against X. Con- 
ceivably a Mandamus could be considered, requiring Dullingham to be 
received as a party if the facts he alleges are true. But to prohibit Kyfeley 
v. X., a wholly unobjectionable suit, is surely unreasonable. The crucial 
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point is that the target of the Prohibition is an unobjectionable suit -- not 
that someone other than the defendant has objected to it.) 

(b) Dullingham’s claim goes to the right of tithes as between two par- 
sons, which is a purely ecclesiastical matter (i.e., a matter which not only 
belongs to the ecclesiastical court in the first instance, but which it may 
handle without common law scrutiny.) Although Tanfield does not men- 
tion parson-vicar contentions in his reported words, I think there is no dif- 
ference in principle. His premise is that any issue concerning the 
allocation of tithes as between clergymen (or spiritual corporations, in- 
cluding lay rectors) is outside the common law’s sphere of interest, irre- 
spective of the basis for the allocation (a vicar’s endowment, a 
composition, or a custom.) (Tanfield’s second argument can stand on its 
own feet, independent of the first argument. One can concede Dulling- 
ham’s capacity to prohibit the suit in being for sufficient reason, but con- 
tend that the alleged mishandling of a claim going to the allocation of 
tithes is never reason for prohibiting an ecclesiastical suit. If that conten- 
tion is correct, the parishioner in our case ought not to have a Prohibition 
on the claim that anything he owed he owed to Dullingham--whatever his 
right to a Prohibition on the claim that he owed 13 cheeses instead of 
tithes in kind. However, Tanfield’s two arguments can also be synthe- 
sized. One can concede that the common law might have an interest in 
protecting the parishioner’s right to pay Dullingham instead of Kyfeley 
-- insofar, at any rate, as that right is based on custom -- but argue that it has 
no interest in protecting clergyman against clergyman, hence no title to 
concern itself with whether one clergyman is allowed to intervene to de- 
fend his right to tithes against another clergyman’s right. One can con- 
cede the general appropriateness of stopping X. v. Y. on Z.’s motion 
solely because Z.’s attempt to intervene has been improperly frustrated, 
but maintain that doing so is inappropriate when Z. is a clergyman seek- 
ing to dispute the right to tithes with another clergyman.) 

Coke, for Dullingham, spoke to both points. (a) He took the position 
that the parishioner could have prohibited the suit on the same surmise, 
ergo an interested third party could prohibit it too. (I have said enough by 
way of developing Tanfield’s argument to indicate how this may be an- 
swered. The answer is of course not conclusive, for the public theory of 
Prohibitions is an ample reservoir. It appeared to the Court in this case, 
subject to verification, that a man was in danger of being held liable for 
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tithes in kind in the Parish of S. contrary to immemorial custom: never 
mind how the Court found out, or what kind of interest plaintiff-in-Prohi- 
bition has, or whether the ecclesiastical defendant believes in or wants to 
assert the right which custom is alleged to give him, or what the content 
of the custom is. Alongside this broad justification for prohibiting until 
the reality of the custom is verified at common law, Tanfield's arguments 
may seem insufficient.) 

(b) The premise of (a) is that the parishioner would have cause of Pro- 
hibition if he tried unsuccessfully to plead the custom which Dullingham 
relied on -- in other words, that a man sued by Clergyman A who claims a 
customary right to pay a commutation to Clergyman B may have a Prohi- 
bition if his claim is disallowed. Coke made this point by saying that a 
modus, not the right of tithes, was what was essentially in question. Al- 
though it is true that a mere right-of-tithes question belongs to ecclesiasti- 
cal jurisdiction and may be handled as the ecclesiastical court sees fit (as 
where a parishioner sued by one clergyman claims, for whatever reason, 
that the tithes in kind are due to another clergyman), the presence of a 
modus utterly changes the case. As it were, the modus preempts the field; 
a contest which, from one angle, is over the right of tithes becomes, in the 
only aspect that matters, just like any other modus case -- a contest be- 
tween one person asserting the de jure duty to pay tithes and another per- 
son asserting that immemorial custom has substituted another duty. (Two 
points should be noted. First, Coke's argument for his client here contra- 
dicts his statement in Ryver v. Pell on parson-vicar modus cases and  
what may be his later judicial opinion in Wintall v. Childe. Secondly, it 
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seems questionable whether, by the logic of Coke's argument, the dis- 
allowance surmise should be requisite in standard cases involving both 
the right of tithes and a modus. For the argument tends to equate "A.
sues B. for tithes in kind, and B. says he owes A. 5d. by custom" with 
"A. sues B. for tithes in kind and B. says he owes C. 6d. by custom."
If no disallowance surmise, or at most a pro forma one, is required 
to prohibit the first suit, why should more be required to prohibit the
second? In the principal case, to be sure it is hard to see how the disal- 
lowance surmise could be dispensed with so long as any importance was 
attached to Dullingham's interest in Kyfeley v. X. If one went whole hog 
with the public theory of Prohibitions and regarded Dullingham as a mere 
amicus curiae, then Kyfeley v. X. should perhaps be prohibitable on the 
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bare information that an improper suit for tithes in kind was going on, 
without regard to whether the custom had been pleaded and disallowed. 
But if one sees Dullingham’s right to prohibit as a function of his right to 
be received as a party to the ecclesiastical suit, then he would seem to 
have no title to a Prohibition without showing that he had been denied re- 
ception. However, that is not a logical necessity: it would be possible to 
hold that Clergyman A. may prohibit Clergyman B.’s suit against X. on 
the ground that A. is entitled to a customary payment qua the equivalent 
of the tithes for which B. is suing; that A. need not surmise an attempt to 
intervene in the ecclesiastical suit and disallowance of his claim; and yet 
that a mere stranger, neither a party nor a party-in-interest may not main- 
tain a Prohibition.) 

The implications of Coke’s position for our present concern (the need 
to surmise disallowance) are of only theoretical interest, however, for 
Coke lost in Dullingham v. Kyfeley. At least it is pretty clear that he lost. 
The report ends with an adjournment, but the Court was inclined against 
prohibiting. There is only an outside chance that the judges might have 
changed their minds, if indeed Coke and his client thought another at- 
tempt to persuade them worthwhile. The only judge to appear individu- 
ally in the report is Justice Gawdy, by no means the most rigorous 
supporter of exclusive, uncontrollable ecclesiastical jurisdiction over the 
tithe-split among clergymen. In this case, it is interesting to note, Gawdy 
did not concede such “exclusive, uncontrollable” jurisdiction; he simply 
rejected the vital step in Coke’s reasoning. For Gawdy expressly said that 
the parishioner in the instant case could have a Prohibition by claiming 
the customary right to pay 13 cheeses to Dullingham (whether without 
disallowance surmise does not appear.) He thought, however, that Dull- 
ingham’s attempt to challenge Kyfelye’s title to tithes or the equivalent 
from certain lands was the clearest case of a contest between clergyman 
and clergyman over the allocation of tithe income, hence a purely ecclesi- 
astical matter. If Coke could not make Justice Gawdy accept his inference 
from the parishioner’s right to prohibit to Dullingham’s right, it is un- 
likely that he could have persuaded a majority of the Court upon further 
argument. Gawdy’s acceptance of Coke’s premise, on the other hand (the 
parishioner’s right) furnishes a scrap of further evidence for the proposi- 
tion that Prohibition lies in standard parson-vicar modus cases. It is argu- 
able that the writ should lie without disallowance surmise, but omitting or 
feigning the surmise in such cases would be ill-advised. There was uncer- 
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tainty as to whether Prohibition lay even with disallowance, and the ambi- 
guity of parson-vicar cases is in any event a reason for suspecting that the 
surmise might be demanded. It would soften the blow of prohibiting a suit 
involving the right of tithes between clergyman to give the ecclesiastical 
court first crack -- i.e., to give it a chance to settle the intra-Church con- 
test, so long as the custom and the parishioner’s right to pay a commuta- 
tion were respected. 

(6)Prescriptive claims outside tithe-suits 
In addition to the cases above on defenses to tithe-claims, there are nu- 

merous others in which the surmise of disallowance occurs, but in which 
the necessity of that surmise seems at least open to question. Let us take 
first those in which a prescriptive claim is asserted. One might argue that 
every prescription--not only modi -- is intrinsically suitable to common 
law trial, and therefore that the bare surmise, without an allegation of dis- 
allowance, will suffice. There are scattered cases on various subjects to 
support that argument. Here we shall look at a little evidence going the 
other way. 

In a case of 1610, 44 churchwardens sued certain parishioners for a rate 
assessed to repair the church. The parishioners prescribed to contribute to 
a chapel of ease in lieu of the parish church and sought a Prohibition on 
surmise that their plea was disallowed. The Prohibition was unanimously 
denied, the Court taking the position that it was the ecclesiastical court’s 
business to decide whether such a substitute performance (prescriptive or 
otherwise) should count against a repair-rate assessment. As usual in 
cases where the Prohibition was denied, one can only say that surmising 
disallowance is unlikely to have reduced the chance of success. 

The report of Conduit v. Plumer 45 leaves it nicely ambiguous whether 
the surmise of disallowance was necessary. Conduit was elected parish 
clerk by the parishioners, in the face of the minister’s pretense, by color 
of the 1604 canons, to appoint that officer. When he was unable to make 
Conduit step down, the minister had him cited into the ecclesiastical court 
to the end of formally depriving or disciplining him. Conduit pleaded a 

44 H. 7 Jac. K.B. Add. 25,208, f.93b. 
45 P. 8 Jac. C.P. Harg. 15, f.208b. 
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prescriptive title in the parishioners to elect the clerk. A Prohibition was 
granted on surmise that the plea had been disallowed and sentence of dep- 
rivation given. Chief Justice Coke, explaining the Prohibition, said: "For 
it is a prescription, which is a matter belonging to the common law, which 
they do not allow." By what seems to me the preferable interpretation of 
those words, they would amount to saying that the disallowance was im- 
material. I would "translate" as follows: "There is a prescriptive claim in 
this case, which by its nature demands common law trial, at least when 
the ecclesiastical court notoriously does not recognize the legal validity of 
such a prescriptive claim [ergo, to have a Prohibition Conduit would have 
needed only to say 'An attempt is being made to challenge my exercise of 
the office of clerk, whereas I am entitled to exercise it by prescription']." 

The alternative reading would be: "The presence of a valid prescriptive 
claim, which is suitable for common law trial, gives us grounds for pro- 
hibiting, seeing that the ecclesiastical court is alleged to have disallowed 
the plea." The first reading seems to me preferable partly because Prohi- 
bitions were issued in similar cases without apparent allegation of disal- 
lowance, and partly because the phrase "which they do not allow" ought, 
in the context of the case, to refer to the notorious or regular practice of 
the ecclesiastical courts, not the act of a particular court. For the reason 
why cases like Conduit v. Plumer arose is that ecclesiastical courts 
thought the canons entitled to prevail over other methods of choosing par- 
ish officers, including strictly prescriptive methods. Or, at the very least, I 
think it is clear that the ecclesiastical courts were assumed to take that po- 
sition. (One has to tread a little carefully here, for, as every Prohibition 
issued in such cases says by implication, the position imputed to the  
ecclesiastical courts was patently unlawful insofar as it preferred the 
canons over custom in the strict, immemorial sense. That is true be-
cause new ecclesiastical legislation was required by statute to conform 
with the laws and customs of the realm or fail. Though I have no evi-
dence of it, ecclesiastics might have claimed that they did not dispute 
the power of strict custom to prevail over the canons, but only sought 
to enforce the canons against electoral usages which could not be 
proved immemorial. Nonetheless, my impression is that the "patently un-
lawful" position was attributed to the ecclesiastics by common lawyers.) 
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"translation" above. I do not take him as saying that every prescriptive 
claim is to be tried at common law, regardless of the ecclesiastical court's 
willingness to try it; only that ecclesiastical suits should be prohibited, 
pending common law trial of prescriptive claims, when there is good rea- 
son (via judicial notice) to suppose that ecclesiastical courts do not recog- 
nize the relevance of prescription and therefore are presumptively 
unwilling to try such claims. 

Our two remaining cases on miscellaneous prescriptions are briefly re- 
ported. In one, 46 the ecclesiastical suit was for disturbing the plaintiff's 
enjoyment of a pew. The defendant pleaded that the pew was his by pre- 
scription and sought a Prohibition on surmise of disallowance. The Court 
was in doubt as to whether such a prescription was valid at all -- i.e., 
whether by the common law a man may prescribe to have the exclusive 
use of a pew -- but Justices Foster and Walmesley said that they could see 
nothing invalid about such an easement-like interest, and Foster thought 
there had been a judgment to that effect. No decision is reported. My 
guess would be that the surmise of disallowance may have helped here. 
The courts are unlikely to have much fancied getting involved in petty 
squabbles over pews, most of which were probably for the "seat of honor" 
in local pecking-orders. "We will think about the rights and wrongs of 
these cases only if it is claimed that the ecclesiastical court mishandled 
one by failing to respect prescriptive claims or the like," is perhaps a 
likely thought to put in the heads of judges hesitating in such a case, as 
the Common Pleas judges were here. They were not always so hesitant 
about protecting prescriptive interests in pews, however. 

In our final case, 47 the ecclesiastical suit was for a 6d. Easter offering. 
The defendants pleaded that the local custom required only a 2d offering. 
A Prohibition was granted on surmise of disallowance -- so much and no 
more is reported. On the one hand, it perhaps seems difficult to distin- 
guish a customary sum due for an offering from a modus. If the latter 
should be tried at common law regardless of the ecclesiastical court's 
willingness to try it, should the former not be? On the other hand, there 
are some distinctions. A modus is a considerate exchange, whereas the 

46 Russele v. . T. 8 Jac. C.P. Harg. 15, f.218b. 
47 P. 3 Car. C.P. Harl. 5148, f.120. 
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custom here only went to make 2d due instead of 6d. That is probably 
equivalent to saying that the issue was really custom against custom (Cf. 
Goslin v. Harden, above). There was no de jure duty to pay a particular 
sum for an Easter offering. The clergyman was probably seeking what he 
thought was locally customary, the parishioners disputing his version of 
the custom. (I suppose that where there was no settled custom, or offer- 
ings had been long-neglected, or accepted on a rough "ability to pay" 
basis, the clergyman had a right to sue for a "reasonable" sum, 
or the amount generally given in other communities, so that the case 
would not necessarily be a strict one of custom against custom. Quaere.) 
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Though it could be believed or pretended that ecclesiastical courts 
would not respect modi, could it be supposed with any plausibility that 
they would not respect one custom going to the amount of an offering 
against another, or a custom against the clergyman's claim that there was 
no custom? Finally, important interests were involved with modi -- land- 
values, the value of livings and hence of advowsons, the welfare of the 
Church -- whereas the values in our case were petty. The report says that 
plaintiffs-in-Prohibition were "servants" -- i.e., people of the class that 
would not normally contribute to the Church though tithes. One can 
imagine a certain pity for poor men whom the Church showed signs of 
squeezing, but also a certain reluctance to interfere with the Church's ef- 
forts to get at the non-contributor so long as the ecclesiastical court gave 
no evidence of injustice. Although the distinctions between tithes and of- 
ferings do not resolve the question of principle (should the common law 
intervene merely because a prescriptive claim is on the board?) they prob- 
ably go to suggest that surmising disallowance in the offering case was a 
good idea. The pettiness of the controversy and the likelihood that eccle- 
siastical courts would usually behave reasonably in such cases would ar- 
gue for not encumbering the common law machinery until the 
ecclesiastical failed. 

(7) Parish rates 
The remaining cases on disallowance surmises I shall group according 

to subject matter. Two cases concern parish rates, without involving the 
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element of prescription. Jeffrey's Case 48 raised the important question 
whether a non-resident owning land in a parish may be assessed for a rate 
to repair the church. Upon demurrer, the Queen's Bench said "Yes," inso- 
far as the land is in the owner's hands (i.e., so long as double taxation, of 
both the owner and a tenant, is avoided.) The Prohibition, which grew to 
the demurrer, was granted upon surmise of disallowance. Jeffrey sur- 
mised that he was sued for the rate, being a landowner but not a resident, 
and that he had unsuccessfully pleaded his non-residency in the ecclesias- 
tical court. 

Whether or not other cases on the same subject will support the rule, 
there is positive evidence in Coke's report of this case that the disallow- 
ance was essential. For Chief Justice Wray said that the ecclesiastical 
court had primary jurisdiction over parish rates, and therefore that is was 
necessary to take civilian opinions. Civilians accordingly certified that 
"non-resident landowner" was within the meaning of "parishioner" by ec- 
clesiastical standards. The Consultation by which the case was finally dis- 
posed of expressed the judgment that the disallowance was correct by 
ecclesiastical law, and that that law was relevant. It does not automat- 
ically follow that the opposite datum -- that the ecclesiastical decision 
was wrong, or not clearly right, by ecclesiastical standards -- would have 
led to the opposite conclusion via "Tanfield's principle." Nor, perhaps, 
can we be sure that the Court would have refused to consider the case 
without the surmise of disallowance. It is that note of doubt in my mind 
that leads me to place Jeffrey's Case here, instead of in the section above, 
among cases in which, without a disallowance, a Prohibition would not 

48 M. 31/32 Eliz. Q.B. 5 Coke, 66b; Harl. 1633, f.88; Add. 25,196, f.237b. The MSS., virtually 
identical with each other, are sub. nom. Geffrey v. Churchwardens of Halesham and dated P. 32. 
Both are brief reports of the initial decision to grant Prohibition (despite the later date), not to be 
compared with Coke's full report of the arguments and outcome. The MSS. have a bit of utility 
on one point: They have the judges a little indecisive -- thinking the surmise showed good cause 
of Prohibition, but not resolving anything. I suppose their questions might be: "Even with the 
surmise of disallowance, are church-rates so purely ecclesiastical business that we must stay 
out?" or "Can there really be enough doubt about the correctness of the ecclesiastical decision to 
warrant Prohibition?" The very existence of doubts was sometimes a reason for granting a 
Prohibition, for argument on motions for Consultation and demurrers was as a rule better 
prepared and hence more helpful for resolving the doubts than argument on initial motions for 
Prohibition. My suggestion in the text is that a similar response -- "Yes-no-we'd better prohibit 
in order to make up our minds properly" -- might have been evoked by a surmise laying no 
disallowance. 
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have been colorable. The issue was pretty important -- a landowner 
claiming he was illegally taxed, the Church seeking to impose a form of 
tax-liability which could make a great difference for the resources of 
many parishes and the tax-burden on inhabitants. Could a common law 
court resist the temptation, or evade the responsibility, of settling that is- 
sue, however it was proposed and however relevant ecclesiastical law 
was held to be for its resolution on mature consideration? It is notable that 
the Prohibition was granted, though ultimately reversed, and reversed 
only on demurrer, though there is of course no telling whether a motion for 
Consultation would have had a chance. It is possible that the judges 
wanted a full-dress decision and would have got one even if Jeffrey had 
only said that he was sued for a repair rate in a parish which he did not 
live in. On the whole, I think, the judges wanted to give tax-assessment 
cases of various sorts their own hard look, and would prohibit in order to 
do so, whatever the form of the surmise. 

Jeffrey's Case is early, and on the whole one expects the surmise of 
disallowance in early cases. It appears much later, however, in another 
sort of parish-rate case 49 Here, parishioners claimed that the rate had 
been assessed by an illegal method -- by the churchwardens on their own 
authority, instead of by majority vote of the parish. The Common Pleas 
granted the Prohibition with simply the observation that the assessment 
was illegal. Though the parishioners showed that they had pleaded the 
facts and made their legal point both in the original ecclesiastical court 
and on appeal, I would suppose from other cases on "parish democracy" 
that they could have had their Prohibition on bare surmise that the rate 
had been assessed without consulting the inhabitants. The surmise of dis- 
allowance is of course to be expected when the ecclesiastical defendant 
actually intended to stick with the ecclesiastical courts if possible, as the 
appeal shows the parishioners here wanted to do. Objection to delaying 
until after sentence and appeal (of which there is no sign in this report) 
might be removed by making it appear that one had tried to assert the 
same claim in the ecclesiastical court as one was now driven to assert by 
Prohibition. 

49 Roberts et al. v. . 3 - 7 Car C.P. Hetley, 61. 
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(8)Jurisdiction of the High Commission 
A few cases involve both the surmise of disallowance and the jurisdic- 

tion of the High Commission. One such case, Partlet v. Butler, I have al- 
ready treated in another aspect in Vol. I. The case clearly unfolded as 
follows: A Prohibition was granted, with some discussion, but probably 
without adversary debate. Later in the same term, it was reconsidered, 
probably on a motion for Consultation, with fuller discussion and adver- 
sary debate. On the second occasion, the statement of the case was al- 
tered. It is intelligible what happened: defendant-in-Prohibition showed 
the Court, or persuaded the plaintiff to admit, that the nature of the eccle- 
siastical suit was not exactly as the plaintiff had represented it in his sur- 
mise. On the first occasion, the Court had only the surmise before it. The 
reports treated in Vol. I relate to the second occasion and give the case as 
it then appeared; two other reports 50 relate solely to the first occasion. It 
was only on the first occasion that the matters we are at present concerned 
with -- disallowance and the jurisdiction of the Commission -- had any- 
thing to do with the case. I shall now discuss Partlet v. Butler as it origi- 
nally appeared, virtually as if it were a separate case. 

Partlet was sued in the High Commission for defaming a minister. He 
sought to justify the words he admittedly had spoken -- not as true in a lit- 
eral sense, but as a warranted "value judgment" in the light of facts that 
were alleged to be true. (The words were, "That he was fitter to stand in 
the pillory than preach in the pulpit, and that he had taken two orders al- 
ready, and that he lacked but taking the third, which was to have his ears 
cut off." The justification was that the minister had forged an acquittance, 
in commenting on which the speaker had so expressed himself. The 
speaker pleaded the forgery in detail -- i.e., showed what the forged docu- 
ment related to, when it was forged, etc.). A Prohibition was sought on 
surmise that the High Commission had improperly rejected the plea and 
sentenced the speaker to apologize. The Court granted the Prohibition but 
by-passed the theory on which it was sought. Without going into whether 
ecclesiastical courts were bound to recognize the kind of "circumstantial" 
justification for defamatory words relied on here, the judges simply held 

50 M. 38/39 Eliz. Q.B. Moore, 460 Lansd, 1059, f.256. (Both reports, virtually identical, sub. nom. 
Parlor v. Butler.) 
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that the matter was outside the High Commission's jurisdiction. If the 
words had been spoken during divine service, they said, the High Com- 
mission would have had a basis for proceeding (in consideration of the 
disturbance of order in the church); as it was, there was no basis. It is not 
clear form the reports whether this holding was intended to be specific to 
the High Commission. 

The judges eventually decided in this case that any ecclesiastical court 
would have been prohibitable from proceeding against the speaker, be- 
cause the words were actionable at common law. (They imputed worthi- 
ness of temporal punishment, though not a specific temporal offense. 
Once the justification was put on the board -- that the words were by way 
of accusing the minister of forgery -- the case for prohibiting was very 
strong. It is perhaps worth asking whether the words without that expla- 
nation were sufficiently clear imputation of temporal wrongdoing to war- 
rant a Prohibition.) But in addition, there was probably quite sufficient 
reason to prohibit the High Commission specifically. Standard doctrine 
(though this was a disputed subject) had it that the High Commission was 
confined to ecclesiastical crimes of some magnitude, and that charges of 
ecclesiastical defamation -- which were always considered partly, or in- 
deed primarily, criminal, even when the suit was private in form -- be- 
longed to the regular diocesan courts. I think it is probable that the 
Prohibition in Partlet v. Butler could have been obtained merely by sur- 
mising the nature of the proceeding and arguing that it was beyond the 
High Commission's jurisdiction. In a sense, the case is like those on mis- 
conceived surmises: Although it is possible that the theory implied in the 
surmise was perfectly good -- i.e., that it was not literally misconceived -- 
the Court felt free to dispose of the case on a simpler, more open-and-shut 
theory (whether the Commission's authority or the common law action- 
ability of the words). 

A case of 1600 51 gave the Queen's Bench considerable trouble. A. was 
sued in the Arches. When a pursuivant from that ecclesiastical court came 
to serve process on him, A. beat the pursuivant and said some "opprobri- 
ous" things about the Arches. The High Commission then proceeded 
against A. criminally for the "contempt and disorder" in his treatment of 

51 T. 42 Eliz. Q.B. Add. 25203, f.206b. 
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the Arches' process-server. A. pleaded that all he did to the pursuivant 
was in self-defense. The High Commission disallowed the plea and went 
on to sentence A. to pay the pursuivant £10 damages, plus a fine. A Pro- 
hibition was granted on surmise of this material and (the report says) on 
pretense that assault and battery belong to the common law. The report's 
way of putting it suggests that the theory of the surmise was not simply 
that the ecclesiastical court should be prohibited for refusing to admit the 
justification of self-defense in response to its charge of "contempt and 
disorder," but also that the charge was in effect the temporal offense of 
assault and battery, improperly disguised as "contempt of ecclesiastical 
process and officers.'' In other words, the claim to a Prohibition was dou- 
ble-barreled, the surmise of disallowance serving the alternative theory 
that even if contempt in the form of assault and battery was punishable 
qua contempt self-defense ought to have been accepted as a plea. 

The judicial discussion reported was on a motion for Consultation. 
Counsel seeking the Consultation (Warburton) took the broad position 
that contempt proceedings pursuant to proper ecclesiastical suits are be- 
yond control -- whether a given defense to the charge is permitted or not; 
whether or not the contempt takes a form that would also be punishable as 
a temporal misdemeanor or tort; and also whether or not the court pun- 
ishing the contempt (the High Commission here) is the same court that 
suffered it (the Arches.) The court conceded all but the last point, con- 
cerning which it was in doubt. It was in no doubt about one thing: the 
High Commission had no authority to award damages to the pursuivant -- 
call it assault and battery or call it something else (these words are mine, 
but I think the formulation is probably safe), the High Commission, as a 
criminal court, could not give private amends. On the vexed question 
whether the High Commission had authority to fine (as opposed to using 
spiritual sanctions), Chief Justice Popham gave signs of a moment's 
doubt, but he and his brethren were ready after brief reflection to concede 
the Commission's power to fine. They were on the point of granting a 
Consultation for all except the damage-award, had Popham not been dis- 
turbed by the implications of letting the High Commission punish con- 
tempts to other ecclesiastical courts. The report accordingly ends with an 
adjournment. For our present purposes, the case may be taken as holding 
that disallowing a defense to proper ecclesiastical contempt proceedings 
is not controllable. On the other hand, the case illustrates the judges' will- 
ingness to look at all visible aspects of the High Commission's behavior 
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-- whether in contempt proceedings or other matters -- and to prohibit if 
that behavior was ultra vires -- whether or not the surmise was clearly 
predicated on the optimum theory. (The damage-award, the fine, and the 
High Commission's arrogation to itself of power to protect other ecclesi- 
astical courts would have been the components of the "optimum theory" 
here.) 

One Jacobean decision 52 reflects both caution about prohibiting the 
High Commission and an unusual form of insistence on the surmise of 
disallowance. A Prohibition was sought on the bare surmise that the High 
Commission was about to proceed in a matter of incontinency. (The re- 
port is no more specific.) All the King's Bench judges agreed that it had 
no authority to do so. (It was probably sound enough, in the light of other 
cases, to hold that minor ecclesiastical misdemeanors, such as run-of-the- 
mill incontinency, were outside the Commission's jurisdiction, even 
though criminal cases.) However, the Court denied the Prohibition for 
the present, instructing the party to "suggest this matter there unto them." 
If it was not allowed, the judges said, they would then grant a Prohibition. 
In other words, the party was required to "except to the jurisdiction." If 
unsuccessful, he must predicate his Prohibition on the High Commis- 
sion's refusal to rule against its own jurisdiction as a matter of law. There 
were practical advantages in that course. The judges said expressly that 
"they conceived that they would not hold plea in such a case." Why grant 
Prohibitions when there is practically no chance that a "foreign" court 
will actually proceed with an inappropriate suit if the defendant makes 
legal objection? The implications are disturbing, however, for if the prin- 
ciple of the decision were carried to its limits Prohibition would lie only if 
(a) the "foreign" court committed a specifiable and controllable error, by 
improper disallowance of a claim, erroneous sentence, or unlawful type 
of award; or (b) it was notorious or highly predictable that the "foreign" 
court would uphold its own jurisdiction on legal challenge. Prohibitions 
on the bare surmise that a claim or issue outside the "foreign" court's 
scope was before such a court would lose legitimacy. The more outland- 
ishly inappropriate the matter -- say a suit to recover freehold in an Arch- 
deacon's court -- the better reason to withhold Prohibition, pending 
failure of an exception to the jurisdiction in the "foreign" court. 

52 P. 10 Jac. K.B. 1 Bulstrode, 188. 
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Obviously the King's Bench in our case had no such far-reaching im- 
plications in mind. In all probability, the judges had no desire to prohibit 
the touchy and politically potent High Commission gratuitously. Apart 
from the practical situation, it is worth asking whether a special policy for 
the High Commission, or for this kind of case, can be justified in princi- 
ple. The answer, I think, is that it can be. (a) The High Commission was a 
statutory court. For practical purposes, it had such powers as the Elizabe- 
than Supremacy Act directly gave it or authorized the monarch to confer 
on it. Therefore, to prohibit the High Commission was to interpret a stat- 
ute. To prohibit it without evidence that it had misinterpreted the statute 
in its own favor was to imply that a deliberately created and intentionally 
"dignified" court could not be trusted to pursue its authority and was not 
meant by the legislature to be so trusted in any degree. By contrast, most 
ultra vires rules respecting "foreign" courts were "at common law" (i.e., 
non-statutory) and therefore exclusively appropriate to common-law in- 
terpretation and enforcement. To the extent that statutes defined the juris- 
diction and directed the conduct of "foreign" courts other than the High 
Commission, it is arguable (as we have seen in other contexts) that the 
non-common law court ought at least to get first crack at applying the 
statute to itself. But even if that is not conceded as a general principle, 
there are grounds for seeing the High Commission as a special case -- its 
exceptionally high status as an instrument of public policy in the affairs 
of an Erastian Church; the fact that it was created by statute (as opposed 
to regulated by statute) -- i.e., given from the start a delimited authority, 
which it was presumably expected to follow (which contrasts with telling 
an existing court to limit its authority in ways likely to go against its 
"natural" bent.) 

(b) In our case, the jurisdictional issue was intra-ecclesiastical. The 
lower ecclesiastical courts had undoubted jurisdiction to proceed against 
incontinency, while the High Commission did not (except on the theory, 
which the judges in our case would not attribute to the Commissioners, 
that all ecclesiastical causes, or at least all criminal ones, were within 
their authority if they wished to take them.) It is perhaps arguable that no 
ecclesiastical court should be prohibited on the ground that jurisdiction 
belongs to another ecclesiastical court unless it is claimed that the former 
has erroneously ruled in its own favor. In that situation, the jurisdictional 
issue may be regarded as inherently appropriate to the ecclesiastical sys- 
tem -- a matter of "What is the lawful distribution of authority within our 
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sphere?" (Cf. "What is the lawful distribution of revenue between vicar 
and parson?") -- subject to common-law scrutiny for misapplication of 
statutes (or other controllable errors, if any are conceivable -- realisti- 
cally, statutes were involved in nearly all the "distribution" situations that 
came up in Prohibition cases.) Sometimes, of course, whether the High 
Commission had jurisdiction was not a question of the boundary between 
that tribunal and other ecclesiastical courts, but of whether the suit was 
appropriate to any ecclesiastical court. In that event, the rule I state here 
would not apply, though the considerations under (a) above might. I 
doubt that the rule stated here for "intra-ecclesiastical distribution" situ- 
ations was generally recognized, but the instant case lends it countenance. 

In Sutton's Case, 53 our last one involving the High Commission, the 
surmise of disallowance was used with the same kind of ambiguity as we 
saw in the assault and battery case above. Sutton was proceeded against 
in the High Commission to the end of depriving him of the office of 
Chancellor of the Diocese of Gloucester. He was charged with lack of ap- 
propriate training in and knowledge of civil and canon law, the Commis- 
sion relying on canons and recent royal directives for the theory that 
persons unqualified in legal studies could and should be removed from such 
offices. Sutton was also charged with being a clergyman holding a cure 
of souls. (Whether or not that in itself made him ineligible for the Chan- 
cellorship, it was clearly alleged against him as an aggravating circum- 
stance. He was a divine, not a civilian, by profession, whatever pretense 
he could make to de facto competence in law; he was responsible for a 
living, which at least created doubt as to whether his holding both posi- 
tions was tolerable in view of possible neglect of the cure of souls.) Sut- 
ton admitted that he was a beneficed clergyman, but pleaded that the 
Chancellorship had been duly granted to him for life by the Bishop and 
Chapter, wherefore he had a freehold from which he could not be dis- 
lodged. He sought a Prohibition on surmise that this defense was disal- 
lowed. The Court turned him down, essentially because his having a 
freehold was considered irrelevant: He might have one, and if unjustly 
deprived of it he might have common law redress, but the ecclesiastical 
court had every right to examine whether he met the qualifications for the 
spiritual office he held, or failed to in such a way as to be deprivable by 

53 H. 2 Car. C.P. Croke Car.. 65. 
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ecclesiastical law. After all, every holder of a benefice had a freehold, 
yet clergymen holding benefices could be charged with various derelic- 
tions in ecclesiastical courts and deprived -- subject to common law reme- 
dies that would accrue to him and his patron if by color of a wrongful 
deprivation someone interfered with their respective temporal interests in 
the living. 

In one sense, the surmise of disallowance in this case was straightfor- 
ward: Sutton claimed that his duly acquired life-tenure in the office made 
him immune from scrutiny, at least concerning his qualifications and the 
compatibility of the office with his parochial responsibilities (perhaps if 
he had been specifically charged with dereliction of duty or malfeasance 
the case would be different); the High Commission overruled that legal 
contention; the Common Pleas was invited, albeit in vain, to control the 
High Commission's decision. The "matter of freehold," however, may 
change the thrust of the surmise. Suppose Sutton had said merely that the 
High Commission proposed to consider depriving him of an office in 
which he had a freehold without charging specific wrong-doing, and then 
had argued that the common law ought to protect freehold interests in of- 
fices against that kind of ecclesiastical interference. The argument would 
not have succeeded, but it might have been listened to. It is notable, fi- 
nally, that Sutton made no effort, and the Court made no move on its 
own, to dispute the High Commission's jurisdiction specifically. Perhaps 
that would have been unpromising in Charles I's reign. Whether it would 
have been implausible I am not so sure. The High Commission was look- 
ing into the affairs of the Diocese of Gloucester. As an interested party, 
perhaps, the Bishop would have no claim to exclusive authority, but the 
Archbishop might have a persuasive one. The matter was hardly criminal, 
as a charge of specific illegal acts on the part of an ecclesiastical office- 
holder might be considered (with deprivation the sanction.) The proceed- 
ings against Sutton are a good illustration of the High Commission's 
utility as an administrative instrument: Diocesan Chancellors were high 
officers; an incompetent, pluralistic one is likely to have gotten where he 
was by the cozier sort of cathedral politics; a national supervisory body, 
capable of cracking down on the localism that corrupted the Church as it 
frustrated central government, was a useful institution. But is it at all clear 
that the High Commission had the legal power to proceed against Sutton? 
At any rate, its power was not questioned in our case. 
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(9)General pardons 
The surmise of disallowance also comes up in a few cases on general 

pardons. The common law courts frequently prohibited ecclesiastical pro- 
ceedings on the bare surmise that a pardon released the party from liabil- 
ity. Dr. Newman's Case 54 is an express holding that the bare surmise is 
sufficient. Newman was an ecclesiastical judge, who proceeded ex officio 
against a clergyman (for what offense is not reported.) While the suit was 
pending, a general pardon was granted. That it covered the offense in 
question was undisputed. Newman nevertheless proceeded to sentence, 
from which the clergyman appealed. Then he sought a Prohibition, 
merely surmising the pardon -- i.e., without pretense that the pardon had 
been alleged and disregarded, either in Newman's court or at the appel- 
late level. Counsel opposing the Prohibition rested wholly on the argu- 
ment that failure to allege the pardon in the ecclesiastical court was a fault 
-- i.e., that there was no basis for Prohibition without a showing that the 
ecclesiastical courts had improperly disallowed the pardon after having 
been informed of its existence and urged to consider it relevant. The 
Court rejected that contention expressly and granted the Prohibition. 

The report is too brief to give a full impression of the Court's thinking, 
but a couple of formulations are interesting. The judges said that even 
thought the plaintiff had not tried to introduce the pardon in the ecclesias- 
tical court, he could allege it here as amicus curiae. That expression 
evokes the "public" theory of Prohibitions -- as if to say, "Granting that 
qua private party one who raises an issue at a later stage than necessary is 
in a weak position, we are here to prohibit such misconduct as prosecut- 
ing a pardoned man, however we find out abut it." Chief Justice Coke 
said that he doubted whether the general pardon could be waived in a 
criminal case -- by which he presumably meant to suggest, "If there is no 
way for a man to disclaim the benefit of a pardon, failure to allege it at a 
given point is no waiver; unless the plaintiff can in some sense be said to 
have waived the pardon, there is no reason to deny him the advantage of 
it when he brings it up." However the point is put, the Court's ground 

54 H. 8 Jac. C.P. Add. 25,209, f.220. 
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seems solid: Be the law as it might with respect to the need to allege other 
defenses and objections in the ecclesiastical court, a pardon was a public 
act, whereof the ecclesiastical judge should take notice (in at least a moral 
sense, seven if in a narrowly legal one he was not bound, under pain of 
reversal for error, to observe an unalleged pardon.) A pardon was a won- 
derful manifestation of royal mercy, to be appreciated and to be given its 
intended effect, though an ignorant or negligent party failed to claim it, 
though an ecclesiastical judge were excusably or inexcusably uninformed 
of it, or were unwilling to implement it on his own motion. 

In Elizabeth Davis. v. Hawkins, 55 the suit was for defamation. The 
original ecclesiastical court gave sentence for the defendant (speaker.) On 
appeal, the Arches reversed the sentence and gave the plaintiff (defamee) 
12d costs. A general pardon was then granted. (Acts of "spiritual" defa- 
mation, being considered primarily crimes, were consistently held to be 
within the terms of general pardons.) Then the speaker appealed to the 
Delegates, who upheld the Arches' judgement and granted further costs to 
the defamee. Then, after losing again on the merits, the speaker alleged 
the pardon in the Delegates. He sought a Prohibition on surmise that his 
attempt to plead the pardon had been disallowed. The Court's discussion 
of the case is obscurely reported. It is in any event of no importance here, 
for it turns on the problem (common in pardon cases) of how to deal with 
the two cost awards where the substantive offense was pardoned. The 
only point to be noted at present is that disallowance was alleged. Need it 
have been? Would exactly the same discussion have taken place on bare 
surmise that the Delegates had affirmed the "guilty" sentence plus the 
cost award below, and then assessed further costs, after the pardon had 
wiped out the offense? I can only say that in the light of Newman's Case 
and general practice I can see no reason to suppose the disallowance sur- 
mise was essential. One might conceivably argue that a man who takes 
appeals ought to try to use the pardon at some point in the ecclesiastical 
courts. I.e.: It is easy to forgive a man who is pardoned while being tried 
and says nothing about the pardon until, having lost, he seeks a Prohibi- 
tion. For people will understandably want to try for vindication on the 
merits in criminal causes. 

55 H. 22 Jac. C.P. Winch, 125. 
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But when that effort fails once, perhaps the equities are altered. If it is 
no fault to appeal on the merits instead of seeking a Prohibition based on 
the pardon after one loss, and if it is no fault to delay bringing in the par- 
don until the last appeal on the merits is lost, perhaps it should be consid- 
ered a fault even then to keep quiet about the pardon. One who keeps 
quiet all the way through takes advantage of very liberal facilities for vin- 
dication, and then stands back and permits the assessment of costs to get 
more snarled-up than it might if the ecclesiastical court’s notice of the 
pardon were assured by the party best able to call attention to it. How- 
ever, the principle of Newman’s Case is broad, and Davis v. Hawkins is 
hardly distinguishable from that case. (There was an appeal on the merits 
in Newman’s Case, and the pardonee kept quiet even after losing the sec- 
ond time. The only difference is that there could have been another appeal 
in Newman’s Case, whereas the pardonee in Davis v. Hawkins was at the 
end of the road when he brought up the pardon in the ecclesiastical 
courts. He could probably have brought it up for the first time in his Pro- 
hibition without hurting himself.) 

Further cases on pardons merely illustrate the occasional, probably su- 
perfluous, occurrence of the disallowance surmise. Smith v. Sherborne 56 

antedates Newman’s Case. A beneficed clergyman was sued to the end of 
deprivation on the ground that he had acquired his living by simony. He 
pleaded that simony had been forgiven by an appropriately timed general 
pardon and got a Prohibition on surmise that he was improperly denied 
the benefit of the pardon. The reports relate to a motion for Consultation. 
The case presented difficult problems and was argued at length. The Pro- 
hibition was eventually upheld because the judges did not think that the 
transaction involved amounted to simony. With respect to the pardon, 
they did not think it affected the parson’s deprivability for simony. (Par- 
doning the offense meant removing criminal liability, but did not, in the 
case of simony, remove the offender’s disqualification for holding a bene- 
fice.) At least in the retrospective light of Newman’s Case, I can see no 
reason why the Prohibition could not have been obtained merely by sur- 

56 H. -P. 41 Eliz. C.P. Moore, 916; Lansd. 1065, f.4; Harl. 4817, f.180b. (Moore is a bad report, the 
MSS. taken together excellent.) 
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mising that the clergyman was sued contrary to general pardon. The same 
debate and conclusion would have followed. 

The character of the litigation in Dr. Brikenden's Case 57 is not clear to 
me, but it does not matter here. A party tried to take advantage of a par- 
don to escape a costs award. He made an attempt in the ecclesiastical 
court and sought a Prohibition on surmise of disallowance. The Common 
Pleas turned him down on the substance. (a technical question, having to 
do with the timing of the pardon in relation to the judgment for costs and 
the subsequent "taxing," i.e., quantifying, the costs held due in principle.) 
Plaintiff-in-Prohibition had a weak claim, but I see no reason to suppose 
it would not have got a hearing without the disallowance-surmise. 

(10)Testamentary cases 
There are not many testamentary cases in which the surmise of disal- 

lowance is likely to have been superfluous. A couple may be noted. In 
Goram v. Fowks, 58 an administrator sued a man for detaining "jura et 
credita" belonging to the estate and thereby preventing the administrator 
from putting in a true inventory, as he was legally obliged to do. I take 
this suit to be in effect for discovery, like the innumerable equity bills for 
detention of deeds. If the administrator wanted to recover property be- 
longing to his intestate, he could only sue at common law. An ecclesiasti- 
cal suit would have been utterly inappropriate. I think it is plain that the 
administrator was trying to get the other party examined in the ecclesiasti- 
cal court as to whether he held "jura et credita" which the administrator 
suspected him of having, after which there would be enough information 
either to enter those items on the inventory as possibly recoverable assets 
or claims, or else to leave them out. The alleged detainer appeared in the 
ecclesiastical court and claimed property in the goods in question. (What 
kinds of things they were does not appear -- probably bonds, negotiable 
paper, or the like, the ultimate question probably being whether they were 
held as deposits or had been assigned.) A Prohibition was granted on sur- 
mise that the claim was disallowed. 

57 P. 1 Car. C.P. Croke Car., 9. 
58 M. 32 (31/32 or 32/33) Eliz. Q.B. 4 Leonard, 150. 
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The report is too skimpy to permit one to get a hold on this potentially 
interesting case. I would guess that the detainer admitted that he had 
goods of the sort roughly described by the administrator. (In the nature of 
discovery suits, the description would be rough. If the administrator knew 
precisely what was detained and believed it to belong to the estate, he 
should inventory it and sue to recover.) Then, I would suppose, the de- 
tainer said that the goods were his and took the position that the ecclesias- 
tical court had no power to investigate the truth of that claim or otherwise 
to interrogate him further. Perhaps it could make him answer questions to 
the end of discovering whether he had anything of the sort mentioned, but 
once he had admitted that he did, the ecclesiastical court must surcease, 
for the ownership of goods is exclusively common law business. The ec- 
clesiastical judge rejected that legal contention, whereupon a Prohibition 
was sought. If this reconstruction is correct, the occurrence of the disal- 
lowance surmise is unsurprising. The detainer quite naturally went into 
the ecclesiastical court in order to say, "Under the circumstances -- be- 
cause this is really a property-dispute -- I am not examinable here, though 
the suit against me as such -- merely as an effort to get information 
needed by the administrator from someone suspected of having it -- is un- 
objectionable." But it does not follow that the disallowance surmise was 
necessary. Suppose the detainer had said merely, "I am sued for discov- 
ery with respect to goods in which I claim the property." I can only con- 
jecture that the chance for a Prohibition would still have been pretty good. 
The report, indeed, suggests that the surmise here did not rely unambigu- 
ously on the disallowance, but sought also to say that the mere existence 
of a property claim took away ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Confronted with 
an unambiguously "bare" surmise, a common law court would be likely to 
say that ecclesiastical courts must be kept from asking questions that 
might touch on the rights of a property dispute, even if they would not 
necessarily do so. (Not necessarily, because the detainer could be asked 
only for a description of goods which might concern the administrator, 
without being asked in any way to explain or justify his claim to the prop- 
erty. But it is difficult to keep the two apart, and it is in the nature of dis- 
covery proceedings that potential litigants will in some measure be hurt 
by disclosure of even comparatively neutral facts.) 

Insofar as prohibiting at all is not the happiest solution -- well, as much 
harm was done by prohibiting with the surmise of disallowance as would 
have been done by prohibiting without it. The administrator is left in the 
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dark as to what exactly he should inventory as possibly recoverable prop- 
erty, and he may not have sufficient information about the goods to sue 
for them at common law. He should probably be advised to go to a court 
of equity. There, indeed, is where he should perhaps have gone in the first 
place. The decision in Goram v. Fowks does not, however, mean that ec- 
clesiastical suits for discovery are invalid as such. 

A second testamentary case, Goodwyn v. Goodwyn, 59 was as follows: 
A man left a £20 legacy to his daughter. The executor entered into a bond 
to pay the legacy (i.e., promised to pay and bound himself to forfeit £40 if 
he failed to.) When subsequently sued for the legacy, the executor ap- 
peared in the ecclesiastical court and pleaded payment "according to the 
bond." He obtained a Prohibition on surmise that the plea was disal- 
lowed. On motion for Consultation, Tanfield, of counsel, argued that the 
executor had merely pleaded that he had paid the legacy. That was an ob- 
viously appropriate ecclesiastical plea to a suit in indisputable ecclesiasti- 
cal cognizance. If it was really disallowed (or disallowed for some 
plausible but insufficient reason, such as defective evidence), the error 
should be corrected by appeal. Justices Gawdy, Fenner, and Yelverton 
(only their opinion is reported, but they make a majority) overruled Tan- 
field's argument. As they put it, the bond "extinguished" the legacy and 
converted the £20 into a common law debt. Taken strictly, that should 
mean (a) that the legacy suit would be prohibitable even though there 
were no claim that the money had been paid; (b) that with or without a 
claim of payment, disallowance need not have been surmised. For if the 
making of the contract utterly "extinguished" the legacy, there was noth- 
ing within ecclesiastical jurisdiction to sue for. Therefore a surmise say- 
ing, "I am sued for a legacy altogether inappropriately, because the 
pretended legacy was converted into a debt" should get a Prohibition. 

It is of course unremarkable that the executor responded to the ecclesi- 
astical suit with his straightforward claim to have satisfied his duty, how- 
ever the duty is to be classified. It seems to me worth noting that there 
would be a good answer to Tanfield's argument without holding the leg- 
acy flatly "extinguished." The executor did not plead payment simpliciter, 
but "according to the bond." He called attention to his contractual duty 

59 M. 1 Jac. K.B. Yelverton, 39; Add. 25,205, f.1b. (Virtually identical.) 
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over and above his ecclesiastical duty (note that the contractual duty was 
a heavier onus owing to the penalty in the bond), and professed to have 
paid by way of satisfying the contract -- though that was also to satisfy 
the ecclesiastical duty if the latter could be said (contrary to the Court) to 
retain any life. In rejecting that plea, the ecclesiastical court did not in the 
simplest sense commit the unaccountable (hence appealable) error of dis- 
allowing a plea of payment. It disallowed the plea that another duty had 
been substituted for the legacy by agreement and performed, wherefore 
proceedings to recover the legacy were manifestly unjust; At least in the- 
ory, the ecclesiastical court could have taken the position that the substi- 
tution does not extinguish the legacy, and therefore that the only 
acceptable plea is mere payment. "Payment according to the bond" is 
bad form because it implies the false premise that making the contract 
wipes out the ecclesiastical duty to pay the legacy. That position would 
perhaps not be manifestly erroneous by ecclesiastical standards (though 
pretty silly); common law intervention could be justified as protecting one 
whose performance of a common law duty would not be straightfor- 
wardly accepted as discharging any remaining ecclesiastical duty, con- 
trary to the plain intent of the parties and all justice. If we tacitly assume 
what we must if the ecclesiastical decision is to make any real sense -- 
that the disallowance was evidentiary -- then clearly ecclesiastical stand- 
ards of evidence should not be applied to the claim that a common law 
duty had been satisfied, whereas they would be appropriate (at least argu- 
ably) to a claim of mere payment (=satisfaction of a purely ecclesiastical 
duty.) 

The advantage of this tortuous alternative route to a Prohibition is that 
it avoids the starkest implication of the Court's "extinguishment" theory - 
- that making a contract to pay a legacy ipso facto destroys the ecclesiasti- 
cal right, whether or not the contract is performed. Is that really just? If 
an executor enters a penalty-bond to satisfy a legacy and pays nothing, 
should the legatee be prohibited from suing for the legacy? Must he sue 
on the bond, even though he is willing to give up the penalty and rely on 
the weaker sanctions of ecclesiastical law to get his money? Should one 
not worry about the motives of an executor who seeks to prohibit a suit 
for a legacy he has admittedly not paid, on the ground that an equivalent 
common law action lies against him? If he can avoid being harried by ec- 
clesiastical sanctions for the moment, he will perhaps be hard to find 
when a suit on the bond has ripened to execution. The Court in Goodwyn 
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v. Goodwyn appears to have taken the stronger position, which tends to 
remove the need to surmise disallowance. I argue that it need not have 
taken so strong a position to uphold the Prohibition, and that perhaps it 
should not have. Ultimately, I wonder if it did take that position. Could 
"The bond extinguished the legacy" not be taken as shorthand for "The 
ecclesiastical court had no business treating the right to a legacy as in any 
sense alive when performance of the bond was claimed -- no business do- 
ing anything but letting the executor try to prove satisfaction of the bond 
by common law standards -- no business, if this is what happened, forcing 
the executor to plead payment simpliciter and hence to subject himself to 
ecclesiastical standards of proof"? If such a reading is permissible, the 
behavior of the ecclesiastical court would have been essential to the right 
to a Prohibition. 

(11)Courts of Equity 
The surmise of disallowance almost never occurs in Prohibitions to 

courts of equity. Such Prohibitions were usually based on the theory that 
the suit should never have been brought in equity -- either because a com- 
mon law remedy was available, or because the judges thought that equita- 
ble relief was simply unjustifiable in the circumstances. We may 
conclude this section however, with an exceptional case in which disal- 
lowance was alleged, Moss v. Browne, 60 and a dictum on the disallow- 
ance surmise in relation to courts of equity. B. was badly in debt to M. 
and "decayed in estate." They made a settlement whereby B. paid 25 per 
cent of the debt and M. released the whole. B. then promised to pay the 
rest when "God should please to make him able." Later B. came into a 
large estate. M. sued him in the Court of Requests because he would not 
honor his promise in his changed fortunes. B. first pleaded that he had 
made no promise. When the Requests found against him on that point, he 
pleaded the Statue of Limitations. He sought a Prohibition in part because 
the plea of the Statute was disallowed. (His other claim was that he was in 
effect being sued on a contract, for which an Action on the Case at com- 
mon law was the appropriate remedy.) After argument, the Common 
Pleas refused the Prohibition. (The suit was not on an enforceable con- 
tract, since after the release of the original indebtedness there was no con- 

60 H. 17 Car. C.P. March, 151. 
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sideration to support the promise to pay the forgiven sum if possible. On 
the other hand it was legitimate to take B.'s promissory language as rais- 
ing a trust for M's benefit, and hence to take the suit as an effort to en- 
force a trust, even though it was not expressly cast as such. The Statute of 
Limitations did not apply to a trustee's duties.) 

For our present purposes, I would only suggest that the surmise of dis- 
allowance is unlikely to have been necessary, even if the claim to a Prohi- 
bition had depended wholly on the Statute of Limitations. "I am sued with 
respect to a duty no longer enforceable by reason of the Statute of Limita- 
tions" would probably have led to the same discussion and decision. 
There were problems, as we have seen, about the proposition that com- 
mon law courts were exclusively competent to construe statutes, situ- 
ations in which it was perhaps correct to insist that statute-based claims 
be advanced in the court that had lawful possession of the suit to which 
such claims were alleged to be relevant. I doubt, however, that the Statute 
of Limitations in a Requests suit would have seemed such a situation. Of 
all the prohibited courts, the Requests was probably the least trusted and 
the least regarded as a legitimate member of the system. The judges 
would probably have been ready to assume that minor equity courts (un- 
like the Chancery) were predisposed to mistake the force of statutes in 
general (as distinct from misapplying a particular statute). That is to say, 
they would have been suspected of an inclination to mitigate statutes, 
contrary to the good doctrine (reiterated in Moss v. Brown) that "there is 
no remedy in equity against a statute." (That is, equity relieved uncon- 
scionable abuses of the letter of the common law; it could not prevent 
people from taking unfair advantage of their statutory rights.) The Statute 
of Limitations would probably have seemed especially tempting. People 
like Browne in our case (had the statute applied to him) could maneuver 
themselves behind the protection of the statute in very bad conscience in- 
deed. For these reasons, I suspect that any common law court asked to 
stop a suit in the Requests allegedly barred by the Statute of Limitations 
would immediately take a look for itself, without regard to whether the 
statute had been pleaded and disallowed. 
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In an earlier Requests case, 61 no disallowance surmise was made, nor 
was one needed to justify a Prohibition, but a dictum relating to disallow- 
ance occurs. In this case, Edith More made Trott her executor and made 
the Taylor brothers residuary legatees, each to have half of the residue. 
Trott accounted for the estate in an ecclesiastical court, after which he 
paid what that accounting showed to be the residue to one of the Taylors
-- half in his own right and half as executor to his now-deceased brother, 
the other legatee. Taylor gave Trott two separate acquittances, one for 
each moiety. Trott then died, making X., the present plaintiff-in-Prohibi- 
tion, his executor. Taylor sued X. in the Requests for a new accounting 
(no doubt because he contended that a proper view of More’s estate 
would show a larger residue than appeared by the ecclesiastical account- 
ing.) X. pleaded the above matter (the ecclesiastical accounting plus the 
acquittance) in the Requests; Taylor demurred to his plea there. X. sought 
a Prohibition, through Coke as counsel, simply reciting all this. He did 
not say that the Requests had erroneously ruled against him, but claimed a 
Prohibition on the theory that the Requests ought not to consider giving 
Taylor relief under the circumstances as they were alleged to be. It is no- 
table, however, that X. did plead in the Requests. Quaere whether his 
chance for a Prohibition would be any less if he had not pleaded, or if it 
had not appeared of record that Taylor had demurred (that is to say, if so 
far as appeared questions of mere fact -- whether the prior ecclesiastical 
proceedings had occurred, whether the acquittance were made -- had been 
open in the Requests.) 

The Court granted a Prohibition: “For it was said that an executor’s ex- 
ecutor will not be compelled to account in a Court of Conscience, but the 
executor himself may. And an executor’s executor may be sued in Court 
Christian for a legacy of the first testator. And it was also said that if the 
acquittance will not be allowed there, that is another cause to grant Prohi- 
bition.” It is the last sentence of the Court’s opinion that concerns us here. 
As it stands, it would seem to insist on the disallowance surmise. As the 
case was, the Requests simply had no jurisdiction to call an executor’s ex- 
ecutor to account. (Whence one may infer that the surmise said more than 
it needed to even in reciting the prior ecclesiastical accounting, not to 

61 H. 2 Jac. K.B. Lansd. 1111, f.41. 
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mention the acquittance and the pleading in the Requests. Enough to 
show that the accountant was an executor’s executor. I should suppose 
the reason for his non-accountability in equity was that his conscience 
was not chargeable with anything his testator had done as executor. Sed 
quaere whether cases in which a charge could be put on an executor’s 
conscience are not imaginable, though this would not appear to be one of 
them, for X. would surely be entitled to assume that Trott’s ecclesiastical 
accounting was honest, whether it was or not. Reciting the prior events 
would seem to be helpful for clearing X. of any dereliction in persona.) If, 
however, the first executor had been called to account (or, speculating 
that it might be too flat to say that an executor’s executor can never be li- 
able in equity, if the prior ecclesiastical accounting had not taken place or 
not been alleged) the acquittances themselves would be grounds for Pro- 
hibition, provided they were disallowed. But if they were not disallowed  
-- if X. said nothing more than that he had the acquittances in hand -- 
Prohibition would not lie. So the Court’s opinion, taken literally, implies. 
I wonder whether it ought to be taken that literally. It is perhaps arguable 
in theory that a court of equity ought not to be concluded by the acquit- 
tances -- i.e., ought to be free to investigate whether they were predicated 
on a false accounting which the legatee unwittingly accepted at the time. 

But the King’s Bench in our case does not seem to have taken that po-
sition -- rather, the position that the Requests must not go behind the ac- 
quittances and is not free to try their factual reality. Therefore, should the 
acquittances be barely surmised -- without any allegation of an unsuc- 
cessful attempt to show them in the Requests and persuade that court to 
tell Taylor that he could not have relief in the face of his own releases -- I 
should not be surprised to see a Prohibition granted. This point is specula- 
tive, however. In terms, the opinion goes to show that the disallowance 
surmise was a possibility, and perhaps in some circumstances a require- 
ment, in cases concerning courts of equity. 

ENDNOTES 

FN 6. Lest this situation seem improbable, imagine the following situation: There is little or no sign 
of a custom of commuting tithes -- certainly not enough evidence to sustain a modus at common law. 
However, Parson would prefer money to the trouble of handling tithes in kind. He persuades most of 
the parishioners to agree to a commutation representing more or less fair value. But Parishioner A. 
won’t deal. He thinks the parson’s figure is too high, prefers paying in kind to meeting that price. SO 

Parson sues A. on a feigned, or at least weakly-evidence modus hoping that the ecclesiastical court 
will sympathize with his project, if A’s unwillingness to accept a commutation is strong enough to 
make him contest the suit. (Just bringing a suit is of course one way to make a recalcitrant bargainer 
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think twice.) Perhaps the ecclesiastical judge will see advantage to the Church in a fair-value 
commutation, where most of the parishioners are ready to accept one. Perhaps the judge will at least 
exercise pressure on A. If the judge is not dishonest enough to find the parson's modus good against 
all the evidence, perhaps he will at least be willing to uphold it by combining a little evidence in its 
favor with easy-going ecclesiastical standards of prescription. In these circumstances, A.'s only 
honest response is that there is no such modus, but that tithes in kind are admittedly due. In terms of 
Dodderidge's principles, I find this imaginary case tricky. On the one hand, it would seem that 
common law standards of prescription, rather than ecclesiastical standards, ought to determine 
whether A. has any other duty towards the parson than to pay tithes in kind. The question would 
seem to be whether the governing local law, based on immemorial usage, calls for tithes in kind or a 
substitute performance. 

On the other hand, should it be presumed that an ecclesiastical court would handle a contest between 
a modus and tithes in kind in such a way as to offend common law standards? I have deliberately 
stated a case in which the ecclesiastical court might have a motive to lean in the direction of the 
modus. perhaps using its easier rules on prescription to do so. But basing a presumption of law on an 
imaginable motive is dubious. If one thinks in the somewhat abstract terms perhaps appropriate to 
presumptions of law, it would seem that ecclesiastical law in general has a bias in favor of tithes in 
kind. (Why are ecclesiastical courts not trusted to try modi alleged by parishioners in suits for tithes in 
kind?) Should one not presume that across the board -- including the appellate level, where the judges 
would be remote from any knowledge of local conditions which might make it desirable to uphold the 
parson's modus -- ecclesiastical courts would look hard at any attempt to destroy the right to tithes in 
kind, whoever initiated it? Would they be likely to let such an attempt through unless the prescriptive 
claim was a good candidate by common law standards? 

Secondly, is it self-evident that common law standards should govern a contest between tithes in kind 
and a modus? Is it not arguable that the Church has a right to make people pay a commutation instead 
of tithes in kind if in fact they have done so for long enough to satisfy ecclesiastical standards of 
prescriptions? is doing that not equivalent to holding that usage over a reasonably long time amounts 
to consent, or a kind of "implied composition-real?" Of course such usage should be genuine; 
ecclesiastical courts ought not to do what the parson in our imaginary case hopes for -- cheat a little to 
uphold a weak or feigned modus. But the legal presumption must be that "foreign" jurisdictions will 
apply their own law honestly. 

Finally, there is an incidental reason against prohibiting ipso facto when a parson sues on a modus 
relating to a tithable product. For prohibiting in that case would spare the parishioner admitting 
anything against himself. I.e.: If A can have a Prohibition by surmising that, whereas he is sued for 
10d by virtue of a pretended modus, there is no such custom, he will not have confessed that tithes in 
kind are due. If he wins with a jury and the parson sues him for tithes in kind, he can get a new 
Prohibition by surmising a 6d. modus. If, on the other hand, A must plead in the ecclesiastical court, 
he must either allege his 6d modus now if he is serious about it or admit that tithes in kind are due. The Admission 
migh be advantageous to the parson in various ways, both in ecclesiastical and common law litigation. 

In sum, the case can be argued both ways. Perhaps the very fact that it can be is reason for insisting 
on a disallowance surmise. The last consideration above argues against an ipso facto Prohibition; the 
other considerations at least make difficulty, suggesting that the chance of common law standards' 
being violated in practice may not be so great, and that perhaps those standards are not even relevant. 
Under these circumstances, "wait and see" makes sense -- insist that the ecclesiastical defendant at 
least make a plea in the ecclesiastical court and come with a concrete complaint (e.g., that he offered 
specified evidence that tithes in kind were always paid, or paid up to a time so recent that a modus 
could not possibly be established by common law standards, and that such evidence was disallowed, 
or else that sentence was given without paying proper attention to it.) 
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As for the contest between alternative modi: If all the common law court can see is that such a contest 
is joined, has it the interest in making sure that common law standards are observed to justify 
intervention? Surely it must be assumed that the ecclesiastical court will apply the same standard of 
prescription to both of the rival modi. If it does so, it is at least not presumable that the ultimately 
governing common law standard will be flouted. For even if non-immemorial usage is taken to 
establish rights, it does not follow that the older of the two modi will not be upheld. By the ultimately 
"right" -- common law -- standard, it may be that neither modus ought to prevail over tithes in kind 
(or, in the case of non-tithable products, total exemption), but it would be strange to impose a "better" 
solution on the parties than either seeks. It is possible that application of the ecclesiastical standard of 
prescription could lead to an unacceptable result -- as if Parson's 10d modus were upheld on the basis 
of continuous usage over the last ten years, in the face of at least equally good evidence of 
Parishioner's 6d modus over the ten or more years preceding the last ten. If Parishioner made a 
surmise bringing out such a story, no doubt Prohibition should lie. But a surmise showing only that a 
contest between two modi exists is no basis for presuming that an unacceptable result is at all likely. 

Dodderidge's bringing up the conflicting standards of prescription -- in effect qualifying his earlier 
suggestion that only disallowance of a counter- modus reflecting variant evidentiary standards would 
justify prohibiting suits founded on modi -- only reinforced Justice Houghton's convictions. There is 
so much conflict between common and ecclesiastical law, Houghton said in effect, both on standards 
of evidence and standards of prescription, that a strong common law hand is necessary -- certainly 
automatic intervention when a contest of modi is joined. Presumably he would have argued that the 
likelihood of something's going wrong if ecclesiastical courts were left to try prescriptive 
counterclaims was quite enough to justify "preventive" control. When you have recognized that 
standards of prescription conflict and that the common law standard must prevail, why lean over 
backwards to avoid prohibiting until it is altogether certain that the governing standard will be 
violated? 

Rolle and Harl. 4561 expressly associate Chief Justice Montagu with the final, unanimous decision to 
prohibit, whereas he does not seem to have participated in either of two previous hearings. Bulstrode 
makes it clear that there were two, and that the second ended in a temporary stay. That was an 
appropriate step when the puisne Justices were 2- I for a Prohibition, but the Chief Justice had not had 
a chance to express himself. 

In addition, Bulstrode shows that the judges were confused about exactly what the surmise said and 
what the rival customs were alleged to be. Though the reporting is somewhat obscure, my impression 
is that their difference of opinion was rather in the abstract -- none of them being quite sure what the 
stated case before them was. Perhaps their differences disappeared when they got the case straight 
(e.g., Dodderidge could have become convinced that the disallowance was evidentiary); perhaps 
Dodderidge changed his mind on the principles and decided that counter- modus cases should be 
prohibited ipso facto after all. (The reports of the final outcome emphasize his point about conflicting 
standards of prescription. Perhaps Dodderidge himself came around to the view that, given such 
conflict, it was just as well to prohibit on bare surmise that modi were pitted against each other.) 
Whatever the exact story of one reluctant judge's thinking, it seems safe to suppose that three 
members of the Court favored prohibiting just because rival modi were in question -- in other words, 
that the disallowance surmise in this case was not essential. Goslin v. Harden may be taken as 
authority that alleging an alternative modus when the ecclesiastical suit is based on a modus will fetch 
a Prohibition as reliably as alleging a modus when the ecclesiastical suit is for tithes in kind. If, as in 
Goslin v. Harden itself, plaintiff-in-Prohibition says that his counter- modus was disallowed, the 
disallowance surmise should be untraversable. 
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